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Abstract
Photovoltaics are devices that convert sunlight directly to electricity. It is well
established that the conversion efficiency of mono and poly-crystalline silicon-based
photovoltaic modules is inversely related

to their temperature.

Substantial

improvements in operational performance can thus be achieved if the thermal energy
accumulating in the material can be effectively dissipated.
Accurate modelling of modules would allow possible methods of thermal dissipation
to be evaluated, and as a crucial component of the model, the thermal properties of
the constituent materials of PV modules needed to be known. Special consideration
needed to be given to the interfaces between dissimilar materials and to the
interconnections.
In this project the interface thermal resistances that exist between consecutive layers
in a PV were fully determined. Pre-modelling took place to verify the existence and
the significance of these thermal resistances.
The validity of the model was proven experimentally by quantifying the interface
resistances. They sum to a total of 3.19 C/W, which is equivalent to 23.8 /o of the total
thermal resistances of the PV module.
By including the results from the experimentation to the model, it was found that it is
giving a representative picture of the photovoltaic thermal behaviour.

Further experimentation took place by testing a PV module under simulated lighting
conditions. These results are within an error range of 25%.

Finally suggestions for further work and improvement of the model and the
experimental results are given.
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Nomenclature
a: Absorption
p: Dynamic viscosity
p: Reflectance
x: Transmittance
Ts! Surface shear stress
Conductive-convective flux density

Cf! Friction coefficient
dd): Conductive flux
k; Thermal conductivity
n: Efficiency
Q :

Heat transfer rate

R: Resistance
T: Temperature

Glossary
BIPV: Building Intergraded Photovoltaics
EVA®: Ethylene Vinyl Acetate
PV: Photovoltaics
T.I.R.: Thermal Interface Resistances
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Photovoltaics are the fundamental devices for converting sunlight directly into
electricity. A major problem with photovoltaics is that their efficiency is inversely
related to their temperature. This results in less electricity being generated as the PV
heats up.

Photovoltaic cells are semiconductor devices whose principle of operation is based on
the photovoltaic effect.
fhe photovoltaic effect is produced when a photon strikes the semiconductor material,
fhis causes electrons at the n-side of the p-n junction to be promoted to a higher level,
enabling them to travel across, to the p-side of the p-n junction.

iun igM

Fig. 1.1 Schematic of the operation of a p-n junction (cell) in a module. (Bowden S., 1996)
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When a photon has more energy than is required to promote an electron, the
additional energy is released in the p-n junction in the form of heat. This is known as
the thermal effect.

The electrical efficiency of the photovoltaic cell is defined as the electricity produced
by the photovoltaic cell as a percentage of the total energy received from the sun.

Electricity Produced
n =--------------------------- xlOO
Energy _ Re ceived

(1.1)

Commercially produced photovoltaics have mean efficiencies of up to 15% although
under strict laboratory conditions, efficiencies of up to 30-35% have been achieved.

The efficiency is dependent on the material properties and the thermal effect.
bach semiconductor material only absorbs photons of a specific wavelength. This
explains why not all the solar radiation is absorbed.

The thermal effect reduces the efficiency of the PV quite significantly. For example
by increasing the temperature of a 17% efficient module from 25”C to bO^’C, the
efficiency drops to 10%. This results in reduced power output by 42%. (Taine J. et al
1993)

A photovoltaic module consists of several layers of materials as shown below.

NLodiile Profile

Interacts

Fig. 1.2 Schematic of the layers of a photovoltaic module.
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Thermal interface resistances exist between consecutive layers in the module and
prevent heat dissipation from the PV cell. Therefore the thermal effect is increased
and the efficiency is correspondingly lowered.

This project investigates the effect of the thermal interface resistances - from a
conductive point of view - on the thermal behaviour of a photovoltaic.

1.2 Aim
The aim of this project is to determine the heat transfer paths within a photovoltaic
module, from the conductive point of view, and to quantify the thermal interface
resistances that exist between the layers of a module.

1.3 Objectives
□ Undertake a literature review on photovoltaics and on the heat transfer modes that
occur in the module.

□

fo determine experimentally the thermal interface resistances that exist within a
photovoltaic module.

□ To develop a computer based theoretical model that will predict the thermal
behaviour of a PV module by inputting the properties of its constituent materials,
the sizes, the shapes and the boundary conditions.

□ To create a photovoltaic module exact-copy of the one that was modelled, with
enhanced thermocouples.

□ To built a test rig (solar simulator) and test the PV in order to validate the above
theoretical model.
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Chapter 2. INTRODUCTION TO RENEWABLES AND
PHOTOVOLTAICS
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a picture of the current state of development of renewable
energy technology and resources all over the world. What are the different
technologies and what is the prospect for the future? What is the contribution of
renewables to today’s energy consumption and what is the aim. The reasons why
renewables are more necessary than ever will be outlined. Photovoltaics will be
analysed in terms of technologies and energy production while the most important
advantages and disadvantages will be outlined.

2.2 Renewable energies today and future
The renewable energy industry is one of Europe’s fastest growing sectors, (Altener II,
1997) as Member States encourage renewables deployment as an alternative,
indigenous energy source with low environmental impacts. Policy makers now
recognize that there are also additional economic benefits from renewables, especially
in terms of the potential for employment creation and development of a strong export
industry.

Renewable technologies refer to energies that come from natural energy cycles, which
unlike fossil fuels are sustainable indefinitely, fhese include wind power, solar
power, hydropower, biomass, geothermal, wave and tidal power.

Table 2.1 shows the relative contribution of renewable energy sources to the total
energy consumption of all EU member states. It can be seen that there is a wide
variation in the percentage of energy derived from renewables between member states
ranging from Austria and Sweden who produce about a fourth of all energy from
renewables to the UK which produces less than 1% of energy from renewables.
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Table 2.1 Relative contribution of renewable energy sources to the total energy consumption of
all EU member states. (Alterner, 2000)

1
1

1

1
1

Country
Sweden
Austria
Finland
Portugal
Denmark
Italy
France
Spain
Greece
Germany
Netherlands
Ireland
Belgium
Luxemburg
United Kingdom
European Union

[
1
|
I

1
|
|
1
[
j
|
|
|
|
|
|

1990%

1997%

24.7
22.1
18.1
17.9
6.3
5.3
6.4
6.7
5.3
1.7
1.3
2.0
l.O
1.3
0.5

26.7
23.3
20.9
16.9
8.0
7.9
6.6
6.4
5.3
2.3
2.0
1.8
1.4
1.4
0.9

5.0

5.3

1

The European Union has been responsible for significant technological progress in
various renewable energy technologies due mainly to the programmes of JOULE,
aimed at R&D, THERMIE to develop demonstration projects and ALTENER which
dealt with all other non-technical aspects of the promotion of renewable energy
technologies including the dissemination of information. A new programme is now
underway as part of the sixth framework initiative on research and development.

The EU White Paper sets out specific targets for renewable energy technologies. It
states the main contribution could come from biomass by 2010, tripling the current
level, and wind capacity, increasing from 3,000MW (early 1997 level) to 40,000MW,
could be the second most important increase. Significant increases in the amount of
solar thermal collectors (for water heating) are also anticipated. Smaller new
contributions are expected for photovoltaics (3,000MWpeak) and small-scale
hydropower (4,500MW), (Altener, 2000). The full list is given in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 The EU White Paper specific targets for renewable energy technologies. (Altener, 2000)

1
1
1

Energy Source
Wind
Hydro - Large
Hydro - Small
Photovoltaics
Solar Thermal Collectors
Biomass
Geothermal Electricity
Geothermal Heat

Contribution in 1995
2.5 GW
82.5 GW
9.5 GW
0.03 GWp
6.5 million m
44.8 Mtoe
0.5 GW
1.3 GW

Contribution in 2010
40 GW
91 GW
14 GW
3 G Wp
100 million m^
135 Mtoe
1 GW
5 GW

I

1

According to a model that has been developed there is a prediction that the capacity
and output of all the renewable energy technologies studied will be increased in all
Member States. By 2020 the energy production from renewable sources is predicted
to be increased by a factor of about 2.4, from a base of 4401'Wh in 1995 to
l,066rWh. These predictions also represent an increase in the overall proportion of
final energy consumption in the EU provided by renewables (Excluding large hydro,
geothermal, wave and tidal energy) from 4.3% in 1995 to 8.2% by 2020. (Altener,
2000)

2.2.1 The Photovoltaic market
fhe growth of the global PV market has been accelerating steadily over the last tenyear period. Fig. 2.1 indicates growth between 1993 and 1999.

Fig. 2.1 PV Market Growth (MWp) (Final Report, 2001)
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Fable 2.3 shows the accumulated PV installed. As can be seen Japan holds a strong
lead, not only in respect of accumulated installed PV capacity but also when looking
at expansion rate.
Table 2.3 Accumulated PV installed (Final Report, 2001)

Country

MW InstalIed-98

MW installed-99

Europe

103.46

123.58

Increase MW
Installed
19.4%

Spain

8

9

12.5%

France

8

10

25%

Germany

53.9

66.2

22.8%

Italy

17.68

18.5

4.6%

Netherlands

6.48

9.5

47%

UK

0.7

1

42%

Rest of Europe
1
USA
Japan
Australia

6.54
127.9
133.3
22.52

7.42
147
190
25.32

13.4%
14.9%
42.5%
12.4%

1

I

1

2.3 Why renewables should be developed
2.3.1 Environmental aspects
Renewable energies are part of the solution to some of the problems that mankind is
experiencing.

The potential of global climate change is caused predominantly by man made
emissions of greenhouse gases, of which carbon dioxide (CO2) is the largest
contributor. The major cause of man made carbon dioxide emissions comes from the
burning of fossil fuels. Fossil fuels contribute significantly to other environmental
problems we are facing today - air pollution, water and soil contamination - while
renewable energy sources contribute very little or not at all. Greenhouse gases carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, hydrocarbons, and chlorofluorocarbons
(CFC’s) - surround the Earth's atmosphere like a clear thermal blanket, allowing the
sun's warming rays in, and trapping the heat close to the Earth's surface. This natural
greenhouse effect keeps the Earth's average surface temperature at about 60®F (33°C).
But the increased use of fossil fuels has significantly increased greenhouse gas
emissions, particularly carbon dioxide, creating an enhanced greenhouse effect known
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as global warming. According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
carbon dioxide is responsible for one-half to two-thirds of the global warming.
(Altener, 2000)

More specifically the possible consequences of climate change are:
•

Rise in sea level due to melting of ice caps and thermal expansion of the sea.
IPCC has suggested that we are already committed to a rise in sea level
between 15cm and 95cm by 2100. Researchers predict that the most affected
areas will be the Netherlands, Bangladesh and the Alliance of Small Island
States (AOSIS). (IPCC, 1997)

•

Increase in number and severity of natural weather related disasters.

•

Crop failure, increased food prices. (Altener, 2000)

To quantify the effect in economic terms is very difficult. What value do you give to
the extinction of a species, breakdown of an ecosystem or death of an individual?

On the other hand renewable energy technologies are a lot friendlier to the
environment than conventional energy technologies, which rely on fossil fuels and
however, can produce heat and electricity with a very low or no amount of carbon
dioxide emissions. Ultimately, renewable energy technologies could help to brealc the
conventional pattern of energy use and to improve the quality of the environment.

2.3.2 World economy depends on fossil fuels
The need for renewable energies is not only due to environmental aspects. Renewable
energy generates business. It is commonly believed that the world economies, the
stock market prices and in some cases the survival of governments depend on the
price of fossil fuels.

The cost of oil has historically been highly variable. The oil price shock of the early
1970’s, which saw oil prices soaring at $90 per barrel, in today’s terms, gave the first
awareness as to the fragile nature of fossil fuel economics. The oil price slumped in
the mid 1980’s and remained low apart from a sharp price increase during the Gulf
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war. However, in early 2000 the price of oil rose to over $30 a barrel and is likely to
remain high for the foreseeable future.

Also, unlike coal, oil and gas are distributed unevenly geographically. About 60% of
world oil reserves are located within 5 countries, all in the Middle East (Fig. 2.2).
Coal, by contrast, is far more abundant, evenly distributed and likely to remain in
plentiful supply for at least the next 100 years. One estimate suggests that the average
cost of production is likely to be 5 times higher post-2030 than it is today. It is likely
that there will be a massive increase in coal production. Processes exist for making
synthetic oils from coal. However, this is likely to remain expensive.
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Fig. 2.2 World Oil Reserves by Country (Altener, 2000)

Fossil fuels are non-renewable resources and seem likely to be finite within long-term
human planning horizons. Therefore together with the problem of the geopolitical
availability of fossil fuels, concern must be given to their physical availability.

2.3.3 Rise of the world energy demand
Beside the environmental and market aspects that lead the way to renewable energy
production, the facts of life themselves show the way. The demand for energy (E) is
driven by three variables:
•

The human population (P)

•

The economic output & activity of that population (Y)
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•

The energy intensity of the output and activity, (i.e. amount of energy used per
unit of output).

This can be expressed in the simple formula:

E = P X Y/P X E/Y where Y/P is the output per head & E/Y is the energy intensity.
All of them seem to contribute significantly raising the factor (E), (ALTENER, 2000).
Industrialisation remains the principal social and economic aspiration of those
countries that have not yet industrialised. These countries also contain the great
majority of the world’s human population, which is expected at least to double over
the next century. Achieving these countries’ aspirations would seem to require an
enormous increase in the global consumption of energy. In 1960’s the global
population was 3 billions, in 1990’s it was increased to 5.3 billion people.
The United Nations predict that population growth will reach 9 billion by 2050 as
shown in (Fig. 2.3). Of this growth 95% (6.6 billion people) is in countries currently
classified as ‘developing’. (Altener, 2000).

1800 1820 1840 1860 1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 2020 2040 2060 2080
Fig. 2.3 World Population (Altener, 2000)
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Primary energy: Energy consumption per capita
Tonnes oil equivalent

2
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H Rest of World
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83
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98

H World

Fig. 2.4 Energy Consumption per Capita (Altener, 2000)

The Energy usage per capita and the energy mix is of critical importance to the
environmental impact of fossil fuel sources. We can see that the major population
expansion will be in ‘developing countries’. This is also where energy demand per
capita is growing most rapidly. Clearly this is a recipe for a huge increase in global
energy demand.
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Table 2.4 Population for the world and major areas (Altener, 2000)

Population for World and Major Areas, 1750-2050
A. Population size (millions)
Major area
1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 1998 2050
World
Africa

791
106

978
107

1262 1650 2521 5901 8909
111
133 221 749 1766

Asia

502

635

809

947

1402 3585 5268

Europe

163

203

276

408

547

729

628

Ivatin America and the Caribbean

16

24

38

74

167

504

809

Northern America

2

7

26

82

172

305

392

Oceania

2

2

2

6

13

30

46

Major area

Source:

B. Percentage distribution
1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 1998 2050

World
Africa

100
13.4

100
10.9

100
8.8

100
8.1

100
8.8

100
12.7

100
19.8

Asia

63.5

64.9

64.1

57.4

55.6

60.8

59.1

Europe

20.6

20.8

21.9

24.7

21.7

12.4

7.0

Latin America and the Caribbean

2.0

2.5

3.0

4.5

6.6

8.5

9.1

Northern America

0.3

0.7

2.1

5.0

6.8

5.2

4.4

Oceania

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.5

United Nations, (forthcoming). World Population Prospects: The 1998 Revision
(United Nations, New York).

In the long term we can see that the world’s energy demand is likely to triple within
the next 50-60 years (Table 2.4) unless there is a radical change in social behaviour. It
is predicted that outputs of all fossil fuels will not increase over the coming decades
and in fact production, particularly in the case of oil, are likely to significantly
decrease. Therefore, the only way that this energy requirement can be met is from
alternative sources, namely renewable energy or nuclear although this has its own
problems.

2.4 Photovoltaics technology today and in the future
2.4.1 Photovoltaics
Using the sun's energy to produce heat or electricity is not a new idea. Technologies
that capture the radiation of the sun and use it to produce energy have been available
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in one form or another for centuries, and they continue to be refined and developed
today. Currently, solar thermal devices do everything from heating swimming pools
to creating steam for electricity generation, while photovoltaic devices use
semiconducting materials to convert sunlight directly into electricity.

(The term 'photovoltaic' is derived by combining the Greek word for light, phos, with
volt, the name of the unit of electromotive force (the force which causes the motion of
electrons). Fhe volt was named after the Italian physicist Count Alessandro Volta, the
inventor of the battery. The term photovoltaic therefore signifies the generation of
electricity from light]. (Boyle G. 1998)

Photovoltaics are a high-technology approach to converting sunlight directly into
electrical energy. The electricity is produced as direct current and can be used that
way, and maybe converted to alternating current or stored for later use.

[Conceptually, in its simplest form a photovoltaic device is a solar-powered battery
whose only consumable is the light that fuels it. There are no moving parts; operation
is environmentally benign; and if the device is correctly encapsulated against the
environment, there is nothing to wear out]. (Green M.A., 1982)

SUMJGHT

cu rre nt flow
front contact
antireflection coating

n-type semiconductor

back contact

p-type semiconductor

Fig. 2.5 Schematic of the important features of a PV cell (Bowden, 1996)

To understand the many facets of photovoltaic power, one must understand the
fundamentals of how the devices work. Although photovoltaic cells come in a variety
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of forms, the most common structure is a semiconductor material into which a largearea diode, or p-n Junction, has been formed. The fabrication processes tend to be
traditional semiconductor approaches-diffusion, ion implantation and so on. Electrical
current is taken from the device through a grid contact structure on the front that
allows the sunlight to enter the solar cell, a contact on the back that completes the
circuit, and an antireflection coating that minimizes the amount of sunlight reflecting
from the device. Fig. 2.5 is a schematic depiction of a rudimentary solar cell that
shows the important features.

2.4.2 The first practical solar cell
fhe first practical solar cell was developed at Bell Laboratories (Chapin D.M., et al,
1954) in 1954, With the advent of the space program, photovoltaic cells made from
semiconductor-grade silicon quickly became the power source for satellites. The
systems were very reliable, and cost was of little concern. In the early 1970s, the
disruption of oil supplies to the industrialized world led to serious consideration of
photovoltaics as a terrestrial power source. This application focused research attention
on improving performance, lowering costs and increasing reliability. These three
issues remain important today even though researchers have made extraordinary
progress over the years.
2.4.3 Solar Cells
Solar cells represent the fundamental power conversion unit of a photovoltaic system.
They are made from semiconductors, and have much in common with other solidstate electronic devices, such as diodes, transistors and integrated circuits. For
practical operation, solar cells are usually assembled into modules.

Many different solar cells are now available on the market, and yet more are under
development. (Crystalline and amorphous silicon cells compound thin-film devices,
and high-efficiency cells for specialized applications). The range of solar cells spans
different materials and different structures in the quest to extract maximum power
from the device while keeping the cost to a minimum. Devices with efficiency
exceeding 30% have been demonstrated in the laboratory. The efficiency of
commercial devices, however, is usually less than half this value.
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Crystalline silicon cells hold the largest part of the market. To reduce the cost, these
cells are now often made from multicrystalline material, rather than from the more
expensive single crystals. Crystalline silicon cell technology is well established. The
modules have a long lifetime (20 years or more) and their best production efficiency
is approaching 18%.

Cheaper (but also less efficient) types of silicon cells, made in the form of amorphous
silicone thin-films, are used to power a vaiiety of consumer products, like the solarpowered watches and calculators, but larger amorphous silicon solar modules are also
available.

A variety of compound semiconductors can also be used to manufacture thin-film
cells (for example, cadmium telluride or copper indium distlenide). These modules are
now beginning to appear on the market and hold the promise of combining low cost
with acceptable conversion efficiencies.

A particular class of high-efficiency solar cells from single crystal silicon or
compound semiconductors (for example, gallium arsenide or indium phosphide) are
used in specialized applications, such as to power satellites or in systems, which
operate under high-intensity, concentrated sunlight. (Markvart, 1994).
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2.4.4 Technology Base
Crystalline technology still represents the majority of the global market. However,
thin-fllm technology continues to gi*ow at a steady rate and may be poised to grow
share rapidly as and when Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) products are
developed.
Table 2.5 Technology breakdown of PV (Final report, 2001)

1
1

Technology

1997

1998

1999

Crystalline
- Mono
-Multi
Thin Film

105.8
62.8
43.0
19.8

123.6
59.8
63.8
31.1

160.0
73.0
87.0
39.7

123.8

154.9

199.9

Total

1

1

i

Multi Crystalline
44%

□ Thin Film
□ Mono Crystalline
B Multi Crystalline
Mono Crystalline
36%

Fig. 2.6 PV Technology Breakdown 1999 (Final report, 2001)
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2.4.5 Manufacturing and Technology Base
A significant part of global PV manufacturing is located in Europe. However,
European manufacturing remains below that of the United States and Japan:
Table 2.6 shows the geographic production of photovoltaic cells in MWp^
Table 2.6 Manufacturing activities (Final report, 2001)

1998
(MWp)
0.7
7.0
10.1
2.0
4.0
2.0

1999
(MWp)
0.9
11.1
9.1
9.0
2.9
2.0

China

1.8
27.6
53.7
49.2
9.2
5.1
1.6

Rest of World
Global Total

8.5
154.9

Country
1

United Kingdom
Spain
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands

Rest of Europe
Total Europe^
USA
Japan
India
Australia

Incr. 98-99

Global Share

28%
58.6%

0.5%
5.5%

-9.0%

4.6%

350%

4.5%

-27.5%*

1.5%

0%

1%

3.6
38.6
60.8
80.0
10.0
5.5
2.0

200%
40%
13.2%
62.6%
8.6%
7.8%
25%

2.3%
19.3%
30.4%
40%
5%
2.7%
1%

3.0
199.9

-64.7%*
29%

1.5%
100%

A large part of European manufacturing activities are concentrated in Spain and
Germany; two of the countries that have put in place the most effective mechanisms
for

supporting

PV

market-growth.

This

establishes

a

correlation

between

governmental incentives for market stimulation, factual size of global market share
and allocation of manufacturing activities. Similar correlation is found also globally in
Japan where several companies are now rapidly expanding their manufacturing
capacity on the back of the market stimulation program.

^ The industry normally measures volume in Wp (watt peak). One Wp corresponds to the energy
production in watts under ideal conditions. A typical PV module of e.g. 75 Wp would produce 75 watts
under ideal conditions. The measurement is imperfect as such conditions cannot be guaranteed, and the
industry today also offers KWh warranties, mainly in the BIPV segment.
^ Europe here is understood as EU 15.
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2.4.6 EU Targets for PV
The 1997 Commission White Paper on Renewable Energy (Final report, 2001)
proposed a target for installed capacity of PV in Europe to increase from the current
130MW to 3GW by 2010. This was to be achieved partly through an expansion of the
aim of installing IKW systems on 500,000 houses throughout the EU by 2003, which
was part of the “Campaign for Take-Off’. (There was a separate target of 500,000 1
KW systems in developing countries, but this was not part of the 3 GW target.) The
rest might be achieved through medium and large-scale installations on commercial
and public buildings. For example, to achieve 10% of the EU target, i.e. 300MW, the
UK might do the following:
Table 2.7 UK possibilities for reaching the EU targets (Final report, 2001)

1

100,000 (av.2kWp) Domestic Roofs Programme (1-5 KWp)

! 200 MW

4,000 (av.lOkWp) Medium Size Installations (5-20 KWp)
1,000 (av.60kWp) Large-Scale Installations (20+ KWp)

40 MW
1 60 MW

Germany has already adopted a national target of 100,000 roofs (at an average 2KW
per system this would represent 40% of the 500,000 1 KW roofs target), and Italy,
France, Spain and the Netherlands have all announced plans for significant PV
programmes. The UK share, on a per capita basis, would be around 77,000 1 KW
roofs, and overall capacity would have to expand to 7-8MW a year by 2002,
according to (Final report, 2001).

The draft EU Renewables Directive requires Member States to adopt indicative
targets for electricity from renewable sources. These targets, in total, should be
compatible with the EU target of 22.1% of electricity by 2010. However, it is up to
individual countries as to how they achieve this and there are no specific targets for
particular technologies, such as photovoltaics. There is no new money attached to the
directive so member states are expected to fund the necessary investment from
national public and private sources, though they could still call on EU sources for
demonstration projects, e.g. ENERGIE (formerly THERMIE) and ERDF.
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2.4.7 Forecasts
2.2.7.1 Market segments
In the future it is believed that the buildings and utility segment, which involves the
use of PV in grid-connected urban environments, will see large volume increases in
response to environmental and energy concerns in the industrialised world. The rural
off-grid segment is expected to show similar growth rates.

Successful technological development leading to an improved cost structure will have
a major impact on the future size of the European renewables markets, and the PV
industry has recently seen what can only be described as technological "step changes"
through the development of thin-film. However, parallel to technology advancements,
the rate of market growth will depend on the outcome of present discussions across
Europe and the USA on market support mechanisms for renewable energy expansion.

2.4.7.2 Market Growth
Historically the PV market is growing very rapidly, on average 17% per annum with a
variation of 10 - 35%, and with expected step changes in the technology base this
increase is expected to further accelerate in the future. Fig. 2.7 indicates two global
scenarios; (1) business as usual (or base scenario), and (2) accelerated scenario.

Fig. 2.7 Annual Module Sales Prediction (Final report, 2001)
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2.4.7.3 Product Development Cost
Decreasing the cost for PV is the industry is a major challenge. The industiy has
already delivered a significant cost decrease. Today's economic target, as set for the
industry in the mid -70s, was an installed price of $2.50 - $3.00/Wp. Taking inflation
into account, this translates to a price of $7.50 - $9.00AVp in today's money. Some of
the industry today sells at a lower price, and can thus be said to have exceeded the
projected cost targets. The cost decrease over the last 20 years is exhibited in the
table below (based on constant 1999 USD to exhibit real cost considering inflation).

Fig. 2.8 Average Module Selling Price in Constant 1999 USD. (Final Report, 2001)

On average, module prices have been falling at approximately 5% per annum over the
last twenty years. This means that each doubling of cumulative production has
delivered a cost reduction of 18%. (DOE, 1997).

Fig. 2.8 indicates module prices. However, the installed PV system also requires BOS
(balance of systems) technologies such as inverters (to convert from DC to AC),
electrical switches and wiring, mounting structures etc. Typically today, BOS and
installation costs comprise roughly half of the total system cost. BOS are noimally
produced outside the PV industry and consequently the industry has a limited direct
impact on their costs. However, through increased partnerships with BOS suppliers,
as through BP Solar's "Plug In the Sun" project, BOS prices have decreased
significantly.
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2.4.7.4 Cost Trend
As mentioned before, it is expected that building integrated PV will be one of the
major future markets. Expressed in constant 2000 money, the KWh price for solar
generated electricity could be between 4-6p (7-10 cents) by 2020. Solar would then
come within the range of prices of the technologies in the Renewables Obligation, as
this price compares favourably with the expected cap price of 5p. (Final report, 2001).

As the PV system generates emission free electricity at the point of demand,
transmission losses are negligible. However, the key point is PV's effect on the
distribution system. When there is a high proportion of on-site generation it does
require major changes to grid support, and significant extra costs will be introduced,
which will have to be recovered elsewhere.

2.4.8 Current and Perspective Status for the US
The current status of solar energy technologies varies among the different types of
solar thermal and photovoltaic systems. Solar thermal parabolic trough systems, for
instance, have been operating in California since 1985, whereas successful
dish/engine systems are continuing to be developed and are anticipated to be ready
within the next few years. Among the photovoltaic systems, hundreds of off-grid
applications are cuiTently cost-effective and in operation, while large-scale on-grid
systems continue to be improved and may become available in the future. Small-scale
solar collectors have been cost-effective and operational for decades, and they
cun'ently hold a large share of the pool and water heating markets in the United
States.

The next phase of growth for large-scale, grid-connected solar electric technologies
could be the federally sponsored Solar Enterprise Zone (SEZ) in southern Nevada.
SEZ has proposals for 1,016 MW of projects, including 175 MW of photovoltaic and
841 MW of solar thermal-electric systems.

The price of electricity from solar thermal trough technologies has fallen from more
than 25 cents per kilowatthour in 1980 to less than 8 cents today. However costs must
continue to fall in order to bring the solar technologies closer to full cost-
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competitiveness with conventional energy technologies. The margmal cost of
electricity from advanced combined-cycle gas-fired plants is around 2.5 cents per
kilowatthour or less, and the total cost of power, including capital costs, is around 4
cents per kilowatthour. Therefore grid connected solar thermal-electric and
photovoltaic plants are not currently cost-competitive with the new combined-cycle
gas-fired plants. Advanced coal-fired power plants can also underprice solar power
plants.

Nevertheless, as solar thermal and photovoltaic energy technologies continue to be
developed, costs will continue to fall, and solar energy has the potential to become
more competitive. In addition, if national concerns for the environment and quality of
life continue to increase, new oppoitunities for solar energy will be presented. Solar
energy could also gain a competitive advantage if the external benefits of the
technology (e.g., no air emissions) and the external costs of other technologies (air
and water pollution from fossil fuel emissions) were reflected in generating costs.
However the use of such "environmental externality adders" to change the relative
prices of energy at the State level has recently been rejected by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC), which ruled that while a State could support
renewables through broad tax or other mechanisms, it could not explicitly use
environmental adders in the calculation of avoided-cost rates.

The ability to further reduce the cost of solar energy will largely determine its future,
but the treatment of these technologies in the regulatory and financial worlds will also
have a major impact on the solar component of the future national energy
composition.
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2.5 Advantages and disadvantages of PV technologies
2.5.1 Advantages
Because sunlight is universally available, photovoltaic devices have many additional
benefits that make them usable and acceptable to all inhabitants of our planet.
Photovoltaic systems are modular, and so their electrical power output can be
engineered for virtually any application, from low-powered consumer useswristwatches,

calculators

and

small

battery

chargers-to

energy-significant

requirements such as generating power at electric utility central stations. Moreover,
incremental power additions are easily accommodated in photovoltaic systems, unlike
more conventional approaches such as fossil or nuclear fuel, which require
multimegawatt plants to be economically feasible. Most photovoltaic technologies can
easily be operated in remote off-grid areas. There is no need for connection to
transmission and distribution lines and minimal need for maintenance and monitoring.
Finally, solar technologies are environmentally cleaner than conventional energy
technologies. Solar thermal and photovoltaic devices produce no operating wastes, no
air pollution, no noise or emissions. In addition, PV modules are capable of being
integrated into buildings, with simple installation procedures and low maintenance
costs through the use of multi-functional fa9ade elements.
Already, solar energy plays an important role in some energy sectors (for example,
off-grid electricity applications) and is expected to have a broader role as the
development and commercialisation of solar technologies continue.

If the value of solar cells is not seen as just providing electricity but also having other
functions, such as covering a building, then solar power can already be cost effective.
For instance solar modules cost the same as reflective glass and are cheaper than
granite or marble. Therefore solar modules can be treated as building elements that
also provide electricity.

2.5.2 Disadvantages
Even with these advantageous characteristics, solar energy technologies currently face
some limitations for widespread use. While the cost for solar thermal and photovoltaic
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devices has declined substantially over the past few decades, many applications still
are not fully cost-competitive with conventional technologies. Also, like wind power,
solar energy relies on a fuel source (sunlight) that reaches the Earth's surface
intermittently, resulting in storage and load-matching problems. Another big
disadvantage is the initial capital cost of the investments that makes them long term
investments. Manufacturing of solar cells remains a complex process. Therefore in
many cases PV electricity is more costly than that from conventional sources. An
aspect that it is not yet fully researched is the recycling of used PV’s. Researchers
have found that acid waste fluids and NOx gases are released during the process of
recycling the modules (Takuya D. et al, 2001).
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Chapter 3. SOLAR ENERGY, BASIC PRINCIPLES OF
PHOTOVOLTAICS
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter the solar resource which is the generating power of the Photovoltaic
devices will be introduced and analysed in terms of availability, quantity and
spectrum distribution, in order to give an idea of what is the source that the solar
photovoltaics harness. In addition a physical and chemical perspective of photovoltaic
cells, their principles of generating electricity and an overview of the chemical
perspective of PV fabrication will be presented. Silicon PV future trends are presented
and finally some background theory for band gaps will be outlined.

3.2 Solar Resource
Solar radiation is nearly constant outside the Earth's atmosphere, but the amoimt of
solar energy, or insolation, reaching any point on the Earth varies with changing
atmospheric conditions (such as clouds and dust) and the changing position of the
E^arth relative to the sun.

Collecting solar energy is a problem due the physical nature of light. The problem is
that solar radiation is so spread out that it is difficult to collect. Being able to capture
the energy of the sun directly and turn it into electricity has been the dream of
scientists and engineers for many years.

The concentration of solar radiation is greatest in equatorial latitudes and even cloudy
Scotland receives far more energy from the Sun than is needed to meet consumer
demand.

The source of the solar energy the sun, delivers eveiy year to the earth free energy
equivalent, in theory, to ten thousand times mankind's energy needs or enough energy
to light 12 million 100 Watt light bulbs all at the same time. The Earth receives as
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much energy from sunlight in 20 days as is believed to be stored in the Earth's entire
reserves of coal, oil and natural gas. (Altener, 2000).

Around 48% of the energy of sunlight can in theory be used to produce electricity
using photovoltaic solar cells. How much of this is actually converted into electricity
depends upon the efficiency of the cell. (NREL)

Although device efficiencies exceeding 30% have been measured under strict
laboratory conditions, the efficiency of commercial devices is usually around half this
value.

3.2.1 Components of solar energy
Solar energy reaches the earth’s crust in several different ways. Fig. 3.1 is a schematic
of the different forms of radiation at the ground.
r
(

Atmosplivric
scattcriny

i

^

Reflected '■

Absorbed

Cj \

Diffuse

\ Direct

V
Fig, 3.1 Differentforms of radiation arriving at the ground (source: NREL)

In Northern Europe the proportion of diffuse light can be up to 80% of the total solar
radiation in winter and up to 50% in the summer. At any time of the year, about 80%
of the Sahara desert's total solar radiation is from direct sunlight.

3.2.2 Spectral Distribution of Sunlight for PV’s
The spectral distribution of sunlight plays little part in determining the maximum
possible irradiance gain as the collecting optics are assumed loss-less. However, for
module construction it is vital that the module materials do not absorb the light in
high intensity portions of the spectrum. Terrestrial solar radiation basically follows a
black body radiation at 6000K but with several absorption points caused by the
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earth’s atmosphere. While the spectral content of sunlight changes throughout the day,
and according to climatic conditions, the standard Air Mass 1.5 spectrum graphed in
Figure 3.2 is normally used in solar cell analysis. The spectral response of an
encapsulated high efficiency silicon solar cell is also given. The sharp cut-off at
around 1.1 pm is expected from the bandgap of silicon while the cut off at 350 pm
results from ultra-violet absorption in the encapsulant material. In this case, the UV
absorption is caused by the UV absorbers in Ethyl-Vinyl Acetate (EVA) used to
extend its life, but most materials have some absorption at these wavelengths.
0.8
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Fig. 3.2 Global Air Mass 1.5 spectrum (right hand scale) and the Spectral Response of a high
efficiency PERL solar cell under encapsulation. (Bowden, 1996)

The spectral responsivity of the module is determined by multiplying the two curves
of Fig. 3.2 together and is shown in Fig. 3.3.
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The spectral responsivity curve gives the relative importance of the different
wavelengths of incoming radiation. Module materials must not absorb significant
amounts of light for those wavelengths where the spectral responsivity is highest.
Thus they cannot have any significant absorption in the range 350 - 1.1 pm.

wavelength (gm)
Fig. 3.3 Spectral responsivity of a PERL module under Air Mass 1.5. This result obtained by
multiplying the two curves in Fig. 3.2. (Bowden, 1996)

3.2.3 Physical perspective of light - Quantum theory
fhe wave theory of light only explains one of the observations about the photoelectric
effect. Quantum theory explains all four observations.

•

The release of energy is immediate. The flow of electrons, electric current, starts

the moment light strikes the metal. No time is needed for the current to build up no
matter how dim the light.

•

Electrons gain their energy in a single step. As soon as a photon of sufficient

energy strikes an electron, the electron is freed from the atom.

•

ITe frequency of the light matters. Electric current is caused by high frequency

light, from the blue end of the visible spectrum and higher into the invisible
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ultraviolet range. Low frequency light, from red light and down into the infrared
range, is unable to cause a current.

•

tligh frequency photons have more energy than photons of low frequency.

•

Energy is the same in bright or dim light. Once the frequency of the light is high

enough to cause electrons to be freed, the energy of the emitted electrons does not
depend on the brightness of the light.

•

High frequency light has photons of great energy. When one of these photons

frees an electron, any energy left over gives the electron extra speed.

•

C'urrent depends on brightness. The amount of current that flows depends on the

brightness of the light. The sun is brighter at noon than in the early morning or late
afternoon. The average sunlight varies across the world and can be measured in watts
per square meter.

•

Wave theory predicts that brighter light carries more energy and would free more

electrons.

•

Because a bright light contains more photons than a dim light, a bright light

causes more electrons to be emitted. (Beiser A., 1987)

Both theories are required to explain the single physical phenomenon of light. Wave
theory for diffraction and interference, and quantum theory for the photoelectric
effect. In any given situation, light behaves as either a wave or a particle, but not both.
There are no physical processes in which light behaves as both wave and particle at
the same time.

"Light must be thought of as a phenomenon that sometimes manifests itself as
particles and sometimes as waves; while we cannot visualize its true nature, these
complementary theories of light are able to account for its behavior, and we have no
choice but to accept them both." (Beiser A., 1987).
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3.3 Silicon light absorption
A property of silicon that can impact solar cell performance as a consequence of the
growth method - in this case, because of the growth method's effect on geometry - is
the absorption coefficient, a. This is defined as the inverse distance in cm required for
the intensity of incident light to fall to 1/e of its initial value. The absorption
coefficient is a function of wavelength. Because Si is an indirect-bandgap
semiconductor, the absorption edge is not sharp, and for some of the thin-layer growth
methods, useful light passes through the silicon without being absorbed. The absorbed
useable fraction of photons as a function of Si layer thickness is shown below (Fig.
3.4) for the typical light spectrum incident on the Earth (Wang et al., 1996). Wliile
100% of the light is used in 300-jLim wafers, this falls off to 90% in 50-pm thin layers
and 70% in 10-pm thin layers. Thus, if thin-layer Si solar cells are to be effective, it
will be necessary to enhance tlie optical path length by appropriate surface coatings or
texturing to cause multiple passes of the light in the thin structure. An advantage of
thin Si layers is that shorter minority-carrier lifetimes can be tolerated because the
generated carriers do not have as far to travel before reaching the contacts (Wang et
aL, 1996).

Fig. 3.4 Absorbed usable fraction ofphotons (Wang et aL, 1996)
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3.3.1 Semiconductor definition
The electrical properties of semiconductors are of interest because they are
fundamental to the operation of transistors, integrated circuits, and related devices.

Semiconductors are solids that have resistivities intermediate to those of metallic
conductors and insulators. To cite typical examples, copper has a resistivity of the
order lO'^ohm-cm; the resistivity of mica, an excellent insulator, is of the order of 10^^
ohm-cm; pure germanium, an extremely useful semiconductor, has a resistivity of
approximately 50 ohm-cm at room temperature. (Ankrum P.D. 1971)

3.3.2 Band Gaps
The band gap of a semiconductor is the energy difference between the top of the
valence band and the bottom of the conduction band. Values of the band gap in
various substances are listed in Table 3.1.
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Fig. 3.5 Comparison of electronic energy bands in metal, semiconductor and insulator crystals
(Middleman et al, 1993).

The binding energies associated with impurities are much smaller than the band gaps,
f or example, the energy required to excite an electron away from a phosphorus atom
impurity in silicon to the conduction band is about 0.044eV. Similarly, the energy
required to excite a hole from an aluminum atom impurity in silicon to the valence
band is about 0.057eV.
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A major advantage of gallium arsenide over silicon is the ease with which its band
gap can be changed. The gap is larger in gallium arsenide than in silicon, but it can be
narrowed or widened by appropriate substitution with other elements. If aluminum is
substituted for gallium, a much wider band gap is obtained, and partial substitutions
produce gaps proportional to the fraction of aluminum. Other valuable materials are
formed by substituting some indium for gallium, some phosphorus for arsenic, or both
at the same time. (Jolly W. L., 1991)
Table 3.1 Band - gaps of some semiconductors (Jolly W. L., 1991)

Eg, at 0 K, eV |

Compound

EjatOK,eV

Compound

a-Sn
InSb
PbTe
Te

0.0
0.2
0.2
0.3

CdTe
Se
CU2O
InN

1.6
1.8*
2.2
2.4

PbS

0.3

CdS

2.6

InAs

0.4

ZnSe

2.8

ZnSb

0.6

GaP

2.88

Ge

0.7

ZnO

3.4

GaSb

0.8

SrTiOs

3.4

Si

1.1

ZnS

3.9

InP

1.3

AIN

4.6

GaAs

1.5

Diamond
BP

5.4
6.0

* 300 K

3.3.3 The photovoltaic cell
When a p-n junction is irradiated with light, energy from the photons is released in the
junction. If the photon energy equals or exceeds the band gap, electron hole pairs will
be formed in the irradiated region, as indicated in Fig. 3.6. Because of the band
bending, the electrons will migrate toward the bulk of the n-type semiconductor and
the holes will migrate toward the bulk of the p-type semiconductor.
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Fig. 3.6 Energy level diagram for a p-n junction, showing band bending and the creation of an
electron hole pair upon absorption of a photon with energy equal to or greater than the band gap.
(Jolly W.L., 1991)

I hus the n-type region will achieve a negative potential relative to the p-type region.
If the n-type and p-type regions are electrically connected to an external circuit, a
cuiTent will flow as long as the junction is irradiated. Obviously such a crystal can be
used as a kind of battery whose energy is derived from light. One of the aims of solidstate chemists is to prepare efficient cells of this type eeonomically enough to permit
their use in harnessing solar energy. The reverse of a photovoltaic cell is a lightemitting diode (LED). Voltage applied across a p-n junction injects excess
populations of holes and electrons into the boundary. When an electron and a hole
annihilate one another, the bandgap energy is released as a photon (Jolly W. L., 1991).

3.4 Chemical perspective of fabrication
The fabrication of the p-n junction is the key to successful operation of the
photovoltaic device (as well as other important semiconductor devices).

Silicon (single-crystal) is representative of the diamond crystal structure. Each atom is
covalently bonded to each of its four nearest neighbors; that is, each silicon atom
shares its four valence electrons with the four neighboring atoms, forming four
covalent bonds. Silicon has atomic number 14, and the configuration of its 14
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electrons is ls^2s^2p^3s^3p^. The core electrons, Is^, 2s^ and 2p^, are very tightly
bound to the nucleus and, at real-world temperatures, do not contribute to the
electrical conductivity. At absolute zero, as n silicon atoms are brought together to
form the solid, two distinct energy bands are formed-the lower, "valence" band and
the upper, "conduction" band. The valence band has An availability energy states and
An valence electrons and is therefore fdled. Conversely, the conduction band is
completely empty at absolute zero. Thus the semiconductor is a perfect insulator at
absolute zero.

As the temperature of the solid is raised above absolute zero, energy is transferred to
the valence electrons, making it statistically probable that a certain number of the
electrons will be raised in energy to such an extent that they are free to conduct
electrical charge in the conduction band. I'hese electrons are called intrinsic carriers.
The amount of energy necessary to bridge the valence and conduction bands is
referred to as the forbidden gap or energy gap Eg, which is 1.12 eV at room
temperature for silicon. Even at room temperature, however, the amount of
conductivity is still quite small. At 300K there are 1.6xl0'® intrinsic carriers per cubic
centimeter; thus the material is still a very good insulator compared with a metal,
which has approximately 10^^ carriers per cubic centimeter.

To modify the conductivity to more useful values, one must introduce small
controlled amounts of impurities into the host materials. By substituting, or "doping,"
the silicon, which is in column IV of the periodic table, with either column-III
materials (boron, aluminum, gallium or indium) or column-V materials (phosphorous,
arsenic or antimony), one can increase and control precisely the number of conduction
band electrons or valence band holes (deficiencies of electrons).

A column-V dopant completes the covalent bond and leaves an additional, loosely
bound electron that can be transferred to the conduction band by an energy of about
40-50 meV, termed the ionization energy. Column-III impurities leave the covalent
bond deficient of one electron (that is, with a hole). An electron from the valence band
can transfer to the empty site and satisfy the bond requirement. In effect the hole
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moves, because the transferred electron leaves behind a hole. The amoimt of energy
required to place tlie hole in the valence band ranges from 45 to 160 meV.

By varying the density of the doping impurities, one can design the silicon to range
from a poor conductor of electricity to a near-metallic conductor. Silicon that has been
doped with column-III elements is called a p-type semiconductor; that doped with
column-V elements is called an n-type semiconductor (NREL).

3.4.1 Amorphous Semiconductors
When crystalline silicon is doped with phosphorus atoms, the geometric constraints of
the crystal force the phosphorus atoms to occupy silicon sites so that they are obliged
to bond tetraliedrally. Thus the phosphorus atom acquires a positive formal charge,
and the extra valence electron is held weakly nearby at an energy level slightly below
that of tlie bottom of the conduction band.

However, when an amorphous or glassy sample of silicon is doped with phosphorus,
the situation is different. There are no geometric constraints, and the amorphous
silicon has a high concentration of "dangling bonds" which can be used to bond to the
entering phosphorus atoms. Thus by breaking only one Si-Si bond and using one
dangling bond, a phosphorus atom can bond trigonally, as shown below.
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Fig. 3.7Si-P trigonal bond (Jolly W. L., 1991)

Thus phosphorus doping of ordinary amorphous silicon does not alter the
conductivity. However, if the doping is caiTied out in the presence of hydrogen (either
by exposure to hydrogen gas during the doping or by using amorphous silicon formed
by the decomposition of silane), it is possible to form an n-type semiconductor. It has
been suggested that the hydrogen ties up the dangling bonds as SiH groups and
thereby forces the impurity atoms to bond tetrahedrally.
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It appears that the economic breakthrough necessary to achieve the large-scale
generation of electric power from solar energy may come about through the use of
relatively cheap amorphous silicon rather than through the development of cheaper
methods of making crystalline silicon devices.
Chalcogenide glasses, such as compounds of selenium or tellurium and arsenic, are
photoconductive and thus find application in xerography and television. Doping is not
necessary to achieve photoconductivity in these materials; the pure materials contain
positively and negatively charged sites which can frap electrons and holes,
respectively. The positively charged sites are believed to be trivalent chalcogen atoms
at branching points in the chalcogen chains. The negatively charged sites are believed
to be monovalent chalcogen atoms which terminate chains and side chains. These two
sites are illustrated at Fig. 3.8.
Se..
'Se

r

I

.Se

Sc.

Se

Fig. 3.8 Chalcogen chain (Jolly W. L., 1991)

Optical excitation promotes an electron to the conduction band and creates a hole in
the valence band. The electron is trapped neat' a positive site at an energy level
slightly below the bottom of the conduction band, and the hole is trapped near a
negative site at an energy level slightly above the top of the valence bond. This
situation constitutes the semi-permanent photoconductive state.

3.4.2 The p-n junction diode
When a uniform p-type sample is metallurgically joined to a uniform n-type sample,
the configuration produces the all-important p-n junction. Instantaneously the positive
and negative electrical charges redistribute, establishing internal electric fields that
determine, in part, the properties of the semiconductor diode. At the instant of
formation, there exist on the n side, extending to the junction, uniform concentrations
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nnO of mobile free electrons and pnO of mobile free holes. On the p side there exist
uniform concentrations of ppO of mobile holes and npO of free electrons, also
extending to the junction. The concentrations satisfy the relation
f^noPno = f^poPpo

m

(3.1)

Here n; is the intrinsic-carrier concentration at the given temperature of the material.

At the instant of junction formation, the concentration of electrons is much larger on
the n side than on the p side. An analogous condition applies to the hole
concentrations, which are larger on the p side than the n. The large difference in
carrier concentrations sets up an initial diffusion current: Electrons flow from the n
region into the p region, and holes flow from the p region into the n region. This flow
of charge results in a region near the junction that is depleted of majority carriers-that
is, of electrons on the n side and of holes on the p side. The fixed donor and acceptor
impurity ions in this depletion region are no longer balanced by the free charges that
were there. As a result, an internal electric field builds up with a direction that
opposes further flow of electrons from the n region and holes from the p region. The
magnitude of the field is such that it exactly balances the further flow of majority
carriers by diffusion. The region around the junction is depleted of majority carriers,
and a space-charge layer forms in the region of high electric fields. Thus in the
absence of externally applied potentials, no current will flow.
Contact can be made with the two ends of the p-n junction to form a two-terminal
device. A positive voltage applied to the p side relative to n side encourages current
flow across the junction. Conversely, a negative voltage applied to the p side relative
to the n side further discourages current flow relative to the zero-voltage case. The
former condition is referred to as forward bias and the latter as reverse bias. These
two conditions can best be described in terms of the ideal-diode equation:
(c/V/

_ J-l Z'

/= /

(3.2)

Here I is the external current flow, lo is the reverse saturation current, q is the
fundamental electronic charge of 1.602x10'^^ coulombs, V is the applied voltage, k is
the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Under large negative
applied voltage (reverse bias), the exponential term becomes negligible compared to
1.0, and I is approximately -lo. lo is strongly dependent on the temperature of the
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junction and hence on the intrinsic-carrier concentration. lo is larger for materials with
smaller band gaps than for those with larger band gaps. The rectifier action of the
diode-that is, its restriction of current flow to only one direction-is key to the
operation of the photovoltaic device.

For practical photovoltaic cells, the fill factor ranges from approximately 0.70 to 0.85.
For a typical single-crystal silicon solar cell, we find, approximately, that Voc 0.588
V, Jsc = 35 mA/cm and FF 0.8. Thus a 100cm cell is capable of producing
approximately 1.6 watts. Most practical applications would require more power.
Fortunately, one can increase the voltage by adding more cells in series, and one can
increase the current by wiring more cells in parallel. As mentioned earlier, this
modular nature of photovoltaic cells allows us to design systems to meet power
requirements from a few watts to many megawatts. More importantly, one can make
the additions incrementally, if required:
-1

I =

-/,

(3.3)

If light is allowed to impinge on a p-n junction device, the equilibrium conditions of
the device are disturbed. Minority can*iers-that is, electrons in the p material and holes
in the n material-are created in sufficient quantities to lower the potential energy
barrier at the Junction, allowing current to flow and establish a voltage at the external
teiTninals. The availability of current and voltage produces usable power.

The photovoltaic device can be modeled as an ideal diode in parallel with a lightinduced current generator, whose magnitude is a funetion of the generation of
electron-hole pairs by the absorption of incoming light and the collection efficiency
for these eharge carriers. (Barry P., 1997)

3.4.3 Silicon Feedstock (Polycrystalline Si)
Silicon is the second most abundant element in the crust of the Earth (27%), but it
does not oceur as a native element because Si02 in the form of quartz, quartzite, and
other compounds is more stable. Many processing steps (below) are conducted to
bring Si from its native ore, quartzite, to the crystalline substrates we use for solai' cell
fabrication or integrated circuit (IC) components. The stalling silicon for both PV and
IC applications is 99% pure metallurgical-grade (MG) Si obtained via the carbon
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reduction of Si02 in an arc fiimace. Although the overall reaction can be considered to
be:
(3.4)

SiO^+C ^Si + CO^
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Fig. 3.9 Sand to Silicon (NREL)

t here are a complex series of reactions that take place in different temperature regions
of the arc furnace, with liquid Si finally forming from SiC. Ihe Si liquid is
periodically tapped from the furnace and typically allowed to solidify in shallow
molds about 1.5xlm in size. The major impurities are Fe, Al, and C. This MG Si
material is inexpensive (~$l/kg), but the residual impurities degrade carrier lifetime to
unacceptably low values. Some, like B, P, and Al, electronically dope it too heavily
for use in PV devices. B is particularly bothersome because it neither segregates nor
evaporates significantly during melt processing. P segregates only slightly better than
B. (NREL)

3.4.4 Preparation of semiconductors
Silicon, which is to be used in semiconductors, must first be highly purified. Crude
silicon (~98 percent pure) is generally produced by heating quartz rock and carbon
above 1800°C in an electric-arc fiimace.
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^Si

SiO^ + C

(3.5)

rhis silicon has about 20 million times more impurity than can be tolerated. It can be
purified by converting it to trichlorosilane with hydrogen chloride, carefully distilling
the trichlorosilane, and then decomposing it to give purified silicon. The chemical
reactions involved are:
3HCl + Si^

350

->SiHCl^ +H^

(3.6)

1100

If necessary, this silicon can then be further purified by zone refining (Jolly W. L.,
1991). In this process a rod of the element is melted near one end, and, by moving the
furnace, the short melted zone is moved slowly to the other end of the rod. Because
impurities are more soluble in the melt than in the solid, they concentrate in the melt
and are carried to one end of the rod. After the process is repeated several times, the
impure end is removed.

Sometimes semiconductors can be purified by gas-phase thermal transport processes.
For example, germanium can be purified by placing it in one end of an evacuated tube
with a small amount of iodine and then heating the tube so that the end containing the
impure germanium is at 500^C and the other end is at 350®C. The iodine reacts with
the germanium to form vapors of Gel4 and Gel2. Soon a steady state is reached in
which the following reaction takes place continuously, as written, in the hightemperature zone, and the reverse reaction takes place in the initially empty, lowtemperature zone.
Ge(s) + Gel, (g)

2Gel, (g)
350

(3.7)

Thus germanium is transported from one end of the tube to the other, leaving
impurities behind.

Purified silicon and germanium crystals can be converted into n-type or p-type
semiconductors by high-temperature diffusion of the appropriate impurity elements
("dopants") into the crystals. Arsenic and phosphorus are often used for n-type
semiconductors, and boron and aluminum are often used for p-type semiconductors.

Elements from main groups III and V form 1:1 semiconducting compounds of the
type GaAs that are isoelectronic with and similar in structure to silicon and
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germanium. These compounds are often prepared as thin films on other
semiconductor substrates by deposition from the vapor phase, employing hightemperature reactions such as
Ga{CH^\ + AsH^

>GaAs + ^CH,

(3.8)

The main advantage of gallium arsenide over silicon is the greater ease with which
electrons move through it. Gallium arsenide circuits are faster at a given power level
than are silicon circuits. This high electron mobility is valuable in high speed
computer circuits and is important for high frequency, low noise operation, as in the
detection of television and microwave signals (Jolly W. L., 1991).

3.4.5 Comparison of silicon growth methods
Table 3.2 summarises some of the technological characteristics of the methods used to
grow silicon crystals for photovoltaic applications. A variety of approaches have
viability for further development, which is a strong point for silicon PV commercial
growth. Cost driven tradeoffs are made in Si PV crystal-growth technology. This is
evident in both the ingot and sheet-growth approaches. For example the highest
throughput ingot method, electromagnetic casting, yields lower cell efficiencies than
the slower CZ growth method because of smaller grain sizes. A similar situation
exists with ribbons and sheets, where substrate melt shaping has tremendous
throughput potential. Again the grain size and cell efficiency are smaller than for
some of lower throughput ribbon methods. The diversity and redundancy in
approaches is healthy for the industry and increases the probability that further
reductions in PV module cost will be achieved (NREL).
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Solar energy, basic principle of photovoltaics

3.5 How the Solar Cell Works
3.5.1 Introduction
The solar cell operation is based on the ability of semiconductors to convert sunlight
directly into electricity by exploiting the photovoltaic effect. In the conversion
process, the incident energy of light creates mobile charged particles in the
semiconductor which are then separated by the device structure and produce electrical
current (Ancrum P., 1971).

3.5.2 Electronic structure of semiconductors - Band structure, doping
The principles of semiconductor physics are best illustrated by the example of silicon,
a group 4 elemental semiconductor. The silicon crystal forms the so-called diamond
lattice where each atom has four nearest neighbours at the vertices of a tetrahedron.
The four-fold tetrahedral coordination is the result of the bonding arrangement which
uses the four outer (valence) electrons of each silicon atom. Each bond contains two
electrons, and you can easily see that all the valence electrons are taken up by the
bonds. Most other industrially important semiconductors crystallize in closely related
lattices, and have a similar arrangement of the bonding orbitals.

I'his crystal structure has a profound effect on the electronic and optical properties of
the semiconductor. (BaiTy P., 1997).

Table 3.3 Energy gaps of principal semiconductors for photovoltaic applications (gap values
given at room temperature) (Barry P., 1997)

Material

Energy gap (eV)

Crystalline Si
Amorphous Si
CuInSe,
CdTe
GaAs
InP

1.12
-1.75
1.05
1.45
1.42
1.34

According to the quantum theory, the energy of an electron in the crystal must fall
within well-defined bands. The energies of valence orbitals which form bonds
between the atoms represent just such a band of states, the valence band. The next
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higher band is the eonduction band which is separated from the valence band by the
energy gap, or bandgap. The width of the band gap Ev is a very important
characteristic of the semiconductor and is usually denoted by E. Table 3.3 gives the
bandgaps of the most important semiconductors for solar-cell applications.

3.5.3 Silicon PV - Future Trends
lEe PV industry is expected to continue to grow at an annual rate of about 20%. The
well-established technology base and ready availability, proven performance, and
salubrity of silicon, coupled with economies of scale in larger factories, will likely
allow Si to remain the dominant PV material for the foreseeable future. The demand
for off-specification polycrystalline silicon feedstock for PV use is likely to exceed
the available supply by a factor of at least 2 within the next 10 years, and this will
probably be an impetus for development of alternative feedstock material with
adequate but not excessive purity levels.

In ingot growth, the trend for single crystals will be away from the smaller 100mm
and 125mm diameter sizes with more focus on 200mm diameters. Despite the
potential advantages of FZ material, it is unlikely that its role in PV will increase
significantly because of higher costs for the crack-free, long cylindrical feedstock it
requires and the difficulty in producing the larger FZ diameters. In CZ growth, we are
likely to see an increased effort to make hot zones more energy efficient, to grow
larger diameters, and to achieve continuously melt-replenished long growth runs.

An effort will continue to evaluate tricrystalline growth or other means of
strengthening the ingots so as to improve breakage yields for thin wafers. There will
be a continuing effort to achieve more wafers per length of ingot, and to take
advantage of potentially higher cell efficiencies afforded by thinner wafers when back
surface fields are used in the cell design.

Multicrystalline casting, directional solidification, and electromagnetic casting are
commanding an increasing share of the Si PV market (53% of all ingot-based
modules sold in 1998 were multicrystalline). This trend is likely to continue because
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the processes and equipment are simpler and the throughputs are higher (especially
for electromagnetic casting) by a factor of 5 to 20.
In the ribbon- and sheet-growth technologies, a challenge for dendritic web growth
and edge-supported pulling will be to increase areal throughput via wider ribbons,
multiple ribbons, or other approaches. Even though these methods have the advantage
of minimal silicon consumption and elimination of wafering, it is unlikely that they
can effectively compete with their current throughput of 1-2 m^/day. This is because
the effective areal throughputs of ingot growth range between 30 and 600 m /day, and
other sheet technologies produce 20 m^/day to >1,000 m^/day. While capillary die
growth of octagons produces about 20 m /day, experimentation is under way to grow
large-diameter, thin-walled circular tubes a meter in diameter and much thimier than
current octagonal tubes. This would increase throughput to more than 75 m /day. So
far, tubes with 0.5m diameters have been made, effectively doubling the current
octagon areal throughput (Roy et al., 1999). These tubes have been grown less than
100 jim thick. We will probably see continued progress in horizontally pulled, largearea solid/liquid interface sheets by some variant of the method shown in silicon
ribbon and sheet growth because the throughput potential is enormous and one growth
furnace could easily generate material for 35 MWp/year or more of solar cell
production.

d'he future is expected to bring continued exploration of thin-layer Si growth
approaches, in search of ones that have significant economic advantages over the best
ingot and sheet techniques. Successful ones will have fast deposition rates, large grain
sizes, high efficiencies (at least 14% production efficiency), compatibility with lowcost substrates, and amenability to low-cost cell-fabrication schemes. It is not likely
that production of thin-layer Si PV modules will be a significant fraction of the
mainstream PV market for at least 10 years, although they, like the ingot and sheet
approaches, would have substantial advantages over many other thin-fllm PV
approaches. These include the simple chemistry and relative abundance of the Si
starting material.

The Earth's crust contains 27.7%Si, in contrast to 0.00002%Cd, 0.0000l%In,
0.000009%Se, and 0.0000002%Te (commonly used thin-fllm elements). In addition,
crystalline Si benefits from an extremely well-established technology base,
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compatibility with Si02 surface passivation, relative salubrity with respect to toxicity,
and stability under light exposure. (Roy A., et al., 1999).
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Chapter 4. HEAT TRANSFER MECHANISMS APPLIED
IN PHOTOVOLTAICS
4.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the concept of heat transfer in Photovoltaic modules. The
relevant modes of heat transfer are discussed. The predominant heat transfer mode,
conduction, occurring within the different layers of a module is analysed in detail.

4.2 Heat transfer
Meat transfer is the science that seeks to predict the energy transfer which may occur
between two bodies due to a temperature difference. Whenever there exists a
temperature difference in a medium or between media, then heat transfer must occur
(Incropera et al, 1996)

When temperature differences are present in any matter, heat flows from the hot to the
cold regions until the temperatures are equalised. The study of heat transfer deals with
the rate at which energy is transferred. Time is never considered as a limiting factor
when discussing such thermodynamic processes. Ideal processes can be conceived
during which heat is transferred by virtue of an infinitesimally small temperature
difference. In actual processes some of the available temperature drop, which might
be used for the production of work, must be sacrificed to ensure that the required
amount of heat is transferred in a reasonable time across a surface of a reasonable
size.

Heat transfer processes can be divided into three distinct modes, but the fact that a
temperature difference is necessary is common to all. The first mode of heat transfer
is that of conduction, in which energy is transferred on a molecular scale with no
movement of macroscopic portions of matter relative to one another. Fourier’s law
forms the basis of all calculations of heat transfer by conduction. The present project
deals majorly with conduction heat transfer processes in three - dimensional analysis,
therefore Fourier’s law will be promoted in a suitable format.
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I he second mode of heat transfer is that of convection and occurs when temperature
differences exists between a fluid and a solid boundary. In this case the redistribution
of energy is partly to transport of enthalpy by the motion of the fluid itself. Such
motion can be due to density gradients in the fluid caused by the temperature
gradients - as when a stove heats the air in a room - and this is called free of natural
convection. On the other hand the motion can be due to a pump, as in the case of fluid
passing through the tubes of a heat exchanger, and this is called forced convection.
Convection is far more difficult to analyse. There are more laws that govern the rate
of heat transfer in convection than in conduction heat transfer mode. I'hat is due to the
current fluid flow effect. In finding the exact solution to any particular problem both
heat and fluid flow properties such as, velocity, thermal conductivity, viscosity,
density, and thermal expansion need to be known. In addition to that it is essential to
satisfy the equation of motion (Newton’s second law), the equation of energy and the
equation of continuity of flow. While solving problems with the differential equations
that govern convection, exact solution can be given in only a few simple cases due to
their complexity.

I he third mode ot heat transfer is radiation. The major difference that exists between
the two previous modes (conduction and convection) with this mode is the
unnecessity of an intervening medium. All matters at temperatures above absolute
zero emit energy in the form of electromagnetic waves. Gases at low pressure emit
waves of particular frequencies only, which are the natural frequencies of vibration of
the gas molecules. In gases at high pressure or liquids and solids, the molecular
vibrations are more damped and the emission of energy is over wide frequency bands.
From the engineer’s point of view it is usually sufficient to know the total quantities
of energy emitted and absorbed by a matter at various temperatures. The calculation
of radiative heat transfer is based mainly on the Stefan - Boltzmann, Kirchhoff, and
Lambert laws.

Often all three modes of heat transfer occur simultaneously. It is easy for one to
understand that Photovoltaics is one of these cases. Generally in such cases it is usual
to calculate the rate of heat transfer by each mode separately, adding the separate
effects to provide an estimate of total rate of heat ti'ansfer. In this way a complex
problem can be resolved, and the relative importance of the various modes of heat
Pavlos Batagiannis
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transfer can be assessed. However the final result may not be exact due to existence of
a certain amount of interaction between the different modes.
Ihe main part of this project deals with the conduction mode that occurs within the
layers of a PV module. Convection and radiation modes are introduced only when it is
needed. 1 o avoid significant coupling errors that exist due to natural convection and
radiation in the analysis respective coefficients are introduced. Finally attention must
be given to the distinction between energy in transition (heat) and energy residing in
the material (internal energy). I’hat is because the change in internal energy can be
due to either work or heat crossing the boundary system. Normally this distinction is
unnecessary in heat transfer because we are considering processes during which the
change in internal energy is due solely to flow of heat. Therefore there is no need to
be concerned with the transformation of one form of energy into another.

4.3 Conduction
Conduction is a process of heat transfer which occurs through an element of material
across where a temperatui'e gradient exists. It represents the general effect of energy
transport by elementary carriers (molecules, phonons, electrons, etc.). Thus even
when the movement of macroscopic portions of matter is prevented as in solids, heat
transfer will occur.

In the case of solid the atoms ai'e arranged in a more or less perfect crystal lattice. The
elementary energy vectors are phonons (quanta of lattice vibration) and perhaps free
electrons (both electrical and thermal conduction). (Taine J., et al, 1993). The actual
mechanism of the transportation of energy is complicated, but a brief explanation is as
follows. In solids the conduction of heat is partly due to impact of adjacent molecules
vibrating about their mean position, and partly due to internal radiation. When the
solid is a metal, there also large numbers of mobile electrons which can easily move
through the matter, passing from one atom to another, and they contribute to the
redistribution of the energy in the metal. Indeed the contribution of the mobile
electrons predominates in metals, thus explaining the relation, which is found to exist
between the thermal and electrical conductivity of such materials.
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4.3.1 Fourier’s law
Fourier’s law of conduction is based on the empirical observation of one-d,mens.ona
steady heat flow through a solid. One-dimensional flow implies that the tempera^re
is uniform over surfaces perpendicular to the direction x of heat conduction (Fig. . )
and such surfaces are called isothermal surfaces. Considering the plane layer oft e

Fig. 4.1, Fourier’s law can be expressed by the equation;
1 sol lit' r n 1 a 1 suit acts

Fig. 4., One.4lmemU,mn,eaHyl,ea,coniuc,ion .Hrougi. « plane parallel wall, (Rogers, eial,
1992).

Q = -kA

(4.1)

dx
where the constant of proportionality i is called thermal conductivity of the material
and the negative sign indicates that the heat flow is positive in the direction o
temperature fall while treating k as positive quantity.

4.3.2 The electrical analogy and its limitations
The purpose of the electrical analogy, in the steady-state situation, is to make use of
the simple and well-known techniques of linear steady electrokinetics: ideas o
resistance and conductance, series and parallel connection. Thevenin and Nortons
theorems, network theory, etc. However, the utility of these methods is much more
limited than in electrokinetics for the following two basic reasons:
Electrical and thermal conductivities depend in general on the temperature T. While
this causes some minor inconvenience in electrical conduction, it makes prob ems
non-linear in T for thermal conduction. The thermal conductivity will be assume
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uniform, isotropic and independent of T, at a value appropriate to the general
temperature level for the application considered.
Conduction often occurs in association with radiation, which is seldom Imeanzeab e.
When the radiation is not linear, the electrical analogy cannot be used.

Fig. 4.2 Elementary flux tube. (Taine J., et al, 1993)

Subject to these two reservations, it is possible to define thermal resistance and
conductance. Consider an elementary flux tube between two isothermal secUons dS„
and r/S, at temperatures T, and

respectively (Fig. 4.2). In the steady sta

conductive flux rfft) through an isothermal section, in terms of the curvilinear
coordinate 5, is:
(4.2)

d^ = -k^dS{s)
3s

c
.. onH iisina the electrical convection of considering the
After integration from s^ to Sj-,
usi g
voltage drop, we obtain the temperature drop,
^2

ds

fJ dS{s) dd>

=

Rd<t>

(4.3)

We may note that R , which is the theimal resistance of the tube between s, and

.

is the inverse of the differential element. Equation 4.3 is analogous to the conunon
form of Ohm’s law:

V^-V^ = RJ
with R being the electrical resistance. We can similarly introduce the conductance
dr:
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^2

ds

(4.5)

J dS{s)

It is obvious that, starting from equation 4.3, and by considering tubes tn senes or
parallel, we can obtain the thermal resistance of a finite tube between two arbitrary
isothermal surfaces. The basic idea is, as in steady electrokinetics, that the energy flux
within a tube is conserved. (Taine J., et al, 1993)

4 3 2 1 Electrical analogy in a phntnvoltaic module
In ihis section the electrical analogy is considered only from the conductive point of
View.

I
^

R3

T.j
Heat source
R4

FV cross-section

is. 4.3 Electrical analogy of the conductive thermal resistances maPV
Fig.

4.3.3 The differential equation of three-dimensional conduction
In the previous section only one-dimensional steady conduction has been introduced,
i e when the temperature varies in the direction of heat flow. In reality only, unsteady
at non-isothermal surfaces three-dimensional heat flow occurs. However due to
simplicity the surfaces are considered as isothermal because it gives little difference to
the results and therefore in most cases it does not affect the accuracy. Also some cases
are considered as two-dimensional (heat flux on Z=0), or even one-dimensional (heat
flux on Z=0, Y=0). That kind of approximation helps to get boundary conditions and
determine the k value (thermal conductivity) of homogeneous materials. To calculate
Page 52
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the heat flow through a conductor of an arbitrary shape it is shown that the problem
reduces to one of finding the temperature distribution in the conductor, and once this
is known the problem is effectively solved. A three-dimension equation will be
introduced which is applicable to both steady and unsteady conduction. ‘Steady’
implies that the temperature at any point does not change with time.

Imiilurniiils

Fig. 4.4 Heat flow in the corner of a walL (Rogers, et at, 1992)

In Fig 4.4 the temperature distribution of solid body having a plan view is shown.
Points of equal temperature can be joined to form isothermal surfaces (only two
dimensions are shown here). The picture of the temperature distribution is called
temperature field. (Rogers, et al, 1992). In this case the materials are considered as
homogeneous and isotropic. Homogeneous because their density, specific heat and
thermal conductivity are the same everywhere in the temperature field, isotropic
because the thermal conductivity at any point is the same in all directions. The heat
flow for such materials is in the direction of maximum temperature gradient, i.e. at the
right angles to the isothermal surfaces orthogonally.
Promoting Fourier’s equation into a three-dimensional differential equation for steady
flow we get the following formula:
^2

+
■

^2

+

=

0

(4.6)

For steady flow with internal energy generation we get:
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(4.7)

0

,h. .™

™» !«

«. -

it cannot be function of time.
For unsteady conduction energy may stored by the element. If {3TI9,) is the rate o
the elements temperatures rising and

= dQ^ + dQ, is a prescription of an energy

balance then the differential equation that governs the unsteady conduction heat
transfer is;

of the differential equation of conduction. (Rogers, et al, 1992)
Fig. 4.5 Derivation

\(3T^
K ^ St

S^T
2
Sx"

where /r - kjpc^ is a dimensional group

____
a,2

+.

^2

(4.8)
^

Sy‘
called the thermal diffusivity of the material

and its units are [lengthf/[timel. (Rogers, et al, 1992)
The equation 4.8 is normally referred to as the general conduction equation in
Cartesian coordinates. Analytical solution of this equation ts only possrble for
relatively simple shapes and conductors.

4.4 Convection
The study of heat transfer by convection is concerned with the calculation of rates o
heat exchange between fluids and solid boundaries. As it was pointed out m the
introduction exact solutions can be obtained rarely due to considerable mathematical
difficulties that the differential equations that govern the heat transfer by convection
present.
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Convective heat transfer is not present in a rigid system. However movement does
often occur in a surrounding fluid. The convective transfer assocrated with this
movement is liked to conduction in the fluid at the boundary of the system un er
consideration, and modifies the temperature field, T,{y) near the wall. The
conductive flux in the fluid at the surface y = 0 of the system called conductoconvective flux (Taine J.. et al, 1993), is expressed in terms of the convective heat
transfer coefficient h and a characteristic temperature T, by the formula:
(O) = -k f ~ (O) = hlT{0)-Tc ]
xjy

where

is flux density.

It is known that the main resistance to fluid flow on a wall is in a comparatively thin
boundary layer adjacent to the wall. Accordingly it is known from expenence that

e

main resistance to heat flow from a wall to a fluid is in the same thin boundary layer.

A way of calculating the rates of heat transfer uses the hydrodynamic concept of a
velocity boundary layer and the analogous thermal concept of temperature boun ary
layer. (Rogers, et al, 1992).
This procedure’s objective is to determine the value of the temperature gradient

{dTldy\ in the fluid in the immediate vicinity of the wall. It is assumed that the fluid
at the wall adheres to it, and therefore the heat flow at the wall is by conduction and
not by convection.
Another method makes use of the similarity, between the mechanism of the fluid
friction in the boundary layer (i.e. the transfer of fluid momentum to the wall) and the
transfer of heat convection. Reynolds first pointed out the mechanism that gives the
fluid friction in the boundary layer. When this analogy is confirmed then the rates of
heat transfer can be predicted from the measurement of the shear stress between a
fluid and a wall.
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Although the mechanism of difhision (random motion of fluid molecules) contn u es
to this heat transfer mode, the predominant contribution is generally made by t e u
or gross motion of fluid particles. (Incropera, et al, 1996).
A third method is concerned with model testing, used to obtain information in a form
that is applicable to similar systems of any scale. (Rogers, et al, 1992).

Pn^P «

that governs this method is that of dynamic similarity (Tame J., et a,
employs the method of dimensional analysis for the correction of empirical data.

,t is known that in engineering the rates of heat transfer between a fluid and a wall can
be expressed by a relation of the form.

Q = -hA{T,-T^)
where h is a convection or film heat transfer coefficient, h is not a physical cons^t
of the fluid but it is a function of all the parameters that effect the heat flow such as
viscosity and velocity. It is possible that h will depend on A and (T,

tJ

and that is

because Q does not necessarily vary linearly with these variables.

The three methods that were just outlined give results that are usually expressed in
termsof the

coefficient fi.Then the problem of finding 0 is simply transferred to the

evaluation of h. (Rogers, et al, 1992)

4.4.1 Simple boundary layer theory
This theory has two main types of flow. The laminar or streamline flow and the
turbulent flow. When the fluid elements move in continuous paths or stream ines
without mixing with the fluid in adjacent paths is called laminar or streamline flow.

to boundary layer development on a flat plate. (Rogers, et al, 1992)
Fig. 4.6 Velocity
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When the eddy motion of small fluid elements is superimposed on the main flow ts
called turbulent flow. The velocities of individual elements fluctuate m the dnecUon
of flow and perpendicular to it, resulting in mixing of the flu'

The boundary layer of the velocity is shown on Fig. 4.6. The quantity 5 is termed the
boundary layer thickness and it is typically defined as the value of y for wh.c

u =

0.99u^.

The boundary layer of the velocity profile refers to the manner in which . varies with
through the boundary layer. The fluid flow is characterised by two distinct regions.

31

The region of a thin fluid layer (the boundary layer) in which the velocity and shear
stress gradient are large, and the region outside of the boundary layer m which
velocity and shear stress are negligible. From Fig. 4.6 it can be seen with increasing
the distance from the leading edge, the boundary layer grows

increases wi

x)

due to the effect of the viscosity, which penetrates further into the free stream.

Wherever there is fluid flow over a surface the velocity boundary layer develops.
From the engineer’s point of view it is significant to determine the surface shear s ress
.

and hence the surface frictional effect. For external flows it gives the basis for

determining the local friction coefficient.
(4.11)
pu

Assuming a Newtonian fluid the knowledge of the velocity gradient at the surface can
provide the surface sheai* stress,

:

r, =//

Su

9y

(4.12)
y=0

where // is a fluid property known as the dynamic viscosity.
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4 4 2 The thermal boundary layer
fc fiuKi
develops.. ito-l lo-l-J

-»”

flat plate Fig. 4.7.

n,. 4.7 nen.a,^oun4ary layer 4e.e,opn,en,on a lso,Hern.a,fla.pla.e. <Ro,ers. elal, ,992>

While at the leading edge the temperature profile is umform with T{y) - r., the fluid
particles that come into contact with the plate achieve thermal et,uili^,rmm at the

\(T -T)I{T -T )]=0.99. The elTects of heat transfer penetrate further into the

.Pd.

.!«

*«

layer grows.
The relation between conditions in this boundary layer and the convection heat
transfer coefficient may readily be demonstrated. At any distance . from the ea mg
edge, the local heat flux may be obtained by applying Fourier s law to
y

= Q. That is:
a"

, 3T

=

(4.13)

—k f-------

^ dy

y.O

The expression is appropriate because at the surface there is no fluid motioned
energy tmnsfer occurs only by conduction. By combining equation 4.13
Newton’s law of cooling we obtain.

-kf9T/9yl__,
h=

(4.14)

T.-T^

Hence conditions in thermal boundary layer, which strongly influence the wall
temperature gradient

‘ '
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boundary layer. Since (r.-TJ is a constant, independent of x, whtle

mcreases

with increasing x tenrperature gradients in the boundary layer nrust decrease wdh
increasing x. Accordingly, the magnitude of
and it follows that <?: and h decrease with increasing x. (Rogers, et al, 1992).

4.4 Radiation
Heat transfer by conduction and convection requires the presence of a temperature
gradient in some form of matter. In contrast heat transfer by thennal rad.at.on reqmres
no matter.(Incropera, et al, 1996)
Radiation can be viewed either in tem.s of electromagnetic waves or in terms of
pansport of photons. The medium involved can be either non-participat.ng or
participating. Non-participating media include the outer space and the atmosphertc a.r
over short distances, in which photons can travel almost unimpeded from one sur ace
to another.
Radiation heat exchange between such surfaces depends only on surface temperatures,
surface radiation properties and the geometry of the configuration. (M.lls A. f., 199.)

However the main difficulty in the calculation of the radiative heat transfer between
opaque bodies lies in the accurate knowledge of the relevant rad.at.ve propert.es
(emissivities, absorptivities, reflectivities) of the bodies concerned. (Ta.ne J., et al,
1993)
The phenomena of reflection transmission and absorption occur in radiation heat
transfer mode. The ratio of reflected to total .nc.dent energy ts called reflect.vtty p
the material; the ratio of transmitted to total .nc.dent energy .s called transm.ss.v.ty
of the material; the ratio of the absorbed to total incident energy is called absorpt.v.ty

a of the material, therefore:
1

p+T+a=1

.11

)

-0 i" “8™"™ ” ”8^”' “

(...n pi... i. only
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radiation is in fact either reflected or absorbed within a very shallow depth of matter.
Thus for solids it is possible to express formula 4.15 as shown below.
p+a =l
When a material absorbs radiation, normally its random molecular energy increa^s
and therefore its temperature increases as well. In this way the radiatton can be satd to
results in heat transfer although this may not always be the ease. Somet.mes the
energy absorbed is converted into other forms, as for example, when the visible
radiation falls on a photovoltaic cell. Then a portion of this energy is transformed into
electrical energy.
A material whose absorptivity is 1 i.e. one which absorbs all the radiant energy of
whatever frequency incident upon it, is called black body.
Th. .o„l .new

p.r - .1-1; - ™

”

,he fourth power of the .te.l.t. tempemt.,. T. Tlti. reWon h eupre^J kV “>=
Stefan - Boltzmann law;
.
^here a ^ 5,61

KWIand it is called the Stefan

T = Temperature in K,

(4.17)
-

Bolt.mann constant;

is the energy emitted per unit time by unit area of a black

surface. The subscript b is used to denote the black-body radiation.
The composition if the radiant energy is not uniform in two respects. A surface
element does not radiate energy with equal intensity in all directions. The radiation
emitted consists of electromagnetic waves of various wavelengths and the energy is
not distributed uniformly of the whole range of wavelengths. (Rogers et al, 1992).

4.4.1 Electromagnetic radiation
All matter continuously emits electromagnetic radiation, which travels through a
vacuum at the speed of light, Co=3xl0* m/s. Radiation exhibits both a wave nature
(e g interference effects) and a particle nature (e.g. photoelectnc effect). The
wavelength of the radiation X is related to its frequency v and speed of propagation e
as;
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where Ca=3xl(f m/s is the speed of light, v

the frequency in Hertz and X is the

wavelength usually in micrometers.
According to quanta mechanics, radiation interacts with matter in discrete quanta
called photons, with each photon having an energy E given by.
(4.19)

E = h-v
where E is the photon energy. h-6.626xlff^^J is Planck’s constant.

Bach photon also has a momentum p given by:
h'V
p =----where p is the momentum,

(4.20)

h is Planck’s constant v is frequency and c the speed of

light. (Mills A. F., 1995).

4 4.2 Environmental radiation
Th. fcm.!
wki.h » pe«ine« » te !.«

«“<'> <»"

infrared (IR) radiation. (Fig. 4.8) (Incropera et al, 1996)
Yisihlp (11.4 - 0.

j)

Ultra-viulrl
Uadar, t-ailiii,

tdrviiian

10Wavelength, |un

Fig. 4.8 The electromagnetic spectrum (Mills A. F., 1995)

The spectral distribution of solar radiation is significantly different from that
associated with emission by engineering surfaces. This distribution approximates that
of blackbody at 5800K. The radiation is concentrated in the low wavelength region
(0.2<Jd<3pm) of the thermal spectrum, with the peak occurring at approximately
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0.5nm. It is this short wavelength concentration that frequently precludes the
assumption of graybody behaviour for solar irradiated surfaces since emission .s
generally in the spectral region beyond 4pm and it is unlikely that surface spectr
properties would be constant over such a wide spectral range. (Incropera et al, 1996)

As solar radiation passes through the earth’s atmosphere, it’s magnitude and its
spectral and directional distributions experience significant change. The change is due
to absorption and scattering of the radiation by the atmospheric constituents (Fig. 4.9).

Go = Solar constant

F/g. 4.9ScHen,a,ic of clear sty atsorpOon and scauerin, of solar radlalion. and .J.e componenls of

irradiation incident on the earth’s surface. (Mills A. F., 1995)

The effect of absorption by the atmospheric gases O3 (ozone), H3O, O2 and CO2 is
shown by the lower curve of Fig. 4.10. Absorption by ozone is strong in the UV
region, providing considerable attenuation below 0.4pm and complete attenuation
below 0.3pm. In the visible region there is some absorption by O3 and O2; and m the
near and far IR regions, absorption is dominated by water vapour. Throughout the
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solar spectrum, there is also continuous absorption of radiation by the dust and aerosol
content of the atmosphere. (Mills A. F., 1995)

earth's atmosphere and on the ground. (Mills A. F., 1995)
Fig. 4.10 Solar spectra outside the

4.4.3 Radiation in photovoltaics
that the potential portion of energy that can be released
From the above it can be seen
as heat in a photovoltaic cell is given by:
(4.21)
0.3

where

is the energy that is

emitted by the sun within the wavelength of 0.3 to

4 pm.
,t is obvious then that not all the energy (Equation 4.21) is reaching the cell due to
reflection. Therefore the energy released as heat in the cell will be less depending on
the absorption and reflection coefficients of the constituent materials.

ic that represents the light absorption and reflection in a four
Fig. 4.11 is a schematic
layer PV.
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4.4.4 Radiative properties of PV materials
of the constituent materials of a
In this section the radiative properties for some
The values have been copied from the literature.
photovoltaic module are given
Table 4.1 Refractive indices and transmissivity coeff.cients for the wavelength of X,=800nm (max.
spectral efficiency for Si - solar cells). (Fraidenraich et al, 2000).

Table 4.2 Emissivities for PV materials

Material
Copper polished
Glass
Silicon carbide
Data

Emissivity
0.02 @3QQK
0.95 @300K
0.83 -0.90 @(420-920K)

from (Sieger R., et al, 1981) and glass from (Punch J.,et al, 1999).
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Chapter 5. INTERFACE THERMAL RESISTANCES
5.1 Introduction
In order to validate the conductive heat transfer model it is necessary to quantify the
interface thermal resistances of the PV modules as well as to determine the thermal
conductivity values for the constituent materials. These values are essential for the
accuracy of the F.E.A. analysis (ANSYS™) and the results that will derive from it.
The University of Limerick has an apparatus that can measure the mterface
resistances and the

k

factor (thermal conductivity) of “thin thermally conductive solid

electrical insulation materials”. This device is in accordance to the ASTM standard
test methods for “Thermal Transmission Properties of Thin Thermally Conductive
Solid Electrical Insulation Materials”, (ASTM 5470-95).
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5.2 Apparatus
The test method is designed for either homogeneous or composite thermally
conductive sheet material ranging from 0.02 to 10 mm thickness. It measures steadystate heat flux through a flat specimen. [The term “thermal conductivity” applies only
to homogeneous materials. To avoid confusion, this standard uses “apparent thermal
conductivity” for measurements of both homogeneous and non-homogeneous
materials.]^

FORCE

ill
Insulator
Guard Heater

® ® ©
Insulator

Heater

T1
Upper
Meter Bar

T2
Specimen!

Fig. 5.2 Front view of the apparatus

T3
Lower
Meter Bar

T4
T5
Reterence
Calorimeter

T6

Cooling Unit
Insulator
Fis. 5.1 Apparatus drawins

’’

Fig. 5.3 Rear view of the apparatus

ASTM 5470-95
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5.2.1 General features of the apparatus
General features are shown in Fig. 5.1. The apparatus uses a reference calorimeter to
determine rate of heat flow through the specimen. The rate of heat flow m the
specimen is determined from the electrical power applied to the heater or tfom the
reference calorimeter. The contacting surfaces are smoothly finished to within 0.4pm
to approximate a true plane for the meter bars in contact with the specimen surface.

5.2.2 The heat unit block
The heat unit or block (Fig. 5.4) is made from aluminium (highly conductive material)
containing cartridge heaters. It is separated from a surrounding guard heater by a layer
of thermal insulation material 5mm thick. The guard is also insulated from the press
and ensures that all measured energy is transformed to the upper meter bar.

Fig. 5.4 Aluminium heating unit with
cartridge heaters.
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5.2.3 The meter bars
The meter bars (Fig.5.5) are constructed from high purity grade aluminium, with high
thermal conductivity and have parallel working surfaces.

Fig. 5.5 High purity grade aluminium
meter bars

5.2.4 The referenee calorimeter
The reference calorimeter (Fig. 5.5) is constructed from a material which has known
thermal conductivity over the range of test temperatures to be used. The material that
is used is stainless steel X36CrMol7. See the table below for material properties.

Table 5.1 Coefficient of thermal expansion of the reference calorimeter

20-100“C
10.5

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
ml mK
1
200°C
1
300°C
1
1
11.0
1
11.0
_JL_

400°C
12.0

Table 5.2 Thermal conductivity of the reference calorimeter

1
20‘’C
17.2

Pavlos Batagiannis

Thermal Conductivity
W/m-K
350“C
21.0

700®C
24.7
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Fig. 5.6 The reference calorimeter helps
to determine the rate of heatflow

5.2.5 The cooling unit
The cooling unit (Fig. 5.8) is made up of a high purity aluminium block. Water was
circulating in it at lO^C and this temperature was maintained within ±02K . The
water was supplied from a constant temperature bath (Fig. 5.7)

C
---

■

Fig. 5.7 Constant
temperature bath
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5.2.6 The press
The press (Fig. 5.9) is capable of transmitting the specified force to the test-fixture
through a free-floating spherical seat attachment, to prevent offset loads and uneven
pressures on the test specimen. To prevent natural convection phenomena a fibrous
thermal insulation blanket can be used around the specimen.

Fig. 5.9 Free floating spherical
-

seat attachment

5.2.7 Test method procedure
The test specimen is placed in-between the two meter bars (Fig. 5.1). A force of up to
\.5kN is applied to the specimen. A pressure of \.5kN is adequate to reduce the
effects of contact resistance between the specimen and the meter bars to a negligible
level (Fig. 5.14).

The main heater is set to 45^C. The guard heater was maintained at the same
temperature with the main heater. In the cooling unit the cooling fluid (water in this
case) is being circulated by a thermal bath set to lO^C.

Since the pressure was increasing during heat up, the applied force needed to be
readjusted in the press to counteract the increased pressure on the specimen due to
thermal expansion.

Therefore by knowing the hot and the cold sources and the properties of the bars the
resistance of an interfering layer can be calculated.

For measurements made at temperatures above300/r, it is necessary to apply a
fibrous thermal insulating blanket loosely around the calorimeter sections.
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Temperatures of the meter bars and the reference calorimeter at equilibrium were
recorded. Equilibrium is attained when two successive sets of temperature are taken at
15 min intervals and the differences between the two are less than + 0.2.

5.2.8 Experimental calculations
The thermal resistance of the samples were calculated with the following procedure.

The heat flow was calculated using the reference calorimeter as follows:
k-A

Q

Ax

(Ts-T,)

(5.1)

where Q is the heat flow [w\ k is the thermal conductivity of the reference
calorimeter material \fV / m •

A is the area of the reference calorimeter \mf\,

is the temperature difference between the thermocouples of the reference
calorimeter [^]. and Ax is the distance between the thermocouples in the reference
calorimeter [w].^

The temperature of the upper meter bar surface in contact with the specimen was
calculated from the following:
T,=T,where

Ax^

Ax,

y-T,)

(5.2)

is the temperature of the upper meter bar surface in contact with the

specimen [A^], f is the upper temperature of the upper meter bar [k],

is the

lower temperature of the upper meter bar [/T], AXj is the distance between the
temperature sensors \m\, Ax2 is the distance from the lower sensor to the lower
surface of the upper meter bar [m].

The temperature of the lower meter bar surface in contact with the specimen was
calculated from the following:

^ The heat flow can also be calculated when the reference calorimeter is not used. In that case the heat flow can be
calculated from the applied electrical power as follows: Q=V*I Where Q is the heat flow [W], V is the electrical

potential applied to the heater [VJ, / is the electrical current flow in the heater [A]. (ASTM)
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(5.3)
Ax,
where

is the temperature of the lower meter bar surface in contact with the

specimen [k\, f is the upper temperature of the lower meter bar [^],
lower temperature of the lower meter bar [k],

is the

is the distance between the

temperature sensors [m\ Ax^ is the distance from the upper sensor to the upper
surface of the lower meter bar [m].

Finally the thermal resistanee was calculated from the following formula:
(5.4)

R-{T,-T^)IQ

where R is the thermal resistance and it is expressed in[KlW\

The thermal conductivity was obtained from the following formula:
R-Axlk’A
where R is the thermal resistance and it is expressed in

(5-5)
[/f/1T], Ax

of the specimen in \mm\, k is the thermal conductivity oj the material
A is the area of the reference calorimeter \nf

Pavlos Batagiannis

is the thickness
! m-K] and

J.
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5.3 Heat flow and thermal resistances
Assuming that the sample is in position the heat flows from the top to the bottom of
the specimen. A layer of heat paste was applied in each side of every sample tested.
Therefore the heat flow runs into a series of thermal resistances. These were, the
thermal resistance of the first layer of the heat paste, the thermal resistance of the
sample and the thermal resistance of the second layer of the heat paste as shown in
Fig. 5.10
• Ohi

PiiYt
Rn>e^ii5ui e<I
^4=^ Pint

• Ooiit

Fig. 5.10 Analogous thermal resistances when all the heatflows through the sample

I'he apparatus was set-up in such a way that the sum of these resistances, (the
Rmeasured)

could be measured.

Therefore the two thermal resistances, due to heat paste needed to be quantified and
subtracted from the measured thermal resistance in order to get the actual thermal
resistance of the sample.
Furthermore high thermal resistance samples were forcing the heat to leak through the
sides of the aluminium bars (Fig. 5.11).
Therefore these heat losses can be considered as another thermal resistance in series
with the previous. The so-called leakage thermal resistances or side heat losses.
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Riiiei)siii e<l > 3=

Fig. 5.11 Analogous thermal resistances when there are heat losses through the sides of the
aluminium blocks

Knowing the Qin and Qout their difference is giving the sum of 2xRint + Ractual
+Rleak. Calculating separately the thermal resistance that the side heat losses were
adding to the total had very little to offer.
In this analysis, the apparent resistances that exist due to the heat paste layers and the
side heat losses are quantified as one resistance, which is subtracted from the
measured one. fhe result is the actual thermal resistance of the sample tested.
Rmeas ” Radcl

R-actual

In order to quantify these thermal resistances a number of calibrating tests was carried
out.
First, the heat paste was tested alone as the sample between the aluminium blocks.
The measured thermal resistance included the resistance of the heat paste and the
apparent thermal resistance of the side heat losses. In this case the Rmeas equals to

Radd-

The side heat losses during this test were obviously small due to the fact that the
thermal resistance of the paste was very small. Therefore almost all the heat flowed
through the “sample”.
Two other materials with known properties were tested in order to determine the
additional thermal resistances, a glass sample with thermal conductivity of
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0.8 [fF/ m • K\ [www.matweb.com] and thickness of 2.5 mm ±0.0lmm, and a mild steel
EN3B sample with thermal conductivity of 51.9[fF//w-[www.matweb.com] and
thickness of 5 mm ±0.01 mm.

5.4 Testing
5.4.1 Testing difficulties
•

As it was mentioned before, the pressure had to be readjusted continuously
due to thermal expansion. Because of this, true steady-state conditions were
difficult to achieve. Therefore the real steady state could only be achieved
theoretically at an infinite time.

Fig, 5.12 The testing facility including the temperature bath for the cooling unit, the apparatus,
temperature controlers for the heating unit, a digital power supply, a digital multimeterfor the
pressure readings and a 16 channel thermocouple monitor

I'he way that the equipment was set-up (Fig. 5.12) caused interference with
the temperatures on the top aluminium block. The side fan of the thermal bath
was introducing forced convection phenomena to the apparatus. Therefore
these had to be eliminated.
The cell itself is made out of 99.5% pure silicon. Given the thermal
conductivity and the thickness, of the sample a theoretical thermal resistance
for the cell can be calculated. With a thickness of 0.3 [wm], a thermal
conductivity of 148 [iT/ w • A^] and area of sample of 0.0254 \m^\, the thermal
resistance was calculated to be 0.00314[Ar/lF]. It is obvious that this value is
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very small and therefore it falls into the experimental error which is 0.5%. In
the FEA analysis the cell is treated as pure silicon.

5.4.2 Determining the calibration material
The key point of this analysis is to determine with the maximum possible accuracy the
additional thermal interface resistances that will occur while testing the PV layers.

These additional thermal resistances occur due to the heat sink paste tliat is used to
minimise the voids at the interfaces of two consecutive layers.

Making a test with only the heat sink paste as a specimen and therefore determining
the additional thermal resistances due to the paste is not accurate for the test method.
As it is shown below (Table 5.6) materials with different thermal conductivities give
different amount of side heat losses.

fherefore it is more accurate to use the additional resistances that derive from a low
conductive calibrating material for determining the resistance of a low conductive
specimen (laminate) and visa-versa.

Different materials were tested in order to determine which material would be used as
the calibrating material for each case. Each sample was tested 2 times and the mean
value was used in the analysis. Two times was found enough as the difference
between the two values was on the fourth decimal number and it had absolutely no
effect on the analysis. The material thicknesses were: Glass = 2.5mm, EVA® cured =
0.12mm, Cell =0.3mm, Tedlar® = 0.1 Smm, Interconnectors = 0.1mm, Laminate =
4.21mm, EN3B = 5mm.

5.4.2.1 Heat paste test
As mentioned before, tests were carried out only with heat paste between the two
aluminium blocks.

Table 5.3 shows the sum of the additional thermal resistances that should be expected
in high conductive samples. The mean values of the two tests were used.
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Table 5.3 Resistance values for heat paste

From the I'able 5.3 it can be seen that an average value for the additional thermal
resistances due to the heat paste and the side heat losses is of the order of 0.06 C/W.

5.4.2.2 Mild steel EN3B test
I'he mild steel sample was tested and a measured thermal resistance derived.
Subtracting the real thermal resistance of the material (0.15°C/W) from the measured
the additional thermal resistances derived.
Table 5.4^ shows the results.
Table 5.4 Interface resistances from mild steel EN3B testing

Mild Steel EN3B

1

Load
N
808
1006
1203
1515
Mean Values

1

1

|

^Additional

^Measured

“CAV
0.23
0.24
0.24
0.23
0.23

”CAV

0.15

”CAV
0.08
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08

From testin2 the mild steel sample it was found that the error between its real
resistance and its measured was of the order of 5 7%.

^ ^measured Is thc thermal resistance that was measured from the apparatus including the heat losses from
the sides and the additional thermal resistance from the heat paste.
I^Add or Radditional is the calibrating interface thermal resistance. It includes the apparent thermal
resistance of the side heat losses and the thermal resistance of the heat paste. For different samples the
RAdd values change (paragraph 5.3). It is Rmeasured - f^eai- Except in the case of testing the heat paste
alone were it is RAdd = RmeasuredRreai is the real thermal resistance of the sample and it derives from the formula R=Ax/k* A.
Ractuai is the actual thermal resistance of the sample after it has been analysed. It is Rmeasured - ^AddPavlos Batagiannis
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5.4.2.3 Glass test
Another material that was used to produce the additional thermal resistances was
glass. It was common window 2.5 mm thick glass. It is used as the front cover for the
laminate. Throughout the testing it gave very steady results.

Table 5.5 shows the additional thermal resistances that low conductive samples could
incorporate in their measured values.
Table 5.5 Additional thermal resistance from glass testing

Glass
Load
N
790
1025
1207
1500
Mean Values

^Measured

RReal

RAdd

"CAV

“CAV

”CAV

5.07
5.01
5.02
4.96

|

___ 1

0.23
0.17
0.18
0.11

4.84

0.17

5.02

A mean value of thermal resistance from testing the glass was 0.17°C/W.

From testing the Glass sample it was found that the error between its real and its
measured resistance was of the order of 3.6%

5.4.2.4 Comparison of the previous results
Comparing the three different materials that were tested it was found that the best
material to be used as calibrating is the glass because the error that it gave was of the
order of 3.6%.
Table 5.6 shows the results of the comparison of the interface resistances form the
three methods.
Table 5.6 Comparison of interface resistances from the three methods

RAdd

Heat paste
0.11 “c/w

MUd steel EN3B

Glass

0.08 ^C/W

0.17 °C/W

The thermal resistance of the heat paste is doubled so that it would be comparable with the others as in every
sample there were two layers of heat paste.
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From the Table 5.6 it can be seen that the three different methods gave three different
results. That is due to different amount of side heat losses as mentioned in paragraph
5.3.

5.4.2.5 Analysis of the glass data

Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 show the actual resistance of the glass sample using two
different Radd- Both values from the heat paste and the mild steel EN3B were used as
Radd-

Table 5.7 Glass thermal resistances using the EN3B values for calibrating additional thermal
resistances

Load
N
790
1025
1207
1500
Mean Values

R Measured
“CAV

Glass
R Add From EN3B
“CAV

R Aetual
“CAV

5.07
5.01
5.02
4.96

0.08
0.09
0.08
0.08

4.99
4.92
4.94
4.88

5.02

0.08

4.93

1
I

1

Table 5.8 Glass thermal resistances using the heat paste values for calibrating additional thermal
resistances

Load
N
790
1025
1207
1500
Mean Values
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R Measured
‘’CAV

Glass
R Add From Heat Paste
‘‘CAV

1
R Actual
”CAV

5.07
5.01
5.02
4.96

0.07
0.05
0.05
0.05

4.94
4.91
4.91
4.86

5.02

0.06

4.90

1
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Table 5.9 Comparison of the mean Rgctuai values for the Glass using the two different methods.

Glass
High load #4
Glass
Using EN3B
Bactual Glass
Using heat paste
R Glass
Real
R-actual

1
1

4.93 °C/W
4.90 T/W
4.84 °C/W

Table 5.10 Comparison of the k values for the Glass using the two different methods.

Class
High load #4
Glass
Using EN3B
hactual Glass
Using heat paste
k Glass
Real
h-actual

0.79 W/mK
0.79 W/mK
0.8 W/mK

Comparing the results of the Table 5.10 with the published value (0.8W/mK) it is
shown that the experimental error, after the series ot calibration calculations, had been
reduced to 0.8%.

5.5 Calibration methods
Despite the fact that the apparatus is built according to the ASTM standards errors
were still encountered that needed to be quantified and calibrated.
5.5.1 Thermocouples
5.5.1.1 Thermocouple slots

This interface thermal resistance device was first built with four holes (suitable for
thermocouples) in each block. Fig. 5.13. Previous results have shown that there was
no need for the extra two thermocouples, which were in the middle of each section.
The fact that the temperatures at each block were repeatable perfectly linear, led to the
decision to remove the two middle thermocouples.
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Fig. 5.13 Each block has 4 thermocouple slots

5.5.1.2 Thermocouple Calibration
T he errors of the thermocouple readings needed to be identified. During some tests,
the temperature difference between two consecutive thermocouples was less that
0.3 [‘’cj. It was then of great importance to calibrate the thermocouples as a 0.2 [‘’cj
difference would equal to 50% error.

fhe temperature bath was used to calibrate the thermocouples. The absolute
temperature difference between the thermocouples and the bath was of no use to the
calibration procedure. The major importance was to calibrate the thermocouples
against each other as opposed to against the bath temperature at a range of
temperatures, similar to the range that they were subjected to. The results are shown
below:
Table 5.11 Thermocouple calibration

Bath
10.1
20.3
30.2
40.2
50.1

T| ["Cj

Tzi'cJ

Tji-’CJ

T4[”cJ

Tsi^cJ

Tsi^cJ

10.4

10.2

10.2

10.3

10.2

10.1

20.7

20.6

20.5

20.5

20.5

20.4

30.4

30.3

30.3

30.3

30.3

30.4

40.4

40.3

40.3

40.2

40.3

40.3

50.4

50.2

50.2

50.2

50.1

50.3

;c
;c
;c
;c
;c
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Utilising the above table it was possible to calibrate each thermocouple in its own
temperature range. For example the first thermocouple at higher temperatures is
gaining 0.1 [^cj or even 0.2 ["cj, therefore all the values that it gave at that range of
temperatures were decreased by 0.1 [‘'cj or 0.2 ["'cj respectively.

5.5.2 Dry junction test
Testing with no material or heat paste between the two aluminium blocks is called dry
junction testing.
Because of voids at the interface, the actual contact area is less than 2% (Punch J., et
al, 1999) of the apparent contact area. To minimise this phenomena the surfaces must
be flat and smooth, pressure must be applied between them and a thermal interface
material should be used (i.e. heat paste).
While testing each sample all three precautions were taken. It was found that the
results at high pressures were reliable. The graph below shows the dry junction
resistance versus the applied load.

Dry Junction Calibration

0.5

o

'2-'

0.4

ID

U
C

■2
(A

0.3

‘w
0)

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

Load (N)

Fig. 5.14 Dry junction resistance versus applied load
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From the Fig 5.14 it can be seen that practically all the resistances for loads of SOON
or more can be considered as values measured at equilibrium. Therefore these were
the resistances that were analysed.

5.5.2.1 Analysis of the cured EVA® data to validate the accuracy of the high load
measurement
In paragraph 5.5.2 it was mentioned that equilibrium is considered only for the high
load results. The following analysis was carried out to validate the dry junction
results.

First the k value of the F'VA (which equals to 0.3\w I

* .^J) was calculated using a

mean thermal resistance value from the seven figures. Then the same was calculated
using the mean thermal resistance value of the high load values.

Table 5.12 Derived resistances for mean values from 7 and 4 values
^IXilass

^ Glass

^ Add

^EVA

Mean value of 7

10.32

4.94

0.049

0.44

0.43

Mean value of 4

10.34

4.93

0.042

0.48

0.39

^liVA

1

From the above it can be seen that by using the mean values of each sample at high
pressure, the error was minimised from 43.3% to 30%.

5.6 Lamination of the specimens
The photovoltaic module consists of many material layers. In order to construct the
module a thermal treatment process need to be carried out. This takes place in a
laminator.

The main characteristic of a laminator is that is glues together all the different layers
by applying heat and pressure. When the adhesive layers that are within the module
reach their melting temperature they glue all the other layers together.
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These adhesive layers are the EVA® which is in solid form before it enters the
laminator. During the process it melts and then it performs its chemical reaction,
which sticks together the different materials. After the process has finished it becomes
solid again.

5.6.1 Apparatus

The laminator is shown in Fig. 5.15. More information and detailed description can be
found in the Appendix D.
___

~tr:T’aiaLM.4i

/

______________i .j af^LjLiui Ljig.a^------------

Fig. 5.15 Laminator

5.6.2 Materials used
5.6.2.1 Solar EVA® background

Solar EVA® is the trademark of Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate (EVA) encapsulating
materials for solar modules made by Hi-Sheet Industries, Ltd. (HSI). The solar EVA®
contains various chemicals (cross-linking agent, silane, coupling agent, ultraviolet
absorber, light stabiliser and antioxidant) required for encapsulating materials of solar
modules.

Its main characteristics are;
-Excellent durability (weather, liigh temperature and high humidity resistance).
-Excellent adhesion to glass, metal and plastic and long term adhesion.
-Good ability to flow and seal the laminate
-Excellent light transmittance and transparency
Pavlos Batagiannis
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-Flexible and harmless to solar cells during processing
In addition Evaflex®, which is the base resin of solar EVA® has the following
characteristics;
-Superb low temperature properties
-Good weather resistance and no ozone aging
-Excellent tear strength, impact strength, stress crack resistance, etc.
(MI-SHEET INDUSTRIES, LTD., 2001)

5.6.2.2 Tedlar® background
dedlar is the trade name for polyvilyl tiuoride film and it is used as back cover in a
laminate.

The properties of Tedlar® PVF film include;
-Excellent resistance to weathering
-Outstanding mechanical properties
-Inertness towards a wide variety of chemicals, solvents and staining agents
(DuPont®, 2001)

5.6.2.3 Fibreglass
I'he fibreglass is used to allow the trapped air, which exists within the layers of a pre
laminated module to escape to the atmosphere. It is applied only behind the cell and
its size is the same as the cell.

5.6.3 Procedure and precautions
L.aminating requires a special procedure and precautions to be encountered so that the
produced PV module will have no laminating imperfections, which could lead to a
decrease on its efficiency.

Cleaning the glass with special detergent chemical is very important. Any particle
stack between the EVA® and the glass could cause small air gaps either from the
beginning of the life cycle of the PV or at some stage later, which might cause
different layers of the laminate to become detached.
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The copper strips have to be soldered on the cells before the laminating procedure
starts. Again these surfaces have to be perfectly clean, therefore they have to get
prepared in a relatively clean environment.

Next step in the procedure is to put all the layers on top of each other and in proper
order, ready to go in the laminator.

Laminating can take place with different speeds, and that is relative to the type of
EVA® used. The so called fast-cure and standard-cure process^^ In this case the
lamination took place with the fast cure process. Fast-cure process is the smallest in
terms of time and it makes sure that the chemical reaction of the EVA® has finished.

fhe fast-cure process is;
1. Set temperature to 155°C.
2. Switch on the vacuum pump.
3. Put the stack of layers in the laminator with the glass facing down.
4. Close the lid.
5. Start the preset program, which takes 10 minutes to complete.
6. When program automatically vents, indicating end of program, switch off the
vacuum pump.
7. When venting finishes open lid
8. Remove laminate to inspection.

Warning: Thermal gloves must be used to load and unload the laminates.

5.7 Experimental results
In this section the thermal conductivities of the constituent materials of the PV are
given as they were obtained from the analysis. They were compared with the real
values (were they exist) to show the validity of the testing.

More details can be found in Appendix D.
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Finally their resistance to the heat flow is given. From these values the total of the
additional thermal resistances in the laminate was calculated.

From the analysis it was proven that better results were obtained with the use of
different calibrating materials for different samples. High conductive materials were
used as reference for high conductive samples and low conductive reference materials
for low conductive samples.

5.7.1 Glass
The results were obtained using the last four measures for the sample of glass.
The additional thermal resistance of the glass is shown in Table 5.13:
Table 5.13 Apparent thermal conductivities and thermal resistances for the glass

Glass
l^actual Glass
hactual (ilaSS

4.90‘’CAV
0.79 W/mK

I
|

1

1

Comparing the value of the table 5.13 with the real value of the glass, which is 0.8
W/mK., it can be seen that the error is very small.

5.7.2 EVA® (Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate)
In order to calculate the additional thermal resistance of the EVA the following
procedure was followed:
A specimen was created in the laminator that was made of two pieces of glass and a
piece of EVA. A fast cure procedure was followed. The laminate sample was tested in
the apparatus and the results were recorded. Then a single glass sample was tested
under the same conditions. Their difference is the resistance of the cured EVA.

Table 5.14 Apparent thermal conductivities and thermal resistances for cured EVA

Ractual EVA®
kaclual EVA®
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Table 5.14 is illustrating the apparent thermal conductivity of the EVA® which is
0.33W/mK using glass as calibrating material. From the references (Solar EVA®) the
given thermal conductivity value is 0.3W/mK.. Comparing results while using
different calibrating materials with the real value, it was seen that the glass gave the
smallest error.

5.7.3 Tedlar®
Table 5.15 shows the results for the Tedlar®
Table 5.15 Apparent thermal conductivities and thermal resistances for the Tedlar®

1
1

Tedlar®
Ractuai
kactuai

Tedlar® [
Tedlar® |

1
1.92 T/W

1

0.16 W/mK

A value of 0.2W/mK was is given for Tedlar® from bibliography (G.C.L, 2002).
5.7.4 High conductive materials
As it was mentioned for the highly conductive and very thin materials measures were
within the experimental error. Therefore the values that were used in the F.E.A
analysis were the values that are given for the pure materials.
I here are two materials of that type that are used in a PV; the cell, which is over
99.5% pure silicon, and the interconnector, which is pure copper.

5.7.4.1 Cell
Table 5.16 shows the published thermal conductivity and the calculated thermal
resistance for the cell:
Table 5.16 Real thermal conductivity and thermal resistance for the Cell

Cell
kactuai Cell

Ractuai
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5.7.4.2 Copper strips
Table 5.17 shows the published thermal conductivity and the calculated thermal
resistance for the copper strips:

Table 5.17 Real thermal conductivity and thermal resistance for the Copper strips

Ractuai
hactual

Copper
_

Copper strips
Using real values
0.0005 ""crw
319.1 W/mK

1

5.7.5 Fibreglass
Table 5.18 shows the calculated results for the fibreglass:
Table 5.18 Apparent thermal conductivities and thermal resistances for the Fibre

Fibre
Ractuai Fibre
hactuai Fibre

2.13‘’C/W
0.05W/mK

1

5.7.6 Laminate
Finally Table 5.19 shows the calculated results for the laminated sample. This
specimen includes glass, two layers of EVA®, fibreglass, cell, copper strips and
Tedlar®.

Table 5.19 Apparent thermal conductivity and thermal resistance for the Laminate

Laminate
13.38
Ractuai Laminate
0.49 W/mK
hactuai Laminate

5.8 Quantifying the overall interface thermal resistances in a PV
laminate
In order to quantify the overall interface thermal resistances, the sum of the individual
resistances thermal was subtracted from the thermal resistance of the PV laminate.
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Table 5.20 Thermal resistances for each tested material separately

Loads

Glass

Cell

Tedlar®

Fibre

4.90

0.003
(”CAV)

1.92
(‘’CAV)

2.20

___________

Mean
from 4

Ccrw)

Cured EVA® Laminate
13.38
("CAV)

0.56
("CAV)

Ccrw)

Table 5.21 Total interface thermal resistances in a PV laminate

Total Interface Thermal Resistances
Laminate Thermal
Sum of individual
Resistance
thermal resistances

1

Thermal
Resistance

13.38

10.19

(‘^C/W)

(”CAV)

1

Total Interface
Thermal Resistance
3.19
(‘’CAV)

From Table 5.21 it can be seen that the interface thermal resistances in a PV laminate
is 3.19”C/W, which is very significant and was taken into account in the F.E.A.
analysis. It results in 23.8% of the total thermal resistances of the PV module.

5.9 Error analysis
At the beginning of this chapter it was mentioned that the thennocouples were
subjected to calibration so that possible errors will be minimised. Before analysing the
results some of the readings were corrected using the reading from the thermal bath.

A similar analysis to the one that was carried out in paragraph 5.4 was carried out
without correcting the readings from the thermocouples. The results of this analysis
are shown below. The procedure was exactly the same.

Table 5.21 Thermal resistances for each tested material separately

Loads
1

Mean 1
from 4

Glass

Cell

Tedlar®

Fibre

4.99

0.003

1.98
(“CAV)

2.24
(“CAV)

Ccrw)
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Table 5.22 Total interface thermal resistances in a PV laminate

— '

Total Interface Thermal Resistances
I Laminate Thermal I Sum of individual
1
Resistance
| thermal resistances

Thermal
Resistance

13.05
(”C/W)

10.14

Cc/w)

Total Interface
Thermal Resistance
2.92
(“CAV)

From Table 5.22 it can be seen that the interface thermal resistances in a PV laminate
is 2.92''C/W. It sums to a total of 22.9% of the thermal resistances of the PV module.

The analysis is based on temperature differences therefore by changing all the
readings by ±0.1would have absolutely no effect on the results, as all the readings
would suffer from the same error.

5.10 Conclusions
It was found that the interfaces between dissimilar materials within a PV module are
causing significant resistance to the heat flow. During this testing and analysis it was
easy to see that the results could vary using different calibration materials.
In this case the glass sample was used as calibrating material because it gave the
measured results with the smallest error.
Despite this, an F.E.A. analysis was carried out with a validated model using all
possible results. The variation of the material properties was found to give an error of
less than 2%, (see Chapter 7).
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Chapter 6. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS (F.E.A.)
In this chapter the F.E.A. temperature distribution modelling is introduced. The
operation and procedures of the package used (ANSYS^^ is analysed. Furthermore
its flexibility is shown in terms of varying the material properties and tlie boundary
conditions. The two models were built and the purpose that each one served are given.
Finally the necessity to include the thermal interface resistances (T.I.R) to the model
is shown.

6.1 Background theory for F.E.A. modelling
6.1.1 F.E.A. package
A large scale, general-purpose computer program for structural, electromagnetic, and
heat transfer analysis utilising F.E.A is ANSYS™. Extensive analytical capabilities, a
reputation for quality customer support, and an unmatched ease of use has attracted
ANSYS™ users from many industries, including nuclear, aerospace transportation,
civil construction and many more. The built-in ANSYS^'^ graphics users interface
(GUI) makes the analysis efficient and understandable. (ANSYS™ on line help)

The finite element analysis can be defined as a numerical method which, “transforms
the response of an engineering system with an infinite number of unknowns, (the
response at every point in the system), to one that has a finite number of unknowns
related to each other by elements of finite size”. (ANSYS^^, on line help)

High-speed number crunching computers may easily solve the resultant matrix of
equations. The detailed mechanics of operation of the finite element method is not
given here. However, the principal stages in a typical ANSYS™ analysis are
described below in order to understand the principle that any computer based
numerical method is using.
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6.1,2 Modelling procedure
6.1.2.1 Pre-processing (Building the model)
At this stage the geometry of the component in question is defined (similar to any 3-d
drafting package) and hence, the model is transformed using a suitable element into a
model with a finite number of unknowns. The user is the most important component
of this stage because without adequate planning or suitable selection of element the
quality of the input data is unknown and vei*y likely to be useless.

6.1.2.2 Solution (Apply boundary conditions and obtain solution)
This stage defines the applied boundary conditions and hence calculates the result of
this application. Again, the user is critical in determining suitable boundary conditions
necessary to model the real situation accurately. The principal job of the computer is
also done at this stage in solving the matrix of equations as defined by the data input
by the user, i.e. defined by the input model geometry etc.

6.1.2.3 Post processing (Reviewing of results)
The computer presents the calculated results through the GUI. Any results generated
by the computer in solving the matrix of equations must be interpreted by the user and
suitable conclusions drawn. Further action may be to verify or validate the results
using suitable testing. (O’Donoghue E., 2001)

6.1.3 Thermal Analysis Steps
From all the different modes of ANSYS^'^ this project utilises only the thermal
analysis mode, fhe steps applied at each of these stages are outlined below.

6.1.3.1 Pre-processor
•

Define an Element Type and any element options

•

Define the Required Material Properties (i.e. Themial Conductivity)

•

Create the Model Geometry (solid model or direct generation)

•

Build the model - Create

•

Define the meshing controls - Shape and Size
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•

Mesh

6.1.3.2 Solution
•

Define the analysis type (Transient or steady state)
Define the Time Intervals (If there are any)
Apply load
Specify Initial Conditions
Convection (Surface load)
Define load step options (If there are any)
Save the database
Solve the solution
General Post Processor
Plot nodal solution

Fig. 6.1 Structure of the ANSYS^^ package, illustrating the interaction between the various file
types and the sequence in which the operations are executed. (O’Donoghue E., 2001)
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6»1.3 Analysis types
To order to flilly understand the various options while developing a model from
within the ANSYS^^ thermal modelling capability, the following definitions are of
importance.

6.1.3.1 Steady state analysis
The steady state analysis calculates the effects of steady loads on a model i.e. loads
that do not vary with time. Steady state is commonly used as a precursor to a transient
thermal analysis to determine initial conditions, or as the last step of a transient
analysis when all the transient effects have diminished to zero.

6.1.3.2 Transient analysis
The transient thermal analysis is used to determine temperature and other thermal
quantities in a structure due to time varying loads. Transient analysis is the more
common form of thermal analysis since most heat transfer phenomena are transient in
nature.

6.1.3.3 Linear thermal analysis
A thermal analysis is linear if the material properties are constant with respect to room
temperature i.e./ no radiation effects present.

6.1.3.4 Non-linear thermal analysis
A thermal analysis becomes non-linear in the following cases:
When temperature-dependant material properties such as thermal conductivity,
convection film coefficient or heat generation are present. Radiation effects are
included and other non-linear elements.

6.2 Program/Model structure
This section describes the purpose and function of each of the critical parts of the
program. It is hoped that this will provide the user with the ability to diagnose
problems in the program and to intervene and remedy any problems that cannot be
foreseen at this point. A complete print out of the program is available in the
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Appendix A and also on the floppy disc accompanying this thesis. The following is a
flow chart of the program.

Fig. 6.2 Flowchart of the program
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6.2.1 Clearing database
This small piece of programming deletes the contents of the database, which may
have information from a previous model. Such information could conflict with the
new model, which the user wishes to generate. This would lead to failure in the model
generation. ANSYS'^'^^ is then instructed to enter the pre-processor section.

fini
/cle
/prep7
/type, 1,2

6.2.2 Parameterisation section
Parameter statements in ANSYS'*'^ work essentially in the same manner as in
FORTRAN i.e. the parameter name is declared and followed by an equal sign that
defines the numerical value of the parameter. This program contains several
parameters that are listed below:

Mesh (defines the mesh density)
Watt (defines the heat generated)
Cell (the thermal conductivity of the Cell)
EVA® (the thermal conductivity of the EVA®)
Tedlar® (the thermal conductivity of the Tedlar®)
Front (the thermal conductivity of the Front cover)
Copper (the thermal conductivity of the Copper strips)
TIR (the apparent thermal conductivity for the thermal interface resistances)
Ambient (the ambient temperature)
Tl-Tl 1 (thickness of the respective layers)

It is worthy of note that all the parameters and there numerical values can be listed by
ANSYS™ through the use of the *STATUS command. To gain the numerical value
of a specific parameter input, * STATUS, parameter name.
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6.2.3 Material properties
In thermal analysis modelling the material properties play a very significant role.
These together with the boundary conditions (paragraph 5.2.7), determine the rate at
which heat is transferred, and hence the correct temperature distribution is obtained.

6.2.4 Material and element types
fhe next section in the program defines the material constants and also gives the
varying names through which they can be identified. An example of such a
declaration is as follows:

et,l,70
kxx,l,0.3e-3 or (kxx,l,cell)

The first line defines that the material named 1 will be of element type 70. The
following line gives the material named 1 a thermal conductivity of 0.3e-3. A similar
piece of code is included for each of the materials in the program.

6.2.5 Keypoint generation
The next section in the program defines the key-points from which the various areas
are generated. The user defines these key-points or they are defined using the
parameters that were inputted earlier in the program. A typical key-point command is
as follows:

k„ 100,3.22 or (k„100,tl)

The next section is where the areas are generated using the “A” command. Areas are
generated by selecting in sequence (clockwise or anti-clockwise) all the key-points
that an area is made of When areas are generated the lines bounding each are created.
An example of the A (area) command is as follows.

a,52,68,48,50
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6.2.6 Element creation
It is at this point that meshing the model creates the elements. It is also at this point
that the material properties defined earlier are applied to the model. Firstly the
material t>^e is selected (in this case it is type 1, the cell) and applied to the areas
selected in the next number of lines.

This section of code has been copied out of the log file after the areas were selected
using the ASEL command. This method can be used because a constant area pattern is
assumed, i.e. the user cannot alter the areas in the model. The final piece of code is the
AMESH command, which meshes the areas. The complete code is as follows.

type,l
mat, 1
FLST,5,ll,5,ORDE,7
FITEM,5,1
FIlEM,5,-3
FITEM,5,12
F1TEM,5,15

FnEM,5,-17
FITEM,5,33
FITEM,5,-36
ASEL,R, ,,P51X
amesh,all

6.2.7 Boundary conditions
As boundary conditions, a surface convection is applied to the model using the SF
(surface force) command. This serves to simulate natural convection at a given
ambient temperature. A convection coefficient of 4.5e-6 W/m^ is used. (Punch J., et
al, 1999).

sf,all,conv,4.5e-6,25 or (sf,all,conv,wind,ambient)
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Next a body force element (BFE) is applied to a very thin (0.3 mm) layer of elements
at the middle of the module (Cell). This simulates the heat generated by the flow of
current flowing through the module and the heat gained from the sun rays.

bfe,all,hgen,l,(watt/( 100* 100*0.3))

After this has been completed the solution processor is entered and the output is
displayed on the screen using the following code.

PLNS,TEMP

fhis provides a colour-coded plot of the temperature in the package.

6.2.8 Running the program
Finally the model is run using the “read input from” instruction in the file drop menu:

Fie Select List Plot PtotQrb WorkPtane Parameters Maao Menu<rtTls Help
(Jeer 6t Start New

EflUE J>B
RESUn PB
QUIT
POUBGIIFH

JlStart|

J] ^3

sa

"

f^lANSYS S.7 I>iput Window

E-CflE
LFM
HPLO
KFLO

flPLO
REFLOT
PLDI
SIGE

KP
KPNO
LMO
AND

HfflAftSYS.ajnivewKv Wg-

NONO
votw
EINO
EPLO

1

ALLS

Pins
OOP
TEHP

•t

>3 32

Fig. 6.3 ANSYS^^ while selecting from the drop down menu the option “Read Input from... ”

Select the text file that you wish to run with ANSYS”^ and click OK
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Save as
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Fig. 6.4 ANSYS^^ while selecting the .txt file.

ANSYS^*^ will then read the data in this text file and generate the model.

6.3 Development and results from the 3-D model without the T.I.R.
layers
A model was first created without including the thermal interface resistances. Due to
its simplicity (less nodes and therefore less time to solve the) it was also tested to
show the insignificance of a very dense mesh in this analysis.

The model was first built in 2-dimensions and then the all areas were extruded to
create the 3-dimensional model.

6.3.1 Development of the model
First the 2-dimentions of the model were created. (Fig. 6.5)
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AIMSYS
SEP . s
ST

Fig. 6.5 Creating the 2-D model

Fig 6.6 shows the areas created in the centre of the model.

Fig. 6.6 Zoom in the areas created in the 2-D, (No TIR).
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The cell can be distinguished in the middle, with the copper strip on top of it running
diagonal across to the next cell, the tedlar® on the bottom and two layers of EVA®
on either side of the cell. The layer of glass is not shown in full due to its large
proportion to the other layers.

Then the command extrusion was used to extrude the areas and create the 3-D model.
(Fig. 6.7)

Fig. 6.7 Extruding the 2-D model to create the 3-D
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Fig. 6.8 shows the lines of the 3-D model when the extrusion is finished.

Fig. 6.H Lines oj the 3-D model.

6.3.2 wSniall temperature difference
This model helped to determine that the thermal interface resistances were significant
within a PV laminate. The temperature difference between the hottest and the coldest
spots in the module (at any light intensity) was very small. The results from this
model are shown below in Figure 6.9.
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Temperatures for varying light intensity

Fig. 6.9 The highest and the lowest temperatures of a model without T.f.R. when varying the light
intensity.

From Fig. 6.9 it can be seen that the temperature differenee aeross the PV module is
small when the T.I.R are not included in the model, over the full range of light
intensities eonsidered.

6.3.3 Mesh density dependence
While still ereating the model, one has the option of ehoosing a very dense mesh or a
“lighter” mesh. As it is shown below in heat transfer analysis the mesh density is not
of great importance. A very dense mesh in this ease would only slow down
(signifieantly) the process without any real advantage in aceuraey. As it was found at
a later stage due to the extra layers (T.I.R.) of the next model it is not possible to run
the program with a denser mesh beeause it exeeeded the limit of 32,000 nodes. Fig.
6.10 shows that the mesh density gives insignificant error.
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Overall temperature difference @500W/m
for mesh density 1 & 1.5
39.5
39
38.5

□ mesh density 1
□ mesh density 1.5

Highest Temp.

38
^ 37.5
d.
I
37
Lowest Temp.

H-

36.5
36
35.5 j

—

—

35 '

Fig. 6.10 Temperature difference when using mesh density 1 & 1.5 for the lowest and the highest
temperature spots in a module at intensity of500W/m^.

6.4 Development of the 3-DinientionaI model including the T.I.R.
While creating this model the thermal interface resistances (T.I.R) were introduced as
extra very thin layers between two consecutive layers. The sequence was the same as
the previous model. In Fig. 6.11 the additional layers that were introduced can be
distinguished.
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ANSYS
SEP 25 2002
...........-

Fig. 6.11 Zoom in the areas created in 2-D, (with TIR).

In Fig. 6.11 the additional layers that are representing the thermal interface resistances
can distinguished between every two consecutive layers. Again the layer of glass is
not shown in full due to its large proportion to the other layers.

The results of this model follow in chapter 7.

6.5 Boundary conditions
In order for the program to run, proper boundary conditions need to be applied.
1 OOOW/m minus the electrical efficiency 15% of the cell and the reflective losses 5%
are applied as heat generated in the cell. Convection coefficient is applied as well on
the outer layer of the model with values taken from the bibliography for natural
convection varying from 4m/s to lOm/s. Finally ambient temperature is applied
(25^C) as well (paragraph 6.2.7).
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Chapter 7. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this chapter the results that were obtained from the theoretical computer based
model and the experimentation using the solar rig are analysed. A sensitivity analysis
was carried out and the main heat dissipation paths derive. Finally some of the results
are compared with the experimental results from testing the cell on the test rig (solar
simulator).

7.1 Results from modelling
7.1.1 Results from the 3-D model with the T.I.R. layers
Fig. 7.1 shows the highest and the lowest temperatures in a PV module imder different
irradiances. Fhe ambient is considered at 25‘’C and the convection coefficient at
5W/Km representing natural convection. (Punch J., et al, 1999)
Temperature vs Irradiance

Fig. 7.1 Highest and lowest temperatures in a module for different irradiances.

Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 show the temperature distribution on the module from the front and
the back side respectively.
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Fig. 7.2 Temperature distribution on PV, front view. Ambient 25^C, Convection coefficient 5W/Km^,
Irradiance 300W/m^.

Fig. 7.3 Temperature distribution on PV, back view. Ambient 2fC, Convection coefficient 5W/Km ,
Irradiance 300W/m^.
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From Figs. 12 & 7.3 it can be seen that the heat is being dissipated towards the front
of the module. I'hat is mainly due to the insulating properties of the back cover
(Tedlar®).

7.1.1.1 Results of the 3-D model on the cell temperature
Fig. 7.4 shows the highest and the lowest temperatures of the cell under different
irradiances. The ambient is considered at 25®C and the convection coefficient at

4.5W/Kml
Temperature vs Irradiance

Fig. 7.4 Highest and lowest temperatures in a module for different irradiances.

Form Fig. 7.4 it can be seen that the temperature distribution within the cell is almost
uniform, at any value of irradiance between 100 and 1000 Wm’^.
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Fig. 7.5 shows the temperature distribution in the cell.

Fig. 7.5 Temperature distribution on a cell. Ambient

Convection coefficient 4.5W/Km\

frradiance 30()W/m .

7.1.2 Sensitivity analysis
This section presents a variety of tests that were performed using ANSYS^^ to
establish the effect of altering the material properties and boundary conditions on the
temperature distribution. Varying individually the layer thicknesses is not an essential
sensitivity analysis as these thicknesses are standardized in the production line.
Moreover the effects of altering the thickness of the cell which is a material that can
vary from 0.3mm to 0.5mm do not have an effect on this analysis as the conductivity
is very high. (148W/mk)

7.1.2.1 Material dependence
In chapter 5 it was mentioned that varying the material properties (thermal
conductivity) slightly (within the experimental error) does not effect the temperature
distribution on the PV. This is shown on the following figures.
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In Fig.7.6 the effect of altering the properties of the glass to more conductive is
shown.
Effect of Glass properties

□ Glass with k=1.2
□ Glass with k=0.8

Fig. 7.6 Effect of altering the glass material properties

Fig. 7.7 shows the effect of altering the material properties of the EVA®.
Bfect of EVA properties
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Fig. 7.7 Effect of altering the material properties of the EVA®.
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Fig. 7.8 shows the effect of altering the material properties of the Tedlar®.
Bfect of Tedlar properties

□ Tedlar w ith k=0.2
□ Tedlarwith k=0.16

Fig. 7.8 Effect of altering the Tedlar® properties.

Fig. 7.9 shows the effect of altering the thermal conductivity of the T.I.R.
Bfect of T.I.R properties

□ T.I.R. with k=0.03
□ Tedlar w ith k=0.0243

Fig. 7.9 Effect of altering the T.I.R properties.
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7.1.2.2 Effect of the interconnectors.
1 he interconnectors are made out of copper, which makes them a highly conductive
layer within the PV. To study the effect of them on the temperature distribution, the
model was tested, under the same conditions, with and without the interconnectors.

Fig. 7.10 and Fig. 7.11 show schematically how the model is with and without the
interconnectors respectively.

Fijf. 7.10 The model with the interconnectors
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Fig. 7.11 The model without the interconnectors.

Effect of the interconnectors

□ Mean temp, of module without
interconnectors
El Mean temp, of module with the
interconnectors

lOOOW/m

Irradiance W/m

Fig. 7.12 Effect of the interconnector on the temperature distribution.

From Fig. 7.12 it can be seen that the interconnectors due to their size (0.1mm) do not
affect significantly the temperature distribution. The error is less than 0.01%.
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7.1.3 Effect of altering the boundary conditions.
Similarly to the previous section tests were carried out to study the effect of the
boundary conditions on the temperature distribution.

7.1.3.1 Side-convection effect
rhe significance of applying convection to the sides of the PV was studied. Tests
were carried out while applying convection only to the front and the rear of the PV
and while applying convection to all the sides. The results are shown below.
Effect of applying convection
to the sides

□ Mean temp, of module |
with conection only 2
r
sides
□ Mean temp, of the
module with convection to!
I ALL sides

1000W/m"

500W/m^

Irradiance W/m

Fig. 7.13 Effect of applying natural convection to the sides of the module on the temperature
distribution.

From Fig. 7.13 it can be seen that the difference of applying convection only to 2
sides of the module is increasing from 0.74% @ lOOWW to 2.6% @ 1000 W/m^.
(same value of convection coefficient was applied to all sides).

7.1.3.2 Effect of altering the natural convection coefficient.
From the literature (Punch J., et al, 1999) it is known that natural convection varies
from 3 to 12W/Km^. The model was tested in 3 different convection coefficients (4.5,
5 and lOW/Km^) for all the iiradiance range. The results are shown below in Fig. 7.14
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Temperature vs convection coefficients

120

@100W/m2
@200W/m2
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6

8

10

12

Convection coefficient (h)

Fi^. 7.14 Effect of altering the convection coefficient

From Fig. 7.14 it can be seen that at high irradiances the convection coefficient is very
significant. The temperature drops 39.9% @ lOOOW/m^ while at irradiances of @
lOOW/m^ the temperature drops 12.5%.

7.1.4 Determining the heat dissipation paths
From the previous analysis the heat dissipation paths within a PV module derive. It
was seen that the heat loss through the sides is very small (max. 2.6% heat dissipated
through the sides) in comparison to the heat loss from the front and the rear of the
module. It was also found that front of the module dissipates more heat than the rear.
Finally the effect of the interconnectors is insignificant.

Fig. 7.15 is a quantitative schematic of the heat dissipation paths of a PV.

Alodiile Profile

Fig. 7.15 Schematic of the dissipation paths
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7.2 Results from testing at the solar rig
7.2.1 Test rig outline (solar simulator)
Experiments were carried out testing a real PV module that was constructed at the
same size and properties of the model. These experiment were carried out at the test
rig that was developed for simulating the solar irradiance. The test rig is shown below.

Fig. 7.15 Test rig (Solar Simulator)

7.2.2 Test procedure and specimen
In CIT labs a prototype module (single cell) was developed. It was an exact copy of
the modelled module. It also had two thermocouples, one in contact with the front
side of the cell and one with the outer side of the front (glass).

Due to the fact that the test rig wasn’t fully developed at the time tests were carried
out only at the two following irradiance levels, (200W/m^ and lOOOW/m^). Two
measurements of each at each level were taken and the mean value was used.
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The level of irradiance was measured with a pyranometer (Skye Instruments
SKSlllO).

The lighting was provided by 20 halogen lamps of 50W each that and 2 lamps of
500W each that would help the system o reach the expected level of irradiance. It is
important to point out that the 20 halogen lamps were capable of irradiating with only
200W/m the module which was approximately 0.5m below the lamps.

7.3 Comparing the results with the experimental data
7

9

The PV sample was tested under two different irradiances. 200W/m and lOOOW/m .
Com parison of experimental and theoretical data
□ Test rig results
H Modeling results

1000W/m =

Fig. 7.16 Comparison of experimental and theoretical data for cell temperatures.

From the above graph it can be seen that the experimental results gave lower
temperatures than the ones that were obtained from the F.E.A. analysis for cell
temperatures. The difference was of 19.9% @1000W/m^ and 23% @200W/m^.
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Comparison of experimentai and theorotical data

□ Test rig results
□ Modeling results

Fig. 7.17 Comparison of experimental and theoretical data for glass temperatures

Form Fig. 7.17 it can be seen that the difference between the experimental and the
theoretical data for temperatures on the glass surface are 24% @200W/m

and

l8.3%@l()0()W/m^.

7.4 Conclusions
From the previous analysis of the results obtained from testing the model the
following cam derive.

□

The higher the irradiance levels the higher the temperature difference between the
hottest and the coldest points of a PV module. (Fig. 7.1 & 7.5)

□

Fhe temperature distribution on the cell is uniformly spread within a difference of
1-2“C. (Fig. 7.4)

□

The heat generated in the cell is being dissipated at higher rates from the front of
the module than from the rear. (Fig. 7.2 & 7.3), based on the model results.

□

The intereonnectors do not play any significant role in the heat dissipation despite
their highly conductive properties. This is due to their size which is 0.1mm thick
and 1mm wide. (Fig. 7.12)
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□

Altering the material properties (also) doesn’t have any signifieaiit effect on the
temperature distribution of the module. At maximum an error of 2% is observed.
(Fig. 7.6 & 7.9)

□

Altering the boundary conditions (convection coefficient) causes significant
'j

increase to the heat dissipation rates varying from 12.5% @ lOOW/m to nearly
40% @ lOOOW/ml (Fig. 7. 14)

□

Convection on the sides of the module contributes less that 1% to the heat
dissipation rate. (Fig. 7.13)

Comparing the experimental results with the modelling results it was found that the
en'or is less than 24% at all cases. (Fig. 7.16)
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Chapter 8. Conclusions - Recommendations
The progress of this project was based simultaneously on modeling and
experimentation. The need to undertake specific tests was found through modeling.
Also for validating the theoretical model more experimentation was needed. Therefore
the project was developed step by step in terms of modeling and testing.

Firstly a preliminary 3-D model was created which showed the necessity of
investigating the area of the interface thermal resistances.

I'hen a series of tests was canned out to determine the interface resistances with an
apparatus built according to ASTM standards.

A second model was then created including the results from the previous testing.
Finally this model had to be experimentally validated. Therefore a test rig was
developed and a prototype module that was an exact copy of the model.

8.1 Conclusions from modelling
A valid theoretical model for the prediction of the thermal behaviour (mainly from the
conductive point of view) of the photovoltaics was developed. It was developed and
parameterized in such a way that allows the user to change the properties of the
materials and the boundary conditions in a very easy way.

From the first model it was shown that the temperature distribution was imiform,
within a range of 2®C from the hottest spot (cell) to the coldest spot of the module, the
glass. The problem focused on the role of the thermal resistances of the interfaces
within the module.

When these were determined a second model was created that included the thermal
interface resistances. The significant results of this analysis follow.
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I'he insulating properties of the back cover (Tedlar®) are responsible for the heat
being dissipated towards the front of the module (Fig. 7.2 & 7.3).

The temperature distribution within the cell is uniform (Fig. 7.4).

Altering the material properties has an insignificant effect on the temperature
distribution (Fig. 7.5 - 7.11).

The interconnectors due to their size (0.1mm) do not effect significantly to the
temperature distribution. The error is less than 0.01% (Fig. 7.12).

At high irradiances the convection coefficient is very significant. The temperature
drops 39.9% @ lOOOW/m^ while varying the convection from 4.5 W/Km^ to
lOW/Km . At irradiances of lOOW/m the temperature drops 12.5% while varying the
convection from 4.5 W/Km^ to lOW/Km^ (Fig. 7.14).

8.2 Conclusion from testing
A series of tests was carried out using an apparatus built according to ASTM
standards. 1 he validity of the apparatus was first proven by testing reference materials
with known properties. Its accuracy was found to be within 0.5%. Consecutively we
were able to determine the total of the thermal interface resistances (T.I.R) that exist
within the layer of a PV. These sum to a total of 23.8% of the total thermal resistance
in a PV. That is 3.19“C/W out of 13.4°C/W. Therefore it was shown that the T.I.R.
needed to be included in the theoretical model for more accurate results.

fhe validity of the model was proven with further experimentation that was carried
out on a test rig simulating real conditions. From this testing the effect that the
temperature has on the performance of the photovoltaics was illustrated. At high
irradiances the temperatures exceeded 80°C.

8.3 Conclusion from validation
The difference between the theoretical and the experimental results were found to be
within a range of 25%. Therefore it can be said that from a conductive point of view
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this model gives a representative picture of the PV’s thermal behavior. (25% being
acceptable for thermal F.E. models, ANSYS manual).

It was shown that the experimental results gave lower temperatures than the ones that
were obtained from the F.E.A. analysis for cell temperatures. The difference was
19.9% @1000W/m^ and 23% @200W/ml

8.4 Limitations
□

The second limitation is the lack of existence of radiative properties for the
materials. These are expected to be very significant factors in the thermal
behavior of a PV.

□

Another limitation is the lack of knowledge of the radiative properties of the
lighting system that is currently used.

□

Finally the boundary conditions at the test rig are not known experimentally but
they were taken from bibliography.

8.5 Recommendations
□

In order to develop a fully validated computer-based model the radiative
properties of the constituent materials of the PV need to be known.

Finally by improving the test rig, so that its lighting properties and the boundary
conditions are known, the experimental testing will be fully validated.
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Appendix A.

Code

ANSYS code
fini
/cle
/prep7
/type, 1,2
et,99,63
ABBRES,NEW,'tools','
mesh=l ,5
watt=7.5

cell=0.148
eva=0.0003
tedlar=0.0002
front-0.0008
copper=0.391
Tir=0.000243
wind=5e-6
arnbient-25
et,l,70
kx.x,! ,ccll
et,2,70
l<.xx,2,eva
ct,3,70
k.xx,3,tedlar
et,4,70
kxx,4,front
et,5,70
kxx,5,copper
et,6,70
kxx,6,TIR

ICell

!EVA

W/mm*C

W/mm*C

ITedlar W/mm*C

IFront W/mm*C

ICopper W/mm*C

!T1R W/mm*C

!up to here we have given the Coductivity, mesh density
lvalues for the materials, and the Watts
Ithat are being generated in the cell.
tl=0.175
t2=0.18
t3=0.285
t4=0.29
t5=0.30
t6=0.60
t7=0.61
t8=0.615
t9=0.715
tl0=0.72
tl 1=3.22

0,0
0,tl
0,t2
0,t3
0,t4
0,t5
0,t6
0,t7
0,t8
0,t9
,0,tl0

.0,tll
,45,t4
,45,t5
,50,t5
,50,t6
,5047
,53,t4
,53,t5
,53,t6
k„58,t6
k„58,t7
103,0
103,tl
103,t2
103,t3
103,t4
103,t5
103,t6
103,t7
103,t8
103,t9
103,tl0
103,tl 1
a, 1,23,24,2
a,2,24,25,3
a,3,25,26,4
a,4,26,27,18,13,5
a,5,13,14,6
a,13,18,16,15,14
a,6,14,15,16,7
a,7,16,18,27,28,19,17,8
a, 17,19,20,21,22
a, 19,28,29,21,20
a,21,29,30,22
a,8,17,22,30,31,9
a,9,31,32,10
a,10,32,33,ll
a,l 1,33,34,12
type,99
esize,mesh
amesh,all

alls
type,4
mat,4
ASEL,s,„15
esize,,2
vext,all,„„3

[Extruding glass for 3mm

alls
type,6
mat,6
ASEL,s,„2
asel,a,„14
esize„3
vext,all,„„3

[Extruding TIR for 3mm

alls
type,2
mat,2
ASEL,s,„3,13
esize„2
vext,all,,,,,3

[Extruding EVA for 3mm
[with stips
[with cell

alls
type,3
mat,3
ASEL,s,„l
esize,,2
vext,all,„,,3

[Extruding tedlar for 3mm

alls
type,4
mat,4
ASEL,s,„16
esize„2
vext,all,,,,,24

[Extruding glass for 24mm

alls
type,6
mat,6
ASEL,s,„70
asel,a,„26
asel,a,„21
asel,a,„36
esize,,3
vext,all.... 24

[Extruding TIR for 24mm

alls
type,2
mat,2
ASEL,s,„46
ASEL,a,„31
ASEL,a,„74
ASEL,a,„59

[Extruding EVA for 24mm
[With strips

ASEL,a,„53
ASEL,a„,42
ASEL,a,„67
esize„3
vext,all,„„24
alls
type,!
mat,l
ASEL,s,„50
ASEL,a,„64
esize„3
vext,all„,„24

!Extruding cells for 24mm

alls
type,3
mat,3
ASEL,s,„78
esize„3
vext,all,,,,,24

[Extruding tedlar for 24mm

alls
type,4

mat,4
ASEL,s,„83
esize,,2
vext,all,,,,, 1

[Extruding glass for 1mm

alls
type,2
mat,2
ASEL,s,„144
ASEL,a,„112
ASEL,a,„135
ASEL,a,„122
esize,,2
vext,all.... 1

[Extruding EVA for 1mm

alls
type,6
mat,6
ASEL,s,„93
asel,a,„105
asel,a„,98
asel,a,,,88
esize„3
vext,all,,,,, 1

[Extruding TIR for 1mm

alls
type,l
mat,l
ASEL,s,„149
ASEL,a,„155
esize„2

[Extruding cells for 1mm

vext,all,„„l
alls
type,3
mat, 3
ASEL,s,„161
esize„2
vext,all„„,l

! Extruding tedlar for 1mm

alls
type,5
mat,5
ASEL,s,„127
ASEL,a,„140
ASEL,a,„l 17
esize„2
vext,al!,„„l

! Extruding copper for I mm

alls
type,4
mat,4
ASEL,s,„166
esize„3
vext,all,„„50

[Extruding glass for 50mm

alls
type,2
mat,2
ASEL,s,„188
ASEL,a,„17l
ASEL,a,„182
ASEL,a,„176
ASEL,a,„239
ASEL,a,„248
ASEL,a,„234
esize,,3
vext,all,„„50

[Extruding EVA for 50mm
[With strips

ails
type,6
mat,6
ASEL,s,„198
asel,a„,l93
asel,a,„203
asel,a„,2IO
esize„3
vext,all„„,50

[Extruding TIR for 50mm

alls
type,l
mat, I
ASEL,s,„223
ASEL,a,„217
esize,,3

[Extruding cells for 50mm

vext,all„,,,50
alls
type,3
mat,3
ASEL,s,„229
esize„3
vext,all,„„50

!Extruding tedlar for 50mm

alls

alls
type,4
mat,4
ASEL,s,„253
esize„2
vext,all„,,,l

! Extruding glass for 1mm

alls
type,2
mat,2
ASEL,s,„275
ASEL,a,„258
ASEL,a,„269
ASEL,a,,,263
esize,,2
vext,all,,,,,l

!Extruding EVA for 1mm

alls
type,6
mat,6
ASEL,s,„304
asel,a,,,299
asel,a,,,316
asel,a,,,309
esize„3
vext,all,„„l

! Extruding TIR for 1mm

alls
type,l
mat,l
ASEL,s,„323
ASEL,a,„329
esize,,2
vext,all,,,,,l

! Extruding cells for 1mm

alls
type,3
mat,3
ASEL,s,„335
esize,,2
vext,all„„,l

!Extruding tedlar for 1mm

alls
type,5
mat, 5
ASEL,s,„285
ASEL,a,„280
ASEL,a,„294
esize,,2
vext,all.... 1

! Extruding copper for 1mm

alls
alls
type,4
mat,4
ASEL,s,„340
esize,,2
vext,all,„„24

! Extruding glass for 24mm

alls
type,6
mat,6
ASEL,s,„372
asel,a,„367
asel,a,„377
asel,a,,,384
esize,,3
vext,all,,,,,24

!Extruding TIR for 24mm

alls
type,2
mat,2
ASEL,s,„362
ASEL,a,„350
ASEL,a,„356
ASEL,a,„345
ASEL,a,„413
ASEL,a,„408
ASEL,a,„422
esize,,3
vext,all„„,24

!Extruding EVA for 24m.m
IWith strips

alls
type, 1
mat,l
ASEL,s,„397
ASEL,a,„391
esize„3
vext,all„,„24

! Extruding cells for 24mm

alls
type,3
mat,3
ASEL,s,„403
esize„3

!Extruding tedlar for 24mm

vext,all,„„24
alls
type,4
mat,4
ASEL,s,„427
esize„2
vext,all,„„3

! Extruding glass for 3mm

alls
type,6
mat, 6
ASEL,s,„437
asel,a,„432
esize,,3
vext,all„,„3

! Extruding TIR for 3mm

alls
type,2
mat,2
ASEL,s,„497
asel,a,„503
asel,a,,,473
asel,a,„456
asel,a,,,467
asel,a,„461
asel,a,,,483
asel,a„,492
asel,a,„478
asel,a,,,449
asel,a„,442
esize,,2
vext,all,,,,,3

! Extruding EVA for 3mm
Iwith stips
Iwith cell

alls
type,3
mat,3
ASEL,s,„509
esize,,2
vext,all„„,3

! Extruding tedlar for 3mm

alls
alls
modm,deta
esel,s,type„99
edel,all
alls
esel,s,type,,l
bfe,all,hgen, 1 ,(watt/( 100* 100*0.3))
alls

nsel,s,loc,Y,0
sf,all,conv,wind,ambient
alls
nsel,s,loc,Y,3.22
sf,all,conv,wind,ambient
alls
nsel,s,loc,z,0
sf,all,conv,wind,ambient
alls
nsel,s,loc,z,106
sf,all,conv,wind,ambient
alls
nummrg,node
nummrg,kp
wsort,all
aplo
fini
/solu
eqsl,pcg
solve
Hni
/postl

plns,temp

Appendix B.

ASTM Standards

Designation: D 5470 - 95

ncrnin i
**i i n i-cniwiooiv^ri. rhiUM i HE ANNUAL BOOK OF
ASTM STANDARDS. COPYRIGHT AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING
AND MATERIALS,
100 BARR HARBOR DRIVE. WEST CONSHOHOCKEN. PA 194-2959

Standard Test Methods for
Thermal Transmission Properties of Thin Thermally
Conductive Solid Electrical Insulation Materials^
This standard IS issued under.the fixed designation D 5470; the number immediately following the designation indicaiec ih^ v/-, r
onginal adoption or. m the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the S oflast reVnnT /
supersenpt epsilon (t) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.
va . A
Thn uundard has hi-cn approved for use by agenaes of the Department of Defense. Consult the DoD Index of Siieeifh nn,,,,
i
^“^''‘^‘^''ds for the .'ipec die year of issue which has been adopted by the Department of Defense.
'
^ J catioii.s and

Scope

This standard covers lest methods for measuring
:rmal impedance of thin electrical insulation materials.
.2 These test methods are useful with either homogelus or composite thermally conductive sheet material
ngingfrom 0.02 to 10 mm thickness.
3 The test methods measure steady-state heat flux
,ough a flat specimen. Calculations are made as if the
imens were homogeneous. In fact, these materials are
ully not homogeneous, but the assumption does not
iract from the usefulness of the test methods.
.4 The term thermal conductivity” applies only to
imogcncous materials. Thermally conductive electrical
wlaling materials are usually heterogeneous since they
pically include fillers, binders, reinforcements such as glass
.rmesh. or a layer of polymeric film. To avoid confusion,
standard uses appar'cnt thermal conductivity” for
isurements of both homogeneous and non-homogeneous
iienals,
A limitatiora of using these test methods to calculate
parent thermal conductivity is the problem of accurately
ermining the specimen thickness. To reflect the commerpractice of measuring thickness as manufactured rather
in measuring thickness in an assembly, thickness is
frmined from measurements made at room temperature
accordance with Method C of Test Methods D 374.
i Thermal impedance test data are influenced by conpressures. specimen surface characteristics, and the
Bience of alternate paths for heal transmission which arc
through the specimen. These test methods determine
mal conduction propenies under a specific set of condiis(including a SO’C average test temperature) which may
jgree exactly with the conditions in an application. As a
lilt, the degree of correlation between these methods and
particular application needs to be determined.
7 The values stated in SI units are to be regarded as
idard.
I This standard does not purport to address all of the
r concerns, if any. associated with its use. It is the
msibility of the u.ser of this standard to establish approiltiu/c'/ i' and health /tractices and determine the applicaIhcsc icsi methods are under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee D-9 on
meal and ^ctronic Insulating Materials and are the direct responsibility of
mmmec D09.19 on Dielectric Sheet and Roll Products
irrem edition approved Sept. 10. 1995. Published November 1995. Originally
ihea .-i D 5470 - 9.1 Last previous edition D 5470 - 93.

bility of regulatory limitations prior to use.
2. Referenced Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:
D374 Test Methods for Thickness of Solid Electrical
Insulation^

E 691 Practice for Conducting an Interlaboratory Studv
Iv to
Determine the Precision of a Test Method^
^
Method for Thermal Conductivity of Solid.s
by Means of the Guarded-Comparative-Longiiudinai
Heat Flow Technique^
2.2 Milit a ry S/tecification;
Insulation Sheet, Electrical. Silicone
Rubber, Thermally Conductive, Fiberglass Reinforced *
3. Terminology
3.1 pe.seri/tiions of Terms S/ieciJic to This Standard
3. U average tem/terature (of a surface), /i-thc areaweighted mean temperature.
3.1.2 cvmpmiie. n-a material made up of distinct pans
wh.ch contribute, either proponionally or synergisticalh. to
the properties of the combination.
3.1.3 hcater/sensor, a?—an assembly consisting of electri
cally insulated wire-wound coils, one for applying a mea
sured quantity of heat energy into the assembly and the
second used to sense the temperature in the assembly
3.1.4 homogeneous material, n-a material in which rele
vant properties are not a function of the position within the
material.
3.1.5 thermal conductivity (X). /^-the time rate of heat
How, under steady conditions, through unit area, per unit
temperature gradient in the direction perpendicular to the
area.
3.1.6 Ihcrmal impedance- (0). «_ihe lotal opposition that
an assembly (material, material interfaces) presents to the
flow of heat.
3.1.7 thermal interfacial impedance (contact re.si.stancej
^-the temperature difference required to product a unit of
heat Hux at the contact planes between the specimen surfaces
and the hot and cold surfaces in contact with the specimen
under test. The symbol for contact resistance is R,
3.1.8 thermal resistivity, „_the reciprocal of thermal
- Annual Book oj ASTM Standards. Vol 10.01
^Annual Book oJ .iSTM Standards. Vol 14.02

70<i'RnhK

Order Desk, Bldg. 4 .Section D.
700 Robbins Avc.. Philadelphia. PA 1911 1-5094, Alin: NPODS.
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iductivity. Under steady-siaie conditions, the temperature
iient, in the direction perpendicular to the isothermal
b per unit of heat flux.
?

Symbols Used in This Standard:

III X = thermal conductivity, watt per metre-K.
temperature of hot surface in contact with a
timen, K.

U Tjj — temperature of hot surface of a specimen, K.
T'c ~ temperature of cold surface of a specimen, K.
Tp — temf)erature of cold surface in contact with a
timen, K.

16
.17
,18
1.9

/( = area of a specimen, m-.
X= thickness of specimen, m.
Q = time rate of heat flow, W or i/s.
Q — heat flux, or time rate ol heat flow per unit area.

110
temperature coefllcif^nt of electrical resistance
ihe heater/sensor wire.
111 / = electrical current, A.
112 d = thermal impedance, temperature difference per
of heat flux. (K- m-)/W.

resistance between layers. The slope of the plot of thermal
impedance against cumulative thickness permits the deter
mination of thermal conductivity without regard to thermal
interfacial impedance.

5.4 These test methods are approved for use by the
Department of Defense, and are included in Military Soecifiication MIL-I-49456A.
IliSI MErnOD A—GUARDED HEATER MEI HOD

6. Apparatus

6.1 General features are shown in Figs, la and lb. The
apparatus shown in Fig. la uses a reference calorimeter to
determine rate of heat flow through the specimen. Optionally
omit the reference calorimeter (Fig. lb). The rate of heat flow
in the specimen is determined from the electrical power
applied to the heater. Smoothly finish all contacting surfaces
to within 0.4 pm to approximate a true plane for the metre
bars in contact with the specimen surface.
FORCE

Summary of Test Methods

4 i

In Test Method A (a modification of Test Method
25) a specimen is sandwiched between two metal
Ks, compressed and supplied with a measured amount
(3t energy. At equilibrium, temperatures are measured
iJlhermal impedance is calculated. The thermal impedtiind thickness are used to compute apparent thermal
ketivity.
Test Method B (Roiseland Heater/Sensor Method)
ifs a pair of heater/sensor elements having large area
ii'c to a small specimen thickness, which reduces edge
Us to a negligible value. A Wheatstone Bridge is used to
in temperature •differentials. The current is passed
iigh both heaters, causing a temperature rise in both
ors. The sensors form two legs of a Wheatstone Bridge,
the bridge output corresponds to the temperature
fence. Specimens (more than one layer) are placed
ten heat sinks of relatively large thermal mass and
ijenough to resist deformation when placed in a press
t and subjected to the specified pressures. Thermal
idances are determined and apparent thermal conducis calculated.

Insulator
Guard Heater

©

® ®
Insulator
Heater

T1
Upper
Meter Bar

T2
Specimer^

T3
Lower
Meter Bar

ijnificance and Use

T4

These test methods measure the thermal transmission
irties of low modulus (deformable) dielectric materials
[materials are used to aid heat transfer in electrical and
fonic applications.

T5
Reference
Calorimeter

^ ^ These test methods are useful with high modulus materials
noflow modulus materials are combined with test specimens to
itairfrom test interfaces.

These test methods are especially useful for generating
lal data on specimens that are too thin to be fitted with
locouples for temperature sensing. The use of these test
ods avoids problems of measurement due to nonfm pressures, surface conditions, or techniques used to
“ible electronic equipment.
In effect, the test methods assume that specimen
coalesce and that there is no effective interfacial

'

T6

Cooling Unit
Insulator
FIG. 1a

Guarded Heater with Reference Calorimeter
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i i i
Insulator
Guard Heater

© © ©
Insulator
Heater

© ©
T1
upper

7. Test Specimens for Test Method A
7.1 For thermal impedance: Make the specimen from a
fhrmMeri' ‘“h
'he same area (length and width) as
the metenng bare. Unless previously known, and prior to
placement into the assembly, measure the thickness of the
pi^ in accordance with Method C of Test Methods D 374
7.2 For apparent thermal conductivity: prepare a suffionaye“[ir""'"* “
7.3 Specimen conditioning: Unless otherwise specified
test the specimens in the as-received state. Remove any dirt
or other obvious secondary contamination by a suitable
non-i^ction solvent prior to testing. To ensure the remova
cleaning."®
P™<:«dures after any

Meter Bar

T2
[Specimenl

T3
Lower
Meter Bar

T4

8. Procedure for Test Method A
8.1 At room temperature, measure the specimen thickness .n accordance with Method C of Test Methods D 374
8.2 pnter t^he specimen between the tw-o metre bars.
8.3 Insert the reference calorimeter, if used, between the
lower metre bar and the cooling unit
s s ur?
assembled test stack into the press.

+ n 1 .^P
^
'he stack such that 3.0
±0.1 MPa pressure IS applied to the specimen. Maintain this
pressure on the stack for the duration of the test.
Note 2-A pressure of 3.0 MPa is adequate lo reduce to a necliciblc

Cooling Unit
Insulator
•FIG. 1b

Guarded Heater

6.2 The heater unit (or block) is made of copper or other
iighly conductive material, containing cartridge or similar
»ire wound heaters. It is separated from a surrounding guard
bter by a layer of thermal insulation material (epoxy FR-4
nimilar) 5 mm thick. The guard heater is also insulated
bm the press and ensures that all measured energy is
tansformed to the upper metre bar.
6.3 Metre bars are constructed from high thermal conducivily material having parallel working surfaces. A suitable
laierial of construction is a high purity grade aluminum.
6.4 The reference calorimeter is constructed from a mateBl which has a known thermal conductivity over the range
fiest temperatures to be used. A recommended material is
llM-1462 austenitic stainless steel. Test Method E 1225
iis other useful materials of construction.
6.5 The cooling unit is a metal block cooled by fluid
ipplied from a constant temperature bath such that the
mperature is maintained uniformly within ±0.2 K
6.6 The press is capable of transmitting the specified force
I the test fixture through a free-floating spherical seat
iBchment, to prevent offset loads and uneven pressures on
nest specimen.
67 Insulation surrounding the specimen stack, if used, is
I ubrous thermal insulating blanket (see 8.8).

waicr oars due to minor surface irregularities.

spucin.cn

cooling fluid and apply power to the heating
nHh
temperature to within
±U.2 K ol the heater temperature.
8.7 Since the pressure may increase during heatup, monIhe" ^nr
T
P^^si to Counteract
the increased pressure on the specimen due to thermal
expansion.
8.8 Conduct the testing under conditions that produce an
temperature of 50”C. For measurements
made at temperatures above 300 K, it is necessary to apply a
fibrous thermal insulating blanket loosely around the calonmeter sections.
8.9 Record the temperatures of the metre bars and the
reference calonmeter at equilibrium. In the absence of a
ttPPlied
quilibnum is attained when 2 successive sets
of temperature readings are taken at 15 min intervals and the
differences between the two are less than ±0.2 K.
8.10 Calculate the mean specimen temperature and the
thermal impedance. Label the calculated thermal impedance
for the single-layer specimen as the “thermal impedance” of
the specimen.
thermal impedance of multiple layers.
Maintain the mean temperature of the multiplc-lavcrcd
specimen temper
ature by reducing the heat flux as the number of layers is
incrcsscu.
9. Calculation for Test Method A
9.1 Thermal Impedance:
9.1.1 Heat flow using reference calorimeter. Calculate the

#9
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How from the reference calorimeter readings as follows!
X» X /I

(I)
= heat flow, W,
= thermal conductivity of the reference calorim
eter material, W/(m-K),
= area of the reference calorimeter, m^,
5 — temperature difference between thermocouples
of the reference calorimeter, K, and
— distance between thermocouples in the reference
calorimeter, m.
).1.2 Heat flow when not using reference calorimeter.
Iculate the heat flow from the applied electrical power as
bws;
Vx I

(2)

le:

heat flow, W,
= electrical potential applied to the healer, V, and
= electrical current flow in the heater, A.
Derive the temperature of the upper metre bar surface
Mact with the specimen from the following:

='r2-^(r,- T,)

(3)

ic:

where:

~ temperature of the lower metre bar surface in contact
with the specimen, K,
Tj = upper temperature of the lower metre bar, K
= lower temperature of the lower metre bar K*
dc = distance between temperature sensors, m,’and
d,) - distance from the upper sensor to the upper surface of
the lower metre bar, m.
9-4 Calculate the thermal impedance from
(5)

and express it in units of (K-m^VW.
9.5 Obtain apparent thermal conductivity from a plot of
thermal impedance for single and multiple layered specirnens against the respective specimen thickness. Plot values
of the specimen thickness on the .r axis and specimen
thermal impedance on the y axis.
9.5.1 The curve is a straight line whose slope is the
reciprocal of the apparent thermal conductivity. The inter
cept at zero thickness is the thermal interfacial impedance.
Rj specific to the sample, clamping force used, and the
clamping surfaces.
9.5.2 As a preferred alternative, compute the slope and
the intercept using least mean squares.
TEST METHOD B

ROISELAND HEATER/SENSOR METHOD

10. Apparatus

= temperature of the upper metre bar surface in contact
with the specimen, K,
upper temperature of the upper metre bar, K,
lower temperature of the upper metre bar,' K.’
distance between temperature sensors, m, and
distance from the lower sensor to the lower surface of
the upper metre bar, m.
Derive the lenTperature of the lower metre bar surface
intact with the specimen from the following;
(4)

de
force

Speciman, Layer 3
Specimen, Layer 2
Specimen, Layer 1
Thermal "Shim"
Liner. Proteoive
Heaier/Sensor A

Heat Sink

10.1 Gmcra/—Schematic diagrams of the assembly, in
strumentation, and heater/sensor element are shown in Figs
2, 3, and 4, respectively.
10.2 Condilions—The lest temperature of SOT is cstablished by placing the assembly in a temperature control
chamber, or alternatively by pumping controlled tempera
ture water through channels in the aluminum heat sinks
10.3 Pra^-Clamping force is supplied by a spring, screw,
or hydraulic press to maintain essentially constant force with
changes in operating temperature. The pressure applied to
the specimen is determined by the force applied and the
contact area of the heater/sensor assembly.
10.4 Heater/Sensor The heater/sensor assembly has par
allel strands of No. 40 AWG single strand copper wiVe having
essentially identical resistances at 293 K. The surface areas of
the two heater/sensors are closely matched. Details are
shown in Fig. 4.
10.5 Thermal Shim Thin (25 pm) polyester or polyeth-

Expanded View

Heai Sink
no. 1

no. 2

no. 3

no. 4

Configuration no.
Force
iDtIina Apparatus

2

Test Fixture for Test Method B

#9;
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INSULATED WIRE IS COVERED
WITH A LAYER OF VARNISH

11. Test Specimens for Test Method B
11.1 Six pieces normally comprise a specimen. Replicate
Cut
six pieces
from the Mmple, each having a length and width
greater
than
that of the h^ter/sensor. The dimensions of the "eatem/
sensor define the effective measurement area

other!isI“;dfier™“^ ^

12. Apparatus Set-up for Test Method B
ivlimii'^r^'rm"’"Pi«es using
Method C of Test Methods D 374. Match the pieces fo?
thickness, for use in 12.4.
D^ermine the bridge constant (C»):
2.2.1 Determine /?ha,
± 2 Q at 273“K.
273'K^ 'determine Sensor Resistance
R^q ± 2 Q at

Soiderea
Conneaions

^

^ 12^2.3 Determine Bridge Resistance Values
detail a

section b-b

22 (AWG) WIRE TO
TERMINAL 4 LOCATIONS

l?'M
“ (handbook value for copper)
12.2.5 Calculate:

0.2540 mm ARAMID PAPER

C2,=

NOTES;
1. WIRE DOUBLE COATED WITH A SOLVENT SENSITIVE
(ALCOHOL) TOP COATING FOR BONDING TO THE SUPPORT
AND THE ADJACENT WIRE #40 OR * 41
SUPPORT

DL

'----- ' ^0 OR'"ii AWG DOUBLE COATED

WITH A .007 PITCH
(COVERED WITH A layer OF VARNISH)

^'■\^0.02i4 mm POLYETHYLENE
TOP AND BOTTOM
FIG. 4

Heater/Sensor for Test Method B

menim used to thermally bias the assembly to give a
ull. posmve value for initial bridge ampliHer output,
iermal shims are used in pairs, above and below the
ater/sensor.
10.6 Proieaiw Uner—A thin, resilient and flexible film
imal IS used to protect the heater/sensors from sample

iiXnsml

27?sb(-^a3)~
(6)

area\nhrrerr/seto^'= ““
12.4 Maintain a specimen temperature of 50‘C by placing
the press assembly in a temperature controlled chamber or
by pumping controlled temperature water through channel
m the aluminum heat sinks.
viMimcib
12.5 Adjust the assembly.
hcater/scnsors, liners, and thermal shims in
apparatus asshown m configuration 1 of Fig ^ and
semor area'
^

PN BOND » 1 (MWS Wire Inaustnes Westlake Village CA)

|L| \

R,,. R„

sensitivity of the

10.7 Wheals,one Bridge-The Wheatstone Bridge comlaes for the zero shift that would be associated with
I temperature changes of the heater/sensor assembly,
1 permits the apparatus to be operated over a wide range
itmperatures.
^

to
°P'PP>
uivAriLIf" "".'’ridge power (Sbridoe) and adjust
to
give bridge amplifier output of near zero
Ealializt
(‘^heater) for 10 to 15 s.
resistors O and^ n
positive amplifier ballast
output
voltage shift is sensed, proceed to 12.5 7
positive reading shift is not obtained
adjust the number of thermal shims, adding or removing
?r™id to'’a":7“"“' “
- "ritamei
15

w

amplifi^er output voltage with power on for

s (R ofi)

•ri'' ' 5

assembly uses an amplifier with a
Jn 3-High gain amplifiers require careful altention to shielding
“'I'

"'?■ J’’'*

poler.'^ Turn off heater power, bridge power and amplifier

'>'■insirumentalion

linot a charactcnstic of the test.

b Vetrem^-Metres

rithin°±0 2 ar"

are

required

for

measuring

“ “i'hin ±0.5 %), heater
(0

2

13. Procedure for Test Method B
lin

•|;p."“p'"bly to correspond to configura" ri'P"
‘ri' specimen above and

fo 1 h (/MPa)
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] Turn on bridge and bridge amplifier power (iSAMP
Widge)'

3 Turn on heaters (‘S'heater)- Equalize currents /^a
Ii,3 as in 12.5.4. After 15 s record bridge amplifier
II(K, on).
,4 Turn heaters off. After 15 s record bridge amplifier
»t(K, ofi).
15 Add pieces of specimen to each side of heater/sensor
onform to configuration 3 of Fig. 2. Leave under
ping force for 1 h.
Repeat 13.2 through 13.4, recording bridge amplifier
as Fj on and f'o
] Add pieces of specimen to each side of heater/sensor
d'orm with configuration 4 of Fig. 2. Leave under
ping force for 1 h.
,8 Turn on heaters (•S'heathr)- Equalize currents /ha
Ihb as in 12.5.4. After 15 s record bridge amplifier
11(^3 on) and heater current (/).
? Turn off heater (‘S’heater)- After 15 s record bridge
Ifier output (K3 ofi).
0 Turn on calibration switch (‘Scal)- After 10 s record
amplifier output as ^"CAL.
1 Turn off bridge power, bridge amplifier power and
lation switch.
IE 5 Adjustment of the current is required to minimize changes
1/2 term. With each successive specimen layer, the heater
mure will change as will the electrical resistance of the healer,
changes arc very small and not significant.
alculation
Calculate:
where
where
Fj where
y^ where
yc- where
y,

K,, = on K, = y^ on - L,
= ^'2 on F, = y^ on - K3

off
off
off
off
off

1 For each configuration, calculate thermal impedance
1 follows:

y — y
(C^ X /I)

LAYER 1 ~
yr-

(7)

X /2

6—^LAYER 1 is Thermal Impedance referred to in MIL-I-

intercept using least mean squares. The zero intercept is the
thermal interfacial impedance (R,) specific to the sample, the
clamping force used, and the clamping surfaces. The zero
intercept is not a specific material property.
15. Report
15.1 Report the following information:
15.1.1 Test Method used (Method A or Method B).
15.1.2 Specimen identification:
15.1.2.1 Name of the manufacturer,
15.1.2.2 Batch or lot number,
15.1.2.3 Grade designation,
15.1.2.4 Nominal thickness, and
15.1.2.5 Any other information pertinent to the identifi
cation of the material.
15.1.3 Number of layers used in the test.
15.1.4 Average temperature of the specimen, if another
than 323 K.
15.1.5 Pressure used during testing, if other than 3.0 MPa.
15.1.6 Thermal transmission properties:
15.1.6.1 Apparent thermal conductivity,
15.1.6.2 Thermal impedance from 9.4 or 14.2.1, and
15.1.6.3 Thermal interfacial impedance from 9 5 1 or
14.3.2.
16. Precision and Bias
16.1 A round robin was conducted on five materials
having different constructions and thicknesses. Six laborato
ries tested specimens from all of the materials using either
Test Method A or B of this standard. Table 1, prepared in
accordance with Practice E69I, summarizes the results ol'
the round robin. Data obtained during the round robin
testing are being made available in a research report.
16.2 From the data used to generate Table 1 the following
conclusion is made:
16.2.1 Thermal conductivity values for the same material
measured in different laboratories are expected to be within
18 % of the mean of the values from all of the laboratories.
16.3 Bias for these test methods is currently under inves
tigation subject to the availability of a suitable reference
material.
17. Keywords

y — y
(Cy,

^LAYERS I and 2
yc

A)

(8)

X A)

(9)

X

X /2

(C^

LAYERS I. 2 and 3 ~
yc X /2

14 When ^4 is in metres, 0 is expressed as (K-m2)/W.

Thermal Conductiviiy Compulation:
.1 Obtain the apparent thermal conductivity of the
from a plot of thermal impedance for single and
pie layers. Plot the cumulative layer thickness on the X
id the cumulative layer thermal impedance on the Y
fhe plot is a straight line whose slope is the reciprocal of
ml thermal conductivity.
!,2 As a preferred alternative, compute the slope and

17.1 apparent thermal conductivity^ guarded heater
method; MIL-I-49456A; Roiseland method; thermal con
ductivity, thermal impedance; thin, thermally conductive
insulation
table

1

Precision for Conductivity Measurement

Note—Values are in units of: watt per metre Kelvin.

Material Identity
Material
Material
Material
Material
Material

B
E
C
A
0

Average

S/

s®

r^

R°

0.923
1.245
1.311
2.732
5.445

0.0383
0.0834
0.0423

0.163
0.175
0.192
0.311
0.711

0.107
0.234
0.119
0.563
1.594

0.456
0.491
0.536
0.872
1,991

0.2010
0.5691

•= the within-lab standard deviation o< the average.
« S„ - the between-labs standard deviation of the average.
r

- the within-lab repeatability limit - 2.8 x

S,.

°R - the between-labs reproducibility limit = 2.8 x S„
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APPENDIX
(Nonmandatory Information)
XI.I PREPARATION OF HEATER/SENSOR FOR TEST METHOD B

Xl.l TJie heater/sensors used in-developing Test Method
were prepared in the following manner:
Xl.l. I Wrap a 41.1 mm diameter steel mandrel with two
ycrs of release paper to prepare a 41.3 mm form.
Xl.l.2 Wind parallel strands of 40 or 41 gage insulated
ire on the mandrel at a 0.007 in. pitch, using a lathe or coil
^ inding machine.
XI.1.3 Coat the coil with a flexible adhesive. (With the
ieofMWS Wire Industries PN Bond, a dilute solution of
)iel 61® in ethanol is suitable.)
XI.1.4 Force the parallel wire coil assembly from the
andrel and remove the release paper.

XI.1.5 Insert a 64.5 mm strip of epoxy coated ARAMID"'
fiber paper into the coil, and fidtten the coil over the paper.
X 1.1.6 Apply a flexible epoxy varnish, or use additional
coating prepared using the solution in XI. 1.3. Arrange the
lead wires as shown in Fig. 4.
XI. 1.7 Pre^ the assembly between two 'A in. (6 mm)
glass plates using silicone coated film release liners. Cure or
heat set the assembly, depending on the varnish used.
Remove the liners.
XI. 1.8 As a strain relief, solder 22 gage stranded wire
from the leads to the terminals.
’ Available from Active Industries, 7850 Quincy St.. Willowbrook. IL 60521

The Amencan Society for Testing and MateriaJs takes no fiosition respecting the validity of any patent rights asserted in connection

/nenf/oned m this standard. Users of this standard are expressly advised that determination of the validity of any such
patent rights, and the risk of infringement of such rights, are entireiy their own responsibility.
^
This standard is subject to revision at any time by the responsible technical committee and must be reviewed everv five vear-t and

1
reapproved or withdrawn. Your comments are invited either for revision of this standard or tor additional standards
^^ht!irai^ ^ addressed to ASTM Headquarters. Your comments will receive careful consideration at a meeting of the responsible

ec
cal commiaee, which you may attend. If you feel that your comments have not received a fair hearing you should make vour
views known to the ASTM Committee on Standards, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, West Conshohockan, PA 19428.
^
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ABSTRATCT
It is well established that the conversion efficiency of mono and poly crystalline silicon PV modules is inversely related to
the cell temperature. Substantial improvements in operational performance can thus be achieved if the thermal energy
accumulating in the material can be effectively dissipated. Accurate modelling of modules would allow possible methods of
thermal dissipation to be evaluated, and as a crucial component of the model, the thermal properties of the constituent
materials of PV modules need to be known. Special consideration needs to be given to the interfaces between dissimilar
materials and interconnections.
This paper presents an overview of the thermal properties and transfer processes, which will determine the operating
temperature of PV units. The methodology, which will be used to develop the model, is described. The experimentation, which
will be undertaken to validate the model using a solar simulator at CIT, and a thermal conductivity apparatus at University of
Limerick, is outlined.
Keywords; Photovoltaic modules - 1: Heat dissipation - 2; Thermal Modelling - 3

INTRODUCTION
The Photovoltaic cell is a device, which harnesses an
energy source that is by far the most abundant of natural
resources. The total annual solar energy input to the earth is
more than 15000 times greater than the earth's current
annual use of fossil and nuclear fuels.[13] In recent years
rapid improvements in solar photovoltaic efficiencies and
reductions in manufacturing costs, have sought to
effectively and economically utilise this sustainable
resource.
The efficiency of PV modules continues to increase;
aiming for the near future to make multi-junction cells with
an efficiency of about 30% [8]. The production of low cost
PV modules, with efficiencies of about 8%, is even now
economically viable. Under laboratory test conditions
efficiencies of over 25% have been recorded.
Solar cells are the fundamental power conversion
component of a photovoltaic system, and function by
utilising the photovoltaic effect. In the conversion process
the incident energy of the light allows mobile electrically
charged particles to become excited (Figure 1). These
particles are then able to move in the presence of a suitable
force, such as that generated by a p-n junction in a siliconbased semiconductor. Due to the quantum nature of light
energy, only a portion of the incoming light particles
possesses sufficiently high energy to energise a particle in
the semiconductor. The energy possessed by these low
energy light particles (24% of total), and the excess energy
contained by high energy particles (32% of total), which is
more than is needed in the conversion process, converts to
heat energy in the body of the material. Under typical
operating conditions only 15% of the solar energy converts
to electrical energy, the remaining energy is dissipated
from the panel primarily by heat loss from all the surfaces,
and by radiant reflection of the incident radiation from the
front surface.
The body of the material therefore reaches an
equilibrium temperature significantly higher than the
surroundings. The exact temperature depends on the
incident solar energy, the surface area of the component,
the surrounding ambient air temperature, flow conditions.

and radiant surfaces, and
mechanisms which may be present.

any

other

cooling

Figure 1 - Effect of thermal radiation on PN junction.

THERMAL
EFFECTS
ON
CONVERSION EFFICIENCY.

PHOTOVOLTAIC

The steady state temperature that the panel reaches has a
significant effect on the efficiency of the conversion
process. Increasing temperature acts so as to reduce the
available potential difference across the junctions, therefore
when a load is connected, the available voltage from the
unit decreases. Higher temperatures increase the number of
minority carriers which are generated in the semiconductor,
these carriers act to increase the dark current through the
junction. The dark current flows in the opposite direction to
the required forward or output current. Under low
temperature conditions this dark current is negligible
compared with the forward current, however at higher
temperatures, and under conditions of low irradiance, the
dark current acts to significantly reduce the potential
difference available to drive the desired forward current. A
temperature coefficient of-2.3 mVK ' is typical for silicon

[9]. The temperature effect on cell operation is shown
Figures 2(i) and (ii).

12% at 80°C. Yielding a temperature coefficient relating
conversion efficiency to module temperature of 0.0044%*K '. '
Measured temperature rises have also been recorded
by numerous sources. A 2 m high unit recorded a lOK rise
during May in the UK (~4% loss) [5], a 6m high unit
recorded a 50K rise with irradiance of only 300Wm'^ [14],
a stagnation temperature of 64°C was recorded for a 2.8m
sloping roof unit at 600Wm'^.
HEAT DISSIPATION METHODS

Figure 2 (i) - The effect of temperature on cell operation.

Figure 2(ii) - Temperature effects on cell voltage and
current.
The relationship between temperature and efficiency
varies with each material, however some idea can be
obtained from Taine and Petit:
0.10 + 210

(333- r) (Tin Kelvin)

Thus a rise in module temperature from 25°C to 60°C,
such as could easily occur in an unvented pv module under
moderate irradiance conditions, would lead to a decrease in
conversion efficiency from 17% to 10%. (This is
equivalent to a 42% decrease in output).
This may overstate the case compared with measured
results, a better approximation is provided by Twidell and
Weir;

p(o)=/>(oi)[i-4«-«i)]
Where c = 4
P is the power available, and 0 and 0, are two collector
temperatures.
The percentage loss in power arising from a change in
temperature from 25°C to 60°C is predicted as 14%. (This
relationship is also supported by Laukamp et al who
suggest a temperature coefficient for conversion efficiency
of-0.4%*K'‘, over a base at 25°C. This is equivalent to the
c given above, and determines the percentage change in
efficiency for a given temperature rise).
Measured results of thermal effects provide
reasonable
agreement
with
these
relationships.
Independent testing by ESRU of BP Saturn units showed a
change in conversion efficiency from 15.8% at 25°C to

The normal method deployed to attempt to alleviate
the problem of module over-heating is to allow the rear of
the module to form an open duct, through which air can
move. The movement of the air in this duct is governed by
a combination of natural convection (stack effects), and
wind induced flow.
Both of these two flow phenomena introduce
difficulties for detailed analysis.
Stack effects rely on the buoyancy forces induce by
convective heating of the air by the rear collector surface, a
vertical distance of 6m or more is required for the
temperature differences occurring in PV modules to
produce reasonable flowrates. In order to reduce the
internal pressure drops in the rear cavity, the rear of the
collector needs to be smooth, and the cross-section of the
duct large. However a smooth surface minimises the area
for heat transfer, and a large cross-section reduces the air
velocity over the surface. Both laboratory measurement
and modelling have suggested that a duct depth of 100mm
is a reasonable optimum for the required airflow rates and
velocities.
Wind induced flow is notoriously difficult to predict.
The nature of PV installations being mainly located on
buildings, means that the local climate, and in particular
wind flow, is a localised phenomena. Attempts to predict
microclimatic behaviour, especially air movement, have
had very limited success except under control conditions.
In the case of air flow in the rear duct section, a wind
regime in one direction may aid the air movement, and
induce greater cooling of the modules, another regime may
act against the required airflow direction, and reduce the
cooling potential from stack effects. Most models assume a
steady wind flow in a given direction, or no wind effect at
all. For certain climates under summer time conditions this
may well be a reasonable assumption to make.
Nevertheless it does make accurate modelling limited in
scope.
The method of installation of the modules also
impacts on the airflow. The individual frames of each
module tend to intrude into the flow path. This exerts
considerable influence on the flow regime, and makes the
prediction of localised flow conditions and hence heat
transfer coefficients very problematic.
A commonly used improvement on the open rear
duct design is the introduction of extended surfaces (fins)
into the flow to increase surface area. However, these also
increase pressure losses, as well as adding to the overall
weight of the collector.
Most of the heat transfer processes occurring in the
PV collector are well established phenomena. Convective
transfer from flow over a flat plate, radiative transfer,
lumped capacitance transient behaviour. There are some
problems that arise, however, in the thermal characteristics
of the interfaces between the various layers in the

composite and the temperature dependence of the thermal
properties of some of the materials used. It is these
problems that the current research is attempting to address.
THERMAL MODELLING
The purpose of the thermal modelling is to be able to
design a PV module that will minimise the thermal effect
and consequently improve the conversion efficiency. The
properties of the materials, the effect of interface
resistances, and the interactions between heat transfer
processes all need to be fully determined. Figure 3 shows
the layers of a PV module.

Figure 3 - PV Module components
'I'he conductive model will consider the pv module as
a series of thermal resistances; acting in series for a 1dimensional model, and in series and parallel for 2dimensional models. The incident solar energy will initially
be modelled as an internal heat source within the silicon
section. Heat dissipation paths will be explored through the
encapsulant and covers. The model will be further
developed to examine the effect of the metal
interconnectors between cells. A more complete model
which would couple the conductive heat transfer with the
radiative and convective is being developed as part of
another research project.
The crucial factor in the conductive model will be the
interface resistances, and it is hoped to measure these for a
range of module types, and encapsulation techniques.
The thermal conductivity values of the constituent
parts of the module will be taken from referenced sources.
For the materials that are used in PV cells this
thermophysical property, conductivity k, varies (as
illustrated below) and maybe best described as a linear
function over a range of temperatures:

MODELLING METHODS
In order to build a thermal model of the PV module
finite element analysis techniques will be utilised. ANSYS
will be used in the first instance, however some software
will need to be developed to allow for the coupled
conductive / radiative processes. The software will be
either one from the market or one that we will develop to
suit perfectly the characteristics of the problem.
VALIDATION
To validate the models a test rig is being developed.
(Figure 5) This will enable the overall thermal resistance of
the composite values to be measured for a range of a
different module types and fabrication methods.
Measurement of the junction temperatures of operational
components is generally impossible, and point
temperatures give very little information because most
surfaces are not isothermal [11]. To avoid these problems
and provide more accurate values the thermocouples will
be inserted in pockets as shown in the figure.

For the further validation of the thermal model an
existing solar simulator will be used on full module
assemblies.(Figure 6) Thermal imaging cameras and
special measurement components “thin-film heat flux
sensors, model: HFS3, HFS4” made by OMEGA, will
provide detailed information on surface temperatures, and

'r) [I]
Where S), is an empirical constant and A:datum's a value of
the reference conductivity.

heat fluxes through the modules under control conditions.
Figure 6 - Solar Simulator in C.I.T.

The temperature dependence of conductivity for other
materials will also be considered.

CONCLUSION

The aim of the project is the completion of the thermal
modelling of conductive heat transfer processes, which can
be used to explore methods of decreasing cell temperature.
Possible heat dissipation methods include drilling holes in
the surface of a PV module or constructing the facade in a
way that will cause natural ventilation on the back side of
the module. The model when fully validated will allow
these options to be critically evaluated, and the optimum
solution for cell temperature reduction to be determined.
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ABSTR4CT
It is well known that the efficiency of PV modules is inversely related to temperature and in
order for effective modelling of modules to be undertaken, the thermal properties of the
constituent materials of PV modules need to be known. Special consideration needs to be given
to the interfaces between dissimilar materials and interconnections.
Theoretical assessment of the heat transfer processes and experimental work on theiTnal
properties measurement is being carried out. The development of a computer- based theoretical
model for the thermal behaviour of silicon based composite materials will give perspectives for
increasing the efficiency of PV modules with logical costs and make them more realistic.
This paper presents an overview of the thermal properties of the materials and heat transfer
processes that occur on a PV module, which will determine the operating temperature of PV
units. Also theoretical 2-D and 3-D models that have been developed using ANSYS FEA
package are presented. The target of this modeling is to give us the ability of having a validated
temperature gradient of the PV module under various ambient temperatures and therefore to
explore different ways of dissipating the extra amount of heat which is stored in the module.
The methodology, which is used to develop the model, is described. The experimentation, which
will be undertaken to validate the model using a laminator, a solar simulator at CIT, and a
thermal conductivity apparatus at University of Limerick, is outlined.
Keywords: Photovoltaics, heat transfer, efficiency.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Photovoltaic cell is a device, which harnesses an energy source that is by far the most
abundant of natural resources. The total annual solar energy input to the earth is more than 15000
times greater than the earth's current annual use of fossil and nuclear fuels. [13] In recent years
rapid improvements in solar photovoltaic efficiencies and reductions in manufacturing costs,
have sought to effectively and economically utilise this sustainable resource.
The efficiency of PV modules continues to increase; aiming for the near future to make multi
junction cells with an efficiency of about 30% [8]. The production of low cost PV modules, with
efficiencies of about 8%, is even now economically viable. Under laboratory test conditions
efficiencies of over 25% have been recorded. Lately research has been undertaken with the socalled third generation PV’s (M.A. Green, 2001). These PV’s (tandem cells) are cells that can
provide efficiencies up to 86%.

2. THERMAL EFFECT
Solar cells are the fundamental power conversion component of a photovoltaic system, and
function by utilising the photovoltaic effect. In the conversion process the incident energy of the
light allows mobile electrically charged particles to become excited (Figure 1). These particles
are then able to move in the presence of a suitable force, such as that generated by a p-n junction
in a silicon-based semiconductor. Due to the
quantum nature of light energy, only a portion of
the incoming light particles possesses sufficiently
high energy to energise a particle in the
semiconductor. The energy possessed by these
low energy light particles (24% of total), and the
excess energy contained by high energy particles
(32% of total), which is more than is needed in
the conversion process, converts to heat energy in
the body of the material. Under typical operating
conditions only 15% of the solar energy converts
to electrical energy, the remaining energy is
dissipated from the panel primarily by heat loss
from all the surfaces, and by radiant reflection of
Figure 1 - Effect of thermal radiation on PN
the incident radiation from the front surface.
junction.
The body of the material therefore reaches an equilibrium temperature significantly higher than
the surroundings. The exact temperature depends on the incident solar energy, the surface area of
the component, the surrounding ambient air temperature, flow conditions, and radiant surfaces,
and any other cooling mechanisms which may be present.
In addition to that, the increased temperature of
the cell changes scientifically the properties the
materials. As an example the thermal conductivity
k of silicon decreases nearly 25%. (Figure 2)

Figure 2 - Temperature dependence of thermal
conductivity of Silicon.

2.1 THERMAL EFFECTS ON PHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERSION EFFICIENCY.
The steady state temperature that the panel reaches has a significant effect on the efficiency of
the conversion process. Increasing temperature acts so as to reduce the available potential
difference across the junctions, therefore when a load is connected, the available voltage from
the unit decreases. Higher temperatures increase the number of minority carriers which are
generated in the semiconductor, these carriers act to increase the dark current through the
junction. The dark current flows in the opposite direction to the required forward or output
current. Under low temperature conditions this dark current is negligible compared with the
forward current, however at higher temperatures, and under conditions of low irradiance, the
dark current acts to significantly reduce the potential difference available to drive the desired
forward current. A temperature coefficient of -2.3 mVK'' is typical for silicon [9]. The
temperature effect on cell operation is shown in Figures 3(i) and (ii).

Thermal Effect

The relationship between temperature and
efficiency varies with each material, however
some idea can be obtained from Taine and Petit:
;7 = 0.10 + 2 10 ^ (333 - r)

Temperature (*C)

Figure 3(i) - The effect of temperature on cell
operation.

Kelvin)

Thus a rise in module temperature from 25°C to
60^C, such as could easily occur in an unvented
pv module under moderate irradiance conditions,
would lead to a decrease in conversion efficiency
from 17% to 10%. (This is equivalent to a 42%
decrease in output).

This may overstate the case compared with
measured results, a better approximation is
provided by Twidell and Weir:

Where c = 4 lo

’
Figure 3(ii) - Temperature effects on cell voltage

P is the power available, and 0 and 0, are two and current,
collector temperatures.
The percentage loss in power arising from a change in temperature from 25®C to 60^C is
predicted as 14%. (This relationship is also supported by Laukamp et al who suggest a
temperature coefficient for conversion efficiency of-0.4%*K'', over a base at 25^C. This is
equivalent to the c given above, and determines the percentage change in efficiency for a given
temperature rise).
Measured results of thermal effects provide reasonable agreement with these relationships.
Independent testing by ESRU of BP Saturn units showed a change in conversion efficiency from
15.8% at 25^C tol2% at 80°C. Yielding a temperature coefficient relating conversion efficiency
to module temperature of-0.0044%*K'’.
Measured temperature rises have also been recorded by numerous sources. A 2m high unit
recorded a lOK rise during May in the UK (~4% loss) [5], a 6m high unit recorded a 50K rise
with irradiance of only 300Wm'
[14], a stagnation temperature of 64 C was recorded for a 2.8m
2
sloping roof unit at 600Wm' .
3 HEAT TRANSFER PROCESSES
3.1 Conduction
Heat transfer processes can be divided into three distinct modes, but the fact that a temperature
difference is necessary is common to all. The first mode of heat transfer is that of conduction, in
which energy is transferred on a molecular scale with no movement of macroscopic portions of
matter relative to one another.

Conduction through several layers of material can be expressed as a series of resistances crossing
the body of the material. That can only be assumed for homogeneous and isotropic materials as
they conduct thermal energy uniformly in all directions. As can be seen in Figure 4 PV modules
are consisted from several different layers so that we can treat them as resistances. A very
difficult task to assess with accuracy is that of
interface resistances. The experimentation that
has been undertaken to validate the significance
of the interface resistances is shown below. In the
theoretical model they are assumed as extra
resistances in series with these of the layers.
Figure 4 - PV Module components

The present project deals majorly with conduction
heat transfer processes in three - dimensional transient analysis, therefore Fourier’s law will be
promoted in a suitable format.
3.2 Convection
The second mode of heat transfer is that of convection and occurs when temperature differences
exists between a fluid and a solid boundary. In this case the redistribution of energy is partly due
to the transport of enthalpy by the motion of the fluid itself Such motion can be due to density
gradients in the fluid caused by the temperature gradients. Convection is far more difficult to
analyse. There are more laws that govern the rate of heat transfer in convection than in
conduction heat transfer mode. That is due to the current fluid flow effect. In finding the exact
solution to any particular problem both heat and fluid flow properties such as velocity, thennal
conductivity, viscosity, density, and thermal expansion need to be known. In addition to that it is
essential to satisfy the equation of motion (Newton’s second law), the equation of energy and the
equation of continuity of flow. While solving problems with the differential equations that
govern convection, exact solutions can be given in only a few simple cases due to their
complexity. Despite the difficulty to analyse convection, models have been developed, with the
help of ASNYS package, and they have provided reasonable enough results.
3.3 Radiation
The heat transfer due to radiation is considered as a heat transfer coefficient hr in our models.
Values for this coefficient have been taken from references.
4. HEAT DISSIPATION METHODS
The normal method deployed to attempt to alleviate
the problem of module over-heating is to allow the
rear of the module to form an open duct, through
which air can move. The movement of the air in this
duct is governed by a combination of natural
convection (stack effects), and wind induced flow.
Both of these two flow phenomena introduce
Figure 5 - The natural ventilation process.
difficulties for detailed analysis.
Stack effects rely on the buoyancy forces induce by convective heating of the air by the rear
collector surface, a vertical distance of 6m or more is required for the temperature differences
occurring in PV modules to produce reasonable flowrates. In order to reduce the internal
pressure drops in the rear cavity, the rear of the collector needs to be smooth, and the cross-

section of the duct large. However a smooth surface minimises the area for heat transfer, and a
large cross-section reduces the air velocity over the surface. Both laboratory measurement and
modelling have suggested that a duct depth of 100mm is a reasonable optimum for the required
airflow rates and velocities.
Wind induced flow is notoriously difficult to predict. The
nature of PV installations being mainly located on
buildings, means that the local climate, and in particular
wind flow, is a localised phenomena. Attempts to predict
microclimatic behaviour, especially air movement, have
had very limited success except under control conditions.
In the case of air flow in the rear duct section, a wind
regime in one direction may aid the air movement, and
induce greater cooling of the modules, another regime may
act against the required airflow direction, and reduce the
potential from stack effects. Most models assume a
cooling
Figure 6 Perforated model
steady wind flow in a given direction, or no wind effect at
all. For certain climates under summer time conditions this may well be a reasonable assumption
to make. Nevertheless it does make accurate modelling limited in scope.
The method of installation of the modules also impacts on the airflow. The individual frames of
each module tend to intrude into the flow path. This exerts considerable influence on the flow
regime, and makes the prediction of localised flow conditions and hence heat transfer
coefficients very problematic.
A commonly used improvement on the open rear duct design is the introduction of extended
surfaces (fins) into the flow to increase surface area. However, these also increase pressure
losses, as well as adding to the overall weight of the collector.
Most of the heat transfer processes occurring in the PV collector are well-established
phenomena. Convective transfer from flow over a flat plate, radiative transfer, lumped
capacitance transient behaviour. There are some problems that arise, however, in the thermal
characteristics of the interfaces between the various layers in the composite and the temperature
dependence of the thermal properties of some of the materials used. It is these problems that the
current research is attempting to address.

5. THERMAL MODELLING
The purpose of the thermal modelling is to be able to design a PV module that will minimise the
thermal effect and consequently improve the conversion efficiency. The properties of the
materials, the effect of interface resistances, and the interactions between heat transfer processes
all need to be fully determined. The conductive model will consider the pv module as a series of
thermal resistances; acting in series for a 1-dimensional model, and in series and parallel for 2dimensional models. Although radiation is the primary heat generating effect in the cell, in our
models it is not treated as radiation at all. The incident solar energy has initially been modelled
as an internal heat source within the silicon section. Heat dissipation paths are being explored
through the encapsulant and covers. The model will be further developed to examine the effect
of the metal interconnectors between cells. A more complete model, which would couple the

conductive heat transfer with the radiative and convective, is being developed in conjunction
with another research project.
The crucial factor in the conductive model will be the interface resistances, and it is hoped to
measure these for a range of module types, and encapsulation techniques.
The thermal conductivity values of the
constituent parts of the module will be
taken from referenced sources. For the
materials that are used in PV cells this
thermophysical property, conductivity
k, varies (as illustrated below) and
maybe best described as a linear
function over a range of temperatures:

Where Sk is an empirical constant and
^datum is a valuc of the reference
conductivity.
Figure 7 3-D Model of a single PV cell. Temperature gradient

6. VALIDATION
To validate the models a test rig has been developed. (Figure 8) This enables the overall thermal
resistance of the composite values to be measured for a range of a different module types and
fabrication
methods.
Measurement
of
the
junction temperatures of
operational components is
generally impossible, and
point temperatures give very
little information because
most surfaces are not
isothermal [11]. To avoid
these problems and provide
more
accurate
values,
special heat flux sensors
have been bought together
with thermocouples. As
shown in Figure 8 a steam
“pocket” is used to provide steady state temperature conditions on the top of the two disks. The
bottom of the device has a thermocouple slot as well with the steam “pocket”. The heat flux
sensor is attached with heat sink compound paste at the bottom of the last disk. The device is
completed with special insulating material on the top and around it, so that one dimensional heat
transfer will be accomplished. By inserting different materials in between the two disks, their
threraml resistance can be extracted from the results.
Figure 8 Thermal resistance rig

For the further validation of the thermal model a PV laminator will be used to develop PV
prototypes with thermocouples and heat flux sensors enhanced. Further testing will be curried
out at the thermal resistance rig I order to
obtain additional validation of the computer
model. Finally an existing solar simulator
will be used on full module assemblies.
(Figure 9) Thermal imaging cameras and
special measurement components “thin-film
heat flux sensors, model: HFS3, HFS4”
made by OMEGA, will provide detailed
information on surface temperatures, and
heat fluxes through the modules under
_____________ control conditions.
Figure 9 - Solar Simulator in C.I.T.

7. CONCLUSION
The aim of the project is the completion of the thermal modelling of conductive heat transfer
processes, which can be used to explore methods of decreasing cell temperature. Possible heat
dissipation methods include drilling holes in the surface of a PV module or constructing the
facade in a way that will cause natural ventilation on the back side of the module. The model
when fully validated will allow these options to be critically evaluated, and the optimum solution
for cell temperature reduction to be determined.
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Abstract
It is well established that the conversion efficiency of mono and poly crystalline silicon PV
modules is inversely related to the cell temperature. Substantial improvements in operational
performance can thus be achieved if the thermal energy accumulating in the material can be
effectively dissipated. Accurate modelling of modules would allow possible methods of thermal
dissipation to be evaluated, and as a crucial component of the model, the thermal properties of the
constituent materials of PV modules need to be known. Special consideration needs to be given to
the interfaces between dissimilar materials and interconnections.
This paper presents an overview of the thermal properties and transfer processes, which will
determine the operating temperature of PV units. The methodology, which will be used to develop
the model, is described. The experimentation, which will be undertaken to validate the model using
a solar simulator at CIT, and a thermal conductivity apparatus at University of Limerick, is
outlined.

Introduction
The Photovoltaic cell is a device, which harnesses an energy source that is by far the most
abundant of natural resources. The total annual solar energy input to the earth is more than 15000
times greater than the earth's current annual use of fossil and nuclear fuels. (Sakkas, 2000) In
recent years rapid improvements in solar photovoltaic efficiencies and reductions in manufacturing
costs, have sought to effectively and economically utilise this sustainable resource.
The efficiency of PV modules continues to increase; aiming for the near future to make
multi-junction cells with an efficiency of about 30% (Landsberg, 2000). The production of low cost
PV modules, with efficiencies of about 8%, is even now economically viable. Under laboratory test
conditions efficiencies of over 25% have been recorded.
Solar cells are the fundamental power conversion component of a photovoltaic system, and
function by utilising the photovoltaic effect. In the conversion process the incident energy of the
light allows mobile electrically charged particles to become excited. (Figure 1). These particles are
then able to move in the presence of a suitable force, such as that generated by a p-n junction in a
silicon-based semiconductor. Due to the quantum nature of light energy, only a portion of the
incoming light particles possesses sufficiently high energy to energise a particle in the
semiconductor. The energy possessed by these low energy light particles (24% of total), and the
excess energy contained by high energy particles (32% of total), which is more than is needed in the
conversion process, converts to heat energy in the body of the material. Under typical operating
conditions only 15% of the solar energy converts to electrical energy, the remaining energy is
dissipated from the panel primarily by heat loss from all the surfaces, and by radiant refleetion of
the incident radiation from the front surface.
The body of the material therefore reaches an equilibrium temperature significantly higher
than the surroundings. The exact temperature depends on the incident solar energy, the surface area

of the component, the surrounding ambient air temperature, flow conditions, and radiant surfaces,
and any other cooling mechanisms which may be present.

Figure 1 - Effect of thermal radiation on PN junction.

Thermal effects on photovoltaic conversion efficiency.
The steady state temperature that the panel reaches has a significant effect on the efficiency
of the conversion process. Increasing temperature acts so as to reduce the available potential
difference across the junctions, therefore when a load is connected, the available voltage from the
unit decreases. Higher temperatures increase the number of minority carriers which are generated in
the semiconductor, these carriers act to increase the dark current through the junction. The dark
current flows in the opposite direction to the required forward or output current. Under low
temperature conditions this dark current is negligible compared with the forward current, however
at higher temperatures, and under conditions of low irradiance, the dark current acts to significantly
reduce the potential difference available to drive the desired forward current. A temperature
coefficient of -2.3 mVK’' is typical for silicon. (Markvart,1994) The temperature effect on cell
operation is shown in Figures 2(i) and (ii) .
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Figure 2 (i) - The effect of temperature on cell operation.

Figure 2(ii) - Temperature effects on cell voltage and current.

The relationship between temperature and efficiency varies with each material, however
some idea can be obtained from Taine and Petit: ri = 0.10 + 2x10'^ (3SS - T)

(Tin Kelvin)

Thus a rise in module temperature from 25 °C to 60 °C, such as could easily occur in an
unvented pv module under moderate irradiance conditions, would lead to a decrease in conversion
efficiency from 17 % to 10 %, (This is equivalent to a 42% decrease in output.)
This may overstate the case compared with measured results, a better approximation is
provided by Twidell and Weir : P(e)=p(0,) [i-c(e-e,)]

Where c = 4 x 10'^ K'',
P is the power available, and 0 and 0i are two collector temperatures.
The percentage loss in power arising from a change in temperature from 25 ° C to 60 ° C is
predicted as 14%.
(This relationship is also supported by Laukamp et al who suggest a temperature coefficient
for conversion efficiency of - 0.4 % K"', over a base at 25 ° C. This is equivalent to the c given
above, and determines the percentage change in efficiency for a given temperature rise.)
Measured results of thermal effects provide reasonable agreement with these relationships.
Independent testing by ESRU of BP Saturn units showed a change in conversion efficiency from
15.8% at 25 ° C to 12 % at 80 ° C. Yielding a temperature coefficient relating conversion efficiency
to module temperature of ~ 0.0044 % K"'.
Measured temperature rises have also been recorded by numerous sources. A 2 m high unit
recorded a lOK rise during May in the UK (~ 4% loss) (Crick), a 6m high unit recorded a 50K rise
with irradiance of only 300 W m'^ (Sandberg), a stagnation temperature of 64 ° C was recorded for
a 2.8 m sloping roof unit at 600 W m'^ (Marshall)
Heat dissipation methods
The normal method deployed to attempt to alleviate the problem of module over-heating is
to allow the rear of the module to form an open duct, through which air can move. The movement
of the air in this duct is governed by a combination of natural convection (stack effects), and wind
induced flow.
Both of these two flow phenomena introduce difficulties for detailed analysis.
Stack effects rely on the buoyancy forces induce by convective heating of the air by the rear
collector surface, a vertical distance of 6m or more is required for the temperature differences
occurring in PV modules to produce reasonable flowrates. In order to reduce the internal pressure
drops in the rear cavity, the rear of the collector needs to be smooth, and the cross-section of the
duct large. However a smooth surface minimises the area for heat transfer, and a large cross-section
reduces the air velocity over the surface. Both laboratory measurement and modelling have
suggested that a duct depth of 100mm is a reasonable optimum for the required airflow rates and
velocities.
Wind induced flow is notoriously difficult to predict. The nature of PV installations being
mainly located on buildings, means that the local climate, and in particular wind flow, is a localised
phenomena. Attempts to predict microclimatic behaviour, especially air movement, have had very
limited success except under control conditions. In the case of air flow in the rear duct section, a
wind regime in one direction may aid the air movement, and induce greater cooling of the modules,
another regime may act against the required airflow direction, and reduce the cooling potential from
stack effects. Most models assume a steady wind flow in a given direction, or no wind effect at all.

For certain climates under summer time conditions this may well be a reasonable assumption to
make. Nevertheless it does make accurate modelling limited in scope.
The method of installation of the modules also impacts on the airflow. The individual
frames of each module tend to intrude into the flow path. This exerts considerable influence on the
flow regime, and makes the prediction of localised flow conditions and hence heat transfer
coefficients very problematic.
A commonly used improvement on the open rear duct design is the introduction of
extended surfaces (fins) into the flow to increase surface area. However, these also increase
pressure losses, as well as adding to the overall weight of the collector.
Most of the heat transfer processes occurring in the PV collector are well established
phenomena. Convective transfer from flow over a flat plate, radiative transfer, lumped capacitance
transient behaviour. There are some problems that arise, however, in the thermal characteristics of
the interfaces between the various layers in the composite and the temperature dependence of the
thermal properties of some of the materials used. It is these problems that the current research is
attempting to address.
Thermal Modelling
The purpose of the thermal modelling is to be able to design a PV module that will minimise
the thermal effect and consequently improve the conversion efficiency. The properties of the
materials, the effect of interface resistances, and the interactions between heat transfer processes all
need to be fully determined. Figure 3 shows the layers of a PV module.

The conductive model will consider the pv module as a series of thermal resistances; acting
in series for a 1-dimensional model, and in series and parallel for 2-dimensional models. The
incident solar energy will initially be modelled as an internal heat source within the silicon section.
Heat dissipation paths will be explored through the encapsulant and covers. The model will be
further developed to examine the effect of the metal interconnectors between cells. A more
complete model which would couple the conductive heat transfer with the radiative and convective
is being developed as part of another research project.
The crucial factor in the conductive model will be the interface resistances, and it is hoped
to measure these for a range of module types, and encapsulation techniques.

The thermal conduetivity values of the constituent parts of the module will be taken from
referenced sources. For the materials that are used in PV cells this thermophysical property,
conductivity k, varies (as illustrated below) and maybe best described as a linear function over a
range of temperatures:
k(T) ==^kdatum(1 ^ dkT) (Constantinos, 1992)
Where dk is an empirical constant and kdatum is a value of the reference conductivity.

Figure 4 - Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of Silicon. (O’Sullivan, 1999)
The temperature dependence of conductivity for other materials will also be considered.
Modelling Methods
In order to build a thermal model of the PV module finite element analysis techniques will
be utilised. ANSYS will be used in the first instance, however some software will need to be
developed to allow for the coupled conductive / radiative processes. The software will be either one
from the market or one that we will develop to suit perfectly the characteristics of the problem.
Validation
To validate the models a test rig is being developed.(Figure 5) This will enable the overall
thermal resistance of the composite values to be measured for a range of a different module types
IQ!L
and
fabrication
methods.
Measurement of the junction
temperatures
of
operational
components is generally impossible,
and point temperatures give very
little information because most
surfaces
are
not
isothermal
(Punch, 1999). To avoid these
problems and provide more accurate
values the thermocouples will be
inserted in pockets as shown in the
figure.

jTherRocouple slots

Figure 5 - Thermal Resistance Rig

For the further validation of the thermal model an existing solar simulator will be used on
full module assemblies.(Figure 6) Thermal imaging cameras and special measurement components
“thin-film heat flux sensors, model: HFS3, HFS4” made by OMEGA, will provide detailed
information on surface temperatures, and heat fluxes through the modules under control conditions.

Figure 6 - Solar Simulator in C.I.T.
Conclusion
The aim of the project is the completion of the thermal modelling of conductive heat
transfer processes, which can be used to explore
methods of decreasing cell temperature. Possible heat
dissipation methods include drilling holes in the surface
of a PV module or constructing the facade in a way that
will cause natural ventilation on the back side of the
module. The model when fully validated will allow
these options to be critically evaluated, and the
optimum solution for cell temperature reduction to be
determined.

Solar radiation
Photovoltaic modules

Figure 7 - PV Fa9ade
London.(BRE,1999)
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Figure 8 - The natural ventilation process.
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riEPIAH'PH
Ztt|v epyaoia auTf) Trapouoid^ovxai 5uo ps0o6oi CKiovcoaric; xrig 08pp6TT]Ta(; tiou
avaTCTUoaeiai oe eva (p(0ToPo>.TaiK6 aioixsio Kaid Tr|v 5idpK8ia v[\(; Xsiioupyiac; xou. ETiiorit;
7tapoi)oid58xai xo 08coprixiK6 povx8>x) tiou xprioipo7ioif|oap8 yia xpv avdA-uor) kui xpv 87ciAuar|
xou TcpopAppaxo^. H Em^epyaGia syiv8 p8 xr|v pof|08ia xou Ttpoypdppaxoi; ANSYS, xo otioio
Xpr|aipo7roi8i p8065ou(; avdAuoric; psooo 7t87r8paop8vcov axoixsicov. TsAoq Ttapouaid^ovxai oi
7:8ipapaxiK8(; 5iaxd^8i(; xk; 07ioi8(; 8^8Ai§ap8 Kai xpilotpo7roif)aap8 yva xpv 87:iP8pai(ocr| xou
povxsAou paq Kai Kdjcoia 7r8ipapaxiKd a7iox8A8opaxa.
1. EIZArOEH
Ta (pooxopoAxaiKd axoix8ia 8ivai auoKcuec; teou 8Kp8xaXA8uovxai xpv T]AiaKf| 8V8py8ia. H
8xpoia pAittKp 8V8py8ia tiou cpxdv8i oxpv 87ii(pdv8ia xpq yT](; 8ivai 7i8pi7iou 15000 (pop8(;
7t8pioo6x8pr| a;i6 xr|v xpsxouaa 8xf|oia Tiapaycoyp 8V8py8ia(; and oupPaxiKsq Kai TuuppviKsc;
popipeg 8vspy8ia(;.
Ta x8A8uxaia xpdvia 7:apaxr|p8ixai xaxcia au^T|GT| oxov PaOpo a7i65oar|(; xcov (pcoxopoAxatKcbv
(sxouv p8xpr|08i a7to56G8ic tiou ^87i8pvouv xo 30 % 08 8pyaoxr|piaKS(; ouv0f|K8c:), ouyxpovccx;
p8 oripavxiKsq p8i6o8i(; oxo Kooxoq KaxaoK8uf|^ xcov cpcoxopoAxaiKcbv. Oi 5uo auxsc; 85£Ai^8i(;
K'dvouv aKopp oiKovopiKd 8Akuoxikt| Kai picboipp xpv idea xpc; eTtevduopc; oxov xopea xcov
(pcoxopoAxaiKwv.
Supcpcova p8 XT) 08copia xr|(; KpavxoppxaviKp^, ecpappoopevp yia xpv evepyeia xcov cpcoxovicov,
povo sva pspo^ xou ppKouq Kupaxoc; xou cpcox6(; tuou eiospxexai oxpv axpoocpaipa 8X£i xo
aKpipS(; 71000 evepyeiac; yia va dieyeipei xa pAeKxpovia xou ppiaycoyou. Eva tiooooxo xr|{;
xd^pc; xou 24% xcov cpcoxovicov Ttou eioepxovxai oxpv axpoocpaipa sxouv Aiyoxspp evepysia
aTco auxp 7tou aTraixsixai yia va dieyepOouv xa
pAsKxpovia
xou
ppiaycoyou
Kai
va
Hyper Energetic
TipoKaAsoouv
xpv
pop
p8upaxo(;.
Avxioxoixa
Photon
8va 32% xcov cpcoxovicov eivai UTisp-evspypxiKd
(Kaxexouv Tiepioooxspp evepyeia aTio auxp tiou
Xpeid^ovxai xa pAsKxpovia, oxpv KuvpsAp xou
cpcoxoPoAxaiKou, yia va TcpoKaXeoouv xpv pop
peupaxoc;), pe aTioxeAeopa p Ttspioosia
p-Juncbon
evepyeia va SKAuexai oxpv STiicpdveia xou
cpcoxoPoAxalKou oxoixeiou pe xpv popcpp
0epp6xpxa(;. (EiKova 1) H pAeKxpncp aTcodoop
xcov cpcoxopoAxaiKwv oxoixeicov eivai ev y^si
tcoAu xappAp oe ox£op pe xk; aTiodoosK; xcov
^
^
,
, ,
,
,
dAAcov xexvoAoyiwv ttou avfiKouv oxov xopea
EiKova 1. 0£ppiK£^ £7ridpa(Teic evoc (panoviov oc
£va ppiaycoyo

Tcov avavEwaijicDV Ttriywv EvepyEiaq. Etoi koiko aTio (pDoioAx)yiK£(; K>.ipaTO>-oyiK£g (Tuv0f|K£(;,
Kai p£ T£xvo>x)yia TipooiTf) npoc, xov Kaiava^ujOTf) xa cpcoxopoXxaiKd oxoixsia exodv pia pEox)
a7c66ooT| XT|(; xd^ric; xod 15%. H xipf|
aDxf) pEicbvExai aKopt] TCEpioooxEpo oxav r|
0£ppoKpaoia xod (pcoxopo^xaiKod gxoixeiod aD§r|0£i.
1.1 H EniPPOH THL 0EPMOKPAEIAL (THERMAL EFFECTS) LTO BA0MO
AHOAOLHi: THL METATPOHHi: THE HAIAKHE ENEPFEIAE EE HAEKTPIKH.
H 0£ppoKpaoia XEixoDpyiac; evo^ gxoixsiod exbi dpEorj ETiidpaoT] axr| pExaxpOTrf) vf](; r|>.iaKf)(;
EVEpyEia^ GE r|A.£KxpiKf|. H ad^riGT]
0£ppoKpaGia(; £X£i co(; aTioxsXEGpa xr|v peicogt] xt](;
5ia(popd(; dovapiKod xod (pcoxopoXxaiKOD gxoixsiod p£ aTioxsA^opa, oxav tva (popxio gdv5£0£i
Gxa dKpa XOD, r| diacpopd dDvapiKOD va Eivai p5r| aio0r|xd pEicopEvr], Yn/r|>i£(; 0£ppoKpaG{£(;
X^ixoDpyiaq dripioDpyoDV piKpo7ioo6xT]X£(; (p£povxo(; pEDpaxo^ xo otioio kgi aD^dvEi xpv xipf)
XOD pEDpaxoc; gk6xod(;V Kdxco and GDv0f|K£^
0£ppoKpaGi6v xo pEDpa gkoxodc; tiod
avaTixDGGExai Eivai Gxe56v ppSEViKo. Eia ppiaycoyoD^, p£ pdori xp giXikovti, Evaq xd7iik6(;
gdvxeAeoxi)^ p£xapoXf|(; xrjc; xdoriq, Xdya)
aD^xiGpc; xTjc; 0£ppoKpaoia(;, Eivai xpc; xd^xjq
XOD -2.3 mVK'V
H E^iowGTi 710D GDGxexi^Ei XT] 0£ppoKpaG{a
Kai xo pa0p6 a7i66oGT|(;, diacpspEi yia Kd0£
dA-IKO. Mia XDTllKf) E^lGCOGT] 7COD IGXpEl
Eivai aDxf| xcov Taine & Petit:
EiKOva 2. E7ci6pa(n] tt]c Oi:ppoKpuaiuc ffxic
T]Xt:KTpiKE(; iftioniTt:^ tod qxoroPoXTaiKOD
ffTOiy/.ioD.

TJ = 0.10 + 2 ■ 10~ '^(.13.3- r)

(Tin Kelvin)

Eia TiapddEiypa ad^TtGri xriq 0£ppoKpaGia(;
XOD (pcoxoPo^ixaiKOD GxoixsioD aTio 25”C ge
60®C, Kdxi TlOD pTlOpEl EDKoXa Va GDppEl
Kdxco ano psxpiEi; gdv0i]K£(; aKxivopoXia^, pTcopEi va TipOKaAEGEi pEicoGT] xriq r|XEKxpiKf|(;
a7c65oGT](; xod cpcoxopoA,xaiKOD aTto 17% ge 10%. Adxo iGodDvapEi p£ gdvoAikt) peicogti xriq
iGXDOc; XOD (pa)xopoA.xaiKOD xr]^ xd^rii; xod 42%. £i]
H GX60T] aDxf) EXEl ECpappOyf) ge pEpiKODq XD7lOD(^ (pCOXOpo)tXaiKCOV 01 OTtoiOl SeV pplGKOVXai
GE Tcapaycoyf) aA^Xd DTidpxoDV ridt] EyKaxEGxrjpsvoi. Mia KaXDXEpr] TcpOGEyyiGT) exei yivEi aTio
xoDc; Twidell & Weir:
p(9)=p(«,)[|-40-(9|)]
Otiod
c = 4-10

-3

K

-1

P Eivai r\ 5ia0£Gipri igxD(;, Kai
0 Kai 01 Eivai 01 OEppoKpaoiEg 5do GiryKpivopEvcov ETiicpavEiov.
Ie aDxr) xr|v TiEpuixcoGT] xo tiogogxo pEicoGxic; xr|(; ig/doc Eivai xr|(; xd^x)^ xod 14% yia aD^rjcJi]
xriq 0£ppoKpaoia(; ano 25®C ge 60^C. Adxt) t] e^igcogti D7tOGxr|pi^£xai Kai xoDg Laukamp et al,
01 OTioioi Kai TipoxEivoDV Gav gdvxeAegxt] p£xapo>.i](; xriq OEppoKpaGia^ -0.4%K'’ sxovxa^
Tidvxa Gav apxiKX) OEppoKpaGia xodc; 25®C. H xipf] aDxr) iGodDvapEi p£ xr|v xipf| xod c tiod
diVExai 7110 Tidvco Kai KaOopi^Ei xo tiogogxo pEicoGxiq xr|(; aTcodoGXiq yia Kd0£ 5£5op£vr|
0£ppoKpaoia A^ixoDpyiai;.
riEipapaxiKEc; p£xpf|G£i(; paq aTiodEiKVDODV xr|v GDpPaxoxrixa xcov TiapaTidvco e^igwgecov p£
p£Xpl]G£l(; Kdxco and TtpaypaXlKE^ GDV0f|K£^. Av£5dpXT]X£^ p£XpT]G£l(; TIOD Eyivav aTio XT]V
' To peopa oKoioog sxsi cpopd ax'xiGexri mo xt]v coiaixoDpevTi cpopd peopaxog.

ESRU TTiq BP Saturn eSei^av jieicoari iriq a7:65oar|(; a;r6 15.8% cto'U(; 25^C o8 12% otoix;
80^C, Sivovia^ eva oDvieX^oxf) ^£Tapo>in(; iriq GepjiOKpaaiac; xrit; xd^ri^ xou -0.0044%*K'V
Au^riari xr|(; 0£ppoKpaaia(; eyKaxsaxripsvcov (pcoxopoA,xaiK6v kxei p£xpri0£i Kai Kaxaypa(p£{ o£
TioX}x(; oXX^q 7:£puux6o£i(;. S£ pia povd5a i)\|/ou(; 2m Kaxaypd(priK£ ad^TlOTi lO^K xo pf|va
Mdio oxr|v AyyMa (~4% p£icocjr|) [2]^ g£ d>->.ri povdda i3\|/ou(; 6m Kaxaypd(priK£ ad^i^crri 50K
p£ xriv loxd Tr\q aKxivoPo>uia(; va £ivai p6vo 300Wm'^ ]T[, xekoc, £X£i Kaxaypa(p£i
0£ppoKpaoia «p£K6p» 64®C o£ K£K>.ip£vri povdda (pcoxopoX-xaiKon £yKax£oxT|p£VT] a£ CTK£7rf)
2.8m p£ loxd aKxivoPoX,{a^ 60OWm‘^.

2. MEOOAOAOriA EKTONilLHE 0EPMOTHTAL
H p£X£xr| auxT] 7ipaypaxo7roi£(xai yia (pcoxopo>-xaiKd oxoixsia tiou £ivai £yKax£oxr|p£va cav
7rpoa6\|/£i(^ Kxripicov (BIPV-Building Integrated Photovoltaics). O okotioc, £ivai va
£7cavaKxr|0£i (Kaxd xo 5nvax6v) o TcpaypaxiKdc; Pa0p6(; a7r65ooT|(; xou oxoix£iou. Tauxdxpova
va yiv£i £Kp£xdX.X£uoT| xri(; a7taycbp£\n](; 0£pp6xT|xa(; yia xrjv 0£ppavarj xcbpcov Kovxd oxo
(p(Dxopo>.xaiLK6.
Mia xuTtiKTi p£0o5o(; 7tou xp^<^ipo7toi£ixai yia xr|v arraycoyi^ xr|q 7t£p{aa£iac 0£pp6xr|xa(; tcou
ava7cxuoo£xai g£ £va cpcoxoPo^ixaiKd Gxoixeio
Solar radiation
£ivai auxT] Tiou £7rixp£7C£i xT|v £iGaya)yf| a£pa gxt]v
TciGCO £7ci(pdv£ia xou (p{jaxoPoX,xaiKOU.(EiK6va 3) H
KivT|Gr| xou a£pa yiv£xai p£ (puGiKf) KUKXocpopia f|
U7coPoTi0oup£VT|
aiio
xr|v
xaxuxT]xa
xou
£iG£px6p£vou av£pou and xrjv pdox] xou
(pcuxoPo)ixaiKou. Kai xa 5uo napandvco (paiv6p£va
mpouGid^ouv 5uGKoX,i£^ g£ A£7cxop£pii avdX,UGri.
Mia Kai pi>^p£ yia KaxaoKeueq p£ Kdnoio uvj/oi;
(GUvf|0OL)(; p£yaX.ux£po xcov 5m) £xoup£ va
avxip£xco7iiGOup£ xo (paiv6p£vo xrjc; 5ia(popd^
0£ppoKpaGia^ and xr|v pdoi] xou (pcoxopoX.xaiKOU p£xpi to p£yiGxo uvj/oc; xou. Su^vd Guppaivei
xo (paiv6p£vo TCOU 7tapouGid^£xai Kai gxk; Kapivddeq, dTcou £xoup£ 7c>tf)pr| aKivriGia xcov
aepicov pa^6v (stack effects). Aux6 GupPaivci 6xav r\ uv|/op£xpiKf| diacpopd xou apxiKou and
xo x£>^ik6 GTipcio xou (pcoxoPoXxaiKou Gxoixciou 6£v £ivai xdori 6gx£ va U7cdpx£i apK£xr|
diacpopd 0£ppoKpaGia^ yia va £xoup£ cpUGiKT) KUK>io(pop(a xou acpa. OcipapaxiKc^ Kai
0£coprixiK£(; p£X£x£(; cdci^av 6xi aTcaixcixai cAdxioxo ui|/0(; 6m yia xi]v aTcocpuyf] auxou xou
is—■ 7CpoP>.f{paxOC.[2]

Eikovu 3.^apd6£ly^tt (pt)CTiKfjc
Kt)K/vO(popiU(; TOt) aepw ac (()a>ToPo}.TttiK6.

Etcigtii; yia va p£i(o0£( t] pcydXri diacpopd
7ci£Gr|(;, avdpcGa gxo cpcoxopo^ixaiKd Kai xr|v
£7ci(pdv£ia xou Kxripiou, r| tcigco £7ci(pdv£ia xou
Gxoixsiou 0a Tip£7C£i va £ivai 6go xo 5uvax6v
Tcio opaA-f| Kai xo tcMxo^ xou gxoixciou va
£ivai apK£x6. Oox6go pia x£xoia KaxaGK£uf|
p£l6v£l
XT|V
£7Cl(pdV£ia
p£xd60GT](;
0£pp6xr|xa(;. Etcigtic;, xo pcyd^io TcXdxoq xou
(pcoxoPo>,xaiKou £7ci6pd apvr|xiKd gxt]v
xaxuxrjxa xou acpa gxov aycoyo (k£v6 pcxa^u
xriq TCIGCO CTcicpdvciaq xou cpcoxoPo^xaiKou Kai
EiKOva 4.np6aoi)/ti Kniplot) pc (pcoToPoXxttiKtt,
aja ypacpeia
B.R.E., Aov6ivo.

TT)(; e^cDTSpiKTic; 7cX£\)pd(; tod kttipiod). FlapoAxi aoid 7r£ipapaTiK8(^ p8Tpf|08i(; Kai 68Copr|TiK8(;
p8X8T8(; £68i5av OTi TO PsXtioto paQoq TOD aycoyoD 8ivai 100mm. Adtt) r| aTiooTaor) 8ivai
iKavo7ioir|TiKf] yia va D7cdpx£i r) a7iaiTODp8vr| TioooTriTa Kai TaxDTT|Ta tod a£pa.[2]
H (pDori TCDV 8yKaT8aTr|p^(ov (pcoTOpo^iTaiKwv (BIPV) 8ivai TSTOia 6aT8 va 8^apTdTai 08
p8yd>oo paOpo ajco m TOTiiKd KaipiKd (paiv6p8va Kai KDpico^ Triv pof) tod avepoD. Eivai
yvcooTO OTi r| Ta^DTriTa Kai r| KaT8D0Dvor| tod avepoD 8ivai xapaKTr|pioTiKd SdokoAx) va
7cpop>^(pTODV. npoo7id08i8(; yia Tr|v 7ip6pX£\|/r| tcov K>.ipaTO>x)yiK6v odv0t|k6v Kai i5iaiT8pa
Tr|(; KivT|ar|(; tod avspoD o8 piKpooKOTiiKT) K^ipaKa 8ixav noXi) piKpd TtooooTd 87iiTDxiaq psxpi
of)p8pa, p8 povadiKT) 85aip8or| tt]v 7i8p(7iT(Dori aDTT] TCOV 8A8yx6p8V(i)v K>.ipaTO>-oyiK6v
(tdv0t|k6v.
Itt) 7r8puiTC0or| Tr|(; 8ioay(oyf|(; avepoD otov ay coy 6, r\ KivTiof) tod 7cpo(; pia KaT8D0Dvor),
p7cop8i va por|0f|o8i tt]v (pDoiKf) KDKXocpopia TOD aepa Kai va aD5f|08i to tiooooto ttic;
a7iay(bp8vr|(; 08pp6TriTa(^. KivT]or| tod 8io8px6p8VOD avepoD Tipoc; 5do KaT8D0Dvo8i(; p7iop8i va
87ui5pdo8i apvT)TiKd 8v6 avTi08Ta Ta 7t8pioo6T8pa 08copr|TiKd povTsXa d7io0£todv oTa08pf)

pof) TOD avspoD 7rpo(; pia KaT8D0DvoT] f| Ka06XoD 8io8px6p8vo aepa. Fia oDyK8Kpip^8(;
K>.ipaTok)yiK8(; oDv0f)K8(;, (KaXoKaipi oDvf|0(O(;) Kai yia oDyK8Kpip8V8g
A Ttspioxe^ (tc-X
EXXd5a) r) 7cpor|yoDp8vr) D7i608or| (pr) 8ioay(oyf) aspa otov aycoyo) 8ivai apK8Td p8aXioTiKf|
H p80o5o(; TioD aKoXoD08iTai yia Tpv 8yKaTdoTaor| tcov cpcoToPoXTaiKcbv 87ii6pd 87i(or|(; oto
TpOTUo pof|(; TOD a£pa peoa otov aycoyo. Ta 8^coT8piKd TtXaioia tod Kd08 otoix^iod 8xodv Tpv
Tdoi] va 8io£pxovTai oto x^j^po Kivr|or|(; tod aspa, Tipdypa tiod 6dokoX8D8i aKopr)
7t8plOo6T8pO TTjV 7:p6pX8\)/r| TCOV TOTllKCbv ODV0T]k6v pof)(; Kai ODV87lCb(; O Ka0opiop6(; TCOV
odvt8X8ot6v p8Td5oor|^ 08pp6Tr|Ta(; yiv8Tai aKopr) ttio SdokoXo^.
Mia 8Dp8co(; xPTl<^ipo^oioDp8VT| p£0o5o(; yia t£toi8(; KaTacjK8D8(; 8ivai r\ XP^crr) 7iT8pDyicov
(fins) p8 oKOTuo Tr|v ad^rioT) Tr|(; 87ticpdv8ia^ oDvaXXaypq 08pp6Tr|Ta(;. FlapoXa aDTd KdTi
TSTOio aD^dv8i TT]v TiTcooT) 7ci8or|^ OTOV aycoyo, Kai TaDTOXpova aD^dv8i oppavTiKd Kai to
ODVoXlKO pdpoc; TOD (pCOTOpoXTaiKOD.
Mia dXXr) ps0o5o(; tiod 8p8DvdT8 aDTf) tt) oTiypf) oto Cork Institute of Technology 8ivai aDTT)
Tr\q 6idTpT]Tr|(; 87cicpdv8ia(; tod cpcoTOpoXTaiKOD (EiKova 5) p8 a7icbT8po okotco Tpv KaXi)T8pr|

KDKXocpopia TOD aspa otov aycoyo, Kai ooyxpovcog Tr|v TaxDT8pr| Kai Ttio opoiopopcpr)
aTiaycoyf) tt)^ 08pp6Tr|Ta(; aTio to otoixbio. Te aDTf) Tpv 7i8pi7tTCOor| 8va TipopXppa tiod
oDvavTdTai 8ivai odto Tr|(; piKpf)(;
08ppoKpaoiaKf)(; 5iacpopd(; aTio ttiv
pdor) TOD OTOIX610D pexpi to peyioTO
D\|/0(; TOD. To aTiOTsXsopa aDTOD tod
cpaivopsvoD 8ivai r\ DTrap^i) tioXd
piKpf|(^ cpDoiKf)(^ pofjc; TOD aspa f| Kai
pr|58viKf) KdTCO and oDyK8Kpip8V8(;
oDV0f|K8(;. Kdpioc; Tiapdycov 8ivai p
XaV0aop8VT) TO7CO08Tr|OT| TCOV 07i6v
oTr|v 87:icpdv8ia tod cpcoToPoA-TaiKOD.
napaTr|pf|0pK8 oti oi oneq (f)
EiKova 5. napd6i:iy^a (|)i)aiKf|(; KDicloipoplac; tod tti:p« oi;
6idTpi]TT| i:;ri(pdvi:ia (ptoroPoXTaiKOD.

^X^^P^p KOVTd OTT| KopDCpf) TOD
OTOIXCIOD
X8iTODpyODV
apvpTlKd

OTT]v i58a Tr|(; ai)^r|cr|(; tod 08p|iiKOD odvt8>^otti a7t65oar|(; (xp^icrr) tt|(; a7iaY6p8vr|(;
08p|a,6TT]Ta(; yia 08ppavor| xcbpcov) piac; Kai p8icbvoDV oripaviiKd tt] Siacpopd 08ppoKpaoia(;
Kttl ODV87CCb(^ Tr|V pof) TOD ttSpO p80a OTOV ayCOyO. 08(Opr|TlKS(; p8}l8T8(; 7COD 8XODp8 f|5T|
7cpaypaT07ioif|a8i p8 tt] Pof|08ia tod TipoypdppoTOc; ANSYS, 858i§av 6ti o p8A,TioTO(; xponoq
KaTaGK8Di^^ 8ivai r| 5r|pioDpyia xapapd6(ov Tn;^ id^rjc; tcov 5mmX 100mm f] r| ocpaipiKf)
didTpriar) tod otoixsiod p8 5idp8Tpo otiwv tti^ Td^ri^; todv 10mm. M8yaXDT8p8(; 6iaoTdo8i(;
aTto avxtq X^iTODpyoDv apvrjTiKd aTr|v r|?i8KTpiKf| Kai 08ppiKf| aTcodoor) tod otoixeiod. Adto
(jDppaiv8i A^yco p8yaX,DT8pr|(; 5DCJKoXia(; 8X€yxoD tod aepa tiod 5ia7C8pvd to otoixsio.
napdX,>.riXa, p8 ocooTf) KaTaoK8Df| tcov oticov, 5iv8Tai r| SDvaTOTrjTa va p7copODp8 va
8X£y5oDp8 TTiv KaT8D0Dvari Tr|(; 8io8px6p8vri(; pofiq. To oripavTiK6T8po p8iov8KTr|pa Tr|(;
didvoi^T]^ o;i6v p8 p8ydX£^ 5iaTdc58i^ 8ivai r\ p8ico(Tri Tr|(; r|X£KTpiKd cocpeXipric^ 87ri(pdv8ia(; tod
(pCOTOPo>,TaiKOD.
Oi TpOTtoi p8Td5ocrr|(; 08pp6TT|Ta(^ tiod
AappdvoDV x<i>po^ ^aTd Tr|v A^iTODpyia tstoicov
Cp(OTOPoX,TaiKd)V ODOTTlpdTCOV 8ivai OTTIV
7cX£lOv6TT]Td
TOD(;
yVCOOTOl.
M8Td5oaTl
08pp6Tr|Ta(; p8 ODvaycoyfj 87rdvco 08 87ci7i85r|
87ii(pdv8ia, Ktti p8 aKTivopoXia aTco to
7t8pipd>.>X)V KOI xa DX-iKd. Qaxooo, DTidpxei
8X,A£in/r| Tt^ripocpopimv yia tt] p8Td5oar|
EiKOVtt 6. Ei)VTt;)ui:CTTii<; Oi:pfiiKfj(; aycoyipoTHTac
08pp6TTjTa(; p8 aycoyf) avdp8oa oto didcpopa
(A) cn)vapTn<ni tii<; OcppoKpaaiac yiu Tnv triXiKovTi
D>.lKd TIOD aTCOT8AoDV 8Va (pCOTOPoX^TaiKO, Kttl r\
Si.
8Tlippof) TCOV D>.lKCbv TCOD O CJDVT8X£aTf|^
08ppiKf](; TODq aycoyipoTriTac; (k) 8ivai oDvdpTrjori Tri(; 08ppoKpaaia(;.(EiK6va 6)
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3. EEOMOIilEH
LTOIXEIOY

©EPMIKHE

LYMnEPIOOPAL

OllTOBOATAIKOY

Oi Tip8(; Tr|(; 08ppiKf)(; aycoyipoTriTaq (k) tcov 8Tiip8pOD(; otoix81cov 8(vai yvcooTSc; aTco ttiv
PipXioypacpia f) aTio xovq KaTaoK8DaoTS(;. Tia xa D^iKd tcov otioicov r\ Tipf] aDTfjt; xr]^
i5i6TT|Ta(; xovq (k) p8TapdX,X£Tai p8 rriv 08ppoKpaaia (oticoc; r| oiA,ik6vt] tod T]piaycoyoD, PX.
EiKova 6) r\ TcapaKdTCO ox£Cjr| 8Kcppd^8i iKavoTcoir|TiKd Tr|v Tipi] ttic; yia Kd08 08ppoKpaoia.
KO'**,[£1
Otcod Sic 8ivai pia 8pTi8ipiKf| oTa08pd Kai

^datum sivai T] Tipf) xr\(; 08ppiKi](; aycoyipOTriTaq and tt]v PiP>.ioypacpia.
AKopr) xa 08ppiKd xapaKTi^pioTiKd tcov 8v5idp8ocov 8Tncpav8i6v (interfaces) Kai r\ e^dpTrioi)
TOD(; p8 Tr|v p8TaPo>.ii Tr|(; 08ppoKpaoia(; Tiai^ODV
oripavTiKo p6?LO ottiv 5ia5iKaoia Tr|(; p8Tacpopdq
Tr|(^ 08pp6Tr|Ta(;. H peTprioi] OeppoKpaoicbv oto
8v6idp8oo TCOV 8TH(pav8i6v 8v6q ripiaycoyoD
(KDV|/s>.r|(;) 8ivai TipaKTiKd a5DvaTr|. Etiiotic; t)
p8Tpr|cjr| crripeiaKfig 08ppoKpaoia(; sxei tioX,d piKpf)
XpTiaipoTTiTa f) aKopri Kai Ka06Ax)D.[5]

Eia aDTO TO Xoyo KaTaoK8Ddo0r|K8 r\ crDCJK8Df) Tri(;
EiKovag 7 p8 cncoTco va p8TpT|08i TC8ipapaTiKd to
TcooooTO TT|(; 08ppiKf|(; avTioTaoric; tiod DTidpxsi
avdp8aa o8 5do 8Tcicpdv8i8(;. H crDOK8Df| avxr\
aKOxeXEixai and pia 585ap8vi) tiod diaTripeiTai
oTa08pd OTOD(; 0 C Kai 5do p8TaA,X,iKOD(; 5icncoD(;

EiKOva

7. Aidta^il ptTpTi<rn? OeppiKfji;

avTioTam]^

6t)o OTicpavcicov.

KaTaoK8DaGH8vo\)(; aTio to i5io i)>.ik6, tcov ottoicov 8(vai yvcoaieq oi 08p|TiKS(; i5i6TriT8(;. X8
aoTOog TOTx; SioKOog 'UTidpxoov OTieq yia xriv 8ioaycoyfi 98ppo(^8oy6v. To 6Xo adoiripa 8ivai
08ppiKd povcopdvo, 8kt6(; ajco xriv pdoT|
TOD 8X01 6ot8 va 8ivai 85ao(pa>.iap^ r\
povodidoTaxT] pof) 08pp6TT|Ta(;.

F rofiU

EiKova 8. SxnnaTiKt] avaTcapacrrami ((xoroPoXTaiKot)
(FTOixsioi) ps xa t:;cip£poi)(; daiku ;toi) to ajroxtiLodv.

Eivai (pav8p6 ^-ornov on oko7i:6(^ ai)Tf|(;
Tr|(^ 8§opoi(jaor|(; 8ivai o ox86iaop6(; 8v6(;
(pcoToPoXiaiKod to ottoio 0a 8ivai
a7ca>i?iaypdvo and la 08ppiK8(; 87cipp08(;
(thermal effects) Kai oov87ccb(; rriv
r|X8KTpiKfi(; a7c66oof)(; tod.

Fia xriv p8Td6oar| 08pp6TT|Ta(; p8 aycoyi), 08COpODp8 pia xopf] tod (pcoxoPo^ixaiKOD otoixciod.
H e^opoicoori D7ro08T8i oxi to (pcoxoPoA-xaiKo 8ivai pia o8ipd aTio avTioTdo8i(; oi OKoiei; 8ivai
0Dv58p8V8(; 08 o8ipd (EiKova 9) oTr|v 7t8puiTC0OT| avdX.Dar|(; o8 pia didoxaori. Srri 7:8pi7iTcoor|
TT](; avaXvGr\q o8 5do 6iaoTdo8i(; oi avTiGTdo8i(; ^^ixoDpyoDV g8 G8ipd Kai 7tapd>.>iri>ta. H
T]A-iaKT)
aKTivoPoMa
avTiKa0ioTaTai
axriv
85opoiC0Grj, p8 TT]V KDVj/8A,r| TOD (pCOTOpoA,TaiKOD r|
OTiofa 08(jop8iTai toe; ;rr|y]) 08pp6Tr|Ta(;.

Sxriv EiKova 1 1 a7i8iKovi^8Tai to a7coT8?i8opa xriq
avdA,DGr|(;
8v6(;
TipoxDTiOD
cpcoxoPo^^xaiKOD
GTOixsioD ;iOD DTcdpxsi oxa 8pyaoTf|pia tod Cork
Institute of Technology. DTccot; cpaivcxai Kai and
TO Gxnpa r\ avdX.DGri 8yiV8 p8 xrj pof)08ia tod
7ipoypdppaTO(; ANSYS Ver. 5.7. To Tcpoypappa
aDTO sxsi Tr|v dDvaxoTriTa va 8^opoi6v8i 08ppiKd
(paiv6p8va (yia xri GDyK8KpipdvT| TicpucTCOori),
KdvovTa(; xPh<^
p8065oD tidv 7l87l8paGpSVC0V
GTOixcfcov Kai xpTl^i^OTTOKDVTag oav p8TapXriTS(;
TOD GDGTf|paTO(; oXst; TK; 08ppiK8q iSlOXriTC^ TCOV
87iip8poD(; D>iiKd)v. To Tipoypapga 8xei CTtfori^ Tr|v

dDvaxoxriTa

rnc;

7iapd^>.r|>.r|(;

c^opoicoorit;

EiKova 9. AvTioTOCTEic Kaxd to pfjKOc piac;

Topfji; (pcoToPokTaiKod (TTOixeiov.
08ppiK6v
(paivop8V(ov.

Kai

pCDGTOdDVapiKWV

Eia 7l8paiTSpC0 7C8ipapaTlK8(; p8Tpf|08l(;
Xpr|Gipo7ioif|oap8 Tr|v didxa^ri Tr|(; EiKOvac;
10. npoKCixai yia 8va c^opoicoxf)

T]X,iaKf|(;

EiKova 10. Etopoia)Tii(; iikiaKfjf; aKTivoflokia^ oto

aKTivoPoA-iag p8 dDvaxoxriTa p8TaPo?if|(; xriq C.I.T.

layuoc Tr|<; aKTivopo>.ia(; Kai
8>^yx6^£vt](; cuiay(£>yi]q tod aspa ojio tt^v Tciaco £7ii9dv8ia
TOD (pcoTOpo^-TdiKOD. O 84opoi(DTfi(; oXoKX,rip6v8Tai p8 pia Kdp8pa 08ppiKOD oXoypdppaTO(;
(thermal imaging camera)^ Kai 8i5ikod(; aio0TiTnp8(; tiod p8Tpdv8 rx] pof| 08pp6TT|Ta(; (heat
flux sensors) p8 a7coT8X8apa va

ANSYS

KODAL SOLUTIOK

FEE

1 :;oi;i2
11:25:52

TEP: -::i. 722
Et® =?.35;::;
21® =1^.726

9.35 3

10.992
10.173

'

12. b3
11.311

14.2 68
13.449

15.907
15.087

16.726

EiKova 11. napddeiy^a E^opouom)^ 2-6ia<rTd<T£(ov pe ni Poi|0eia tod nipoypdppaTO^; ANSYS.

7iap8X8Tai pia o>x)KX,T]p(op^ aiKova
cp(OToPoX.TaiKOD, 8v6 TaDTOXpova yiv8Tai

Tri(;

08ppoKpaaiaKf|(;

oDp7i8pi9opd(;

tod

Ktti eke.yxo(; aworfiq X8iT0Dpyia(; todv p8tptitik6v opydvcov. Oi aia0TtTf|p8(; pof|(; 08pp6TTiTa(;
8ivai TD710D HFS-4 Kai KaTaaK8Dd^^ovTai aTio ttiv 8Taip8la OMEGA.

LYMnEPAZMATA - AnOTEAEEMATA
H oXoK>.f|pa)ari tod Tcapojtdvco 08COpr|TiKOD povreXoD p8 Tr|

TcpoypdppaToq ANSYS
Kai yvcooTwv 85io6o8cov aTio tt|v pip^ioypacpia, pa^i p8 7i8ipapaTiKf| 87ciP8PaicocrT] oTa
8pyacrrr|pia, avoiy8i to 5p6po yia 7C8paiT8pco aD^rjcrr) tod odvoXikod Pa0poD a7i65o(jri(; tcov
(pcoTOpoA.TaiK6v oTOixeiCDV, TTtv 85£^i5ti todc; Kai Tr|v 86pa{oL)ari tod(; ottiv ayopd. Ta psxpi
Twpa a7iOT8X8opaTa s58i^av 6ti r| 08CopT|TiKr| 85opoi(oaT| tcod 7cpaypaT07ioif|oap8 08 25iaoTdo8iq, p8 Tiq 7i8ipapaTiK8(; p8Tpfia8i(^ ora 8pyaoTf|pia tod CIT, 8xodv pia piKpfj
aTCOKXior) TTiq Td^Tiq 7%. To tiogooto aDTO yia 08ppoKpaa{8q Kovrd gtodc; 60^C 8ivai
iKavoTioiriTiKo yia tt|v aKpip8ia tcov a7:oT8X8opdT(ov tcod xpeia^6pa(n:8. CH5t| 7capaTr|pf)0r|K8
aD^GT] TT](; aTi66oGr|(; tod (p(OTOpo>.TaiKOD KaTd 2%) riapoXDi aDTd t| 8^8>.i^ tt]^ 08COpT|TiKr)(;
8^opoico(Tr|(; oDV8xiC£Tai pexpi va p8ico08i aKopri 7C8piGG6T8po to tcogogto aDTO. Etgi 5iv8Tai
^ Oi Kdpepec; OeppiKOO oXx)ypdppaTO<;, avootapiaTODv, la avxiKeipsva tcod PpiaKOvxai psaa oro 7C86io Tr|<;, fxe
looGeppiKEc; KapjcuX^c;.

r| SwaxoTTiTa rn^; 8^£X,i^Tj^ evoq iiovieXoi) ce S-Siaaidasiq, to otcoio koi 0a paoi^exai Tcdvco
os aoTO T(DV 2-5iaoTdo8cov, (iispiopio^ioq and xiq apx£(^ A^iioopyiag tod TcpoypdppaTog
ANSYS) ps tioXd piKps; ajcoicXiosiq ajio v[\v TcpaypaTiKOTrjTa. Ta aTcoTsA^opaxa tcod tiSti
sxoDps and tov povrsXo tcov 3-5iaoTao£COV sivai apKsxd svGappDVTiKd pia(; Kai os ouyKpion
ps TcsipapaTiKsq psTpfiosic; divoDV a7c6K>Lior| Kovxd oto 10%.
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System Overview
figure 1; PV Laminator.
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The equipment is manufactured from extruded aluminium section (Kanya). It is designed to
be compact and uses air cooling instead of water. The manual opening and closing the
machine is aided by gas springs. The lid is clamped down using a hook rod mounted on the
bottom platen. The largest size of laminate that can be made in this machine is 500 x 500
mm. The vacuum pump is located on’a shelf inside the cabinet. The top vacuum chamber is
evacuated from the top platen and the bottom chamber is evacuated through ports on the
sides, mounted on the spacer. An absolute dialled gauge of range O-lOOmbar gives an
indication of the level of vacuum in the system.

1.1

Lamination

A laminator consists of a double sectioned enclosed on the top with a metal plate and a
heated platen on the bottom. A flexible diaphragm separates tne upper and lower chambers.
Both chambers are equipped with controlled air evacuation and return to atmospheric
conditions. While the top chamber is permanently fixed, the bottom chamber is formed on
closure of the laminator, ie, the bottom portion contacts the heated platen over a silicone
rubber gasket to form an airtight seal. It is within this bottom chamber that PV module
lamination occurs. Follow the typical steps below.
1. Switch on laminator, make sure that the right program is selected in the controller.
2. Wait for temperature to stabilise.
3. Raise lid.
4. Switch on vacuum pump
5. Place laminate glass down in laminator
6. Close lid
7. Start program
8. When program automatically vents, indicating end of program
9. When venting finishes open lid
10. Remove laminate to inspection.
NOTE: Thermal gloves must be used to load and unload laminates
1.2

Vacuum chamber

The vacuum chamber is an aluminium vessel consisting of two parts hinged together. This
allows the chamber to be opened to insert and remove panels to be laminated. While open,
the upper shell is aided by gas springs. The upper shell has the glass-fibre- reinforced
silicone-rubber diaphragm, which divides the chamber into two parts. The lower shell
contains the heated platen.
1.3

Pumping System

The pumping system is shown in figure 2. Either side of the diaphragm is evacuated through
the pump, or connected to atmosphere by means of electrically operated valves.
These valves are controlled by the system's process controller depending on the operating
program that has been selected. The vacuum in the bottom chamber is measured by the
vacuum gauge.

Vents to
atm os

The equipment uses 4 Minco Mica I nsulated Heaters bolted to the bottom surface of the
bottom hot platen. The drawing of the base of the bottom platen is shown on the next page.
The system is rated at 4kW and will heat the plate to about 110®C in 5 minutes.

1.5

Cooling system

The system uses air cooling to cool down the hot platen. This cooling fan is manually
switched ON/OFF as required. When the cross flow fan is running, it flows cool air across
the bottom hot platen and hence, cooling it down. The general trend in the industry is
aiming towards using fast EVA at a constant temperature.
1.6

Electrical system

The wiring diagram of the equipment is attached in the next page. All fuses are mounted in
an enclosure on the side of the equipment for easy access. The wire mess magnetic cover is
easily removed to give access to the relays, valves and fuses as shown in the figure below.

Electrical enclosure

2

Installation

The unit should be unpacked and checked for signs of damage.
Electrical power should be obtained by fitting a suitable plug to a trailing lead, (maximum
25A, 230V, 50 Hz), of the mains lead provided. Mains supply to laminator is located at the
rear of the equipment.
The vacuum pump is housed in the cabinet and should be connected with the pneumatic “T”
connector leading to the vacuum gauge.
The equipment is now ready to be operated.

3

Operation

3.1

Proteus P2000 Advanced Technology Profiler / Controller

The P2000 profiler / controller provides 10 profiles of up to 10 segments each. In normal
use the operator has only to select the desired profile and press start. It even determines the
current value of the measured variable and starts the profile from that point.
Dual four digit LED readouts give simultaneous display of measured value and setpoint.
Four tactile control buttons, a grouped menu system with near plain language mnemonics
and eight status LEDs make Series 2000 very easy to use.
Only one profile has been programmed into this controller and the programming details are
shown in the table below. Others profiles can be created in a similar way, using the same
template.

Programming Sheet

Program Number:

Event Outputs

01
Purpose / Product / Test:
PV Module Lamination
Hold Valve
1
Repeat
0
Hold Type
TIME, rains
SEG
LEVEL
1
5
155^^0
1
2
155°C
3
3
155^^0
4
1
155°C
5
STOP
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
25

T
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Comments/notes:
Written by: Dr Daniel Nuh
Cork Institute
Date:
5/03/02
Republic of Ireland.
Sheet: 1 OF
1
Notes:
Alarm #1 in controller con’esponds to Valve #2
Alarm #2 in controller corresponds to Valve #1
Alarm #3 in controller corresponds to Valve #3
The definitions and programming guide of the different parameters on the above table are
explained in the manual that is attached.
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3.2

Operating procedure using standard cure EVA

After the components of the PV module have been laid up and placed on the hot plate, the
lid of the laminator is closed. The plate is then heated to the softening temperature of the
EVA under vacuum. At this point, atmospheric air is allowed into the top of the vacuum
divider sheet, which presses the module components down onto the hot plate.
Next, the temperature is raised to the thermal setting temperature of the EVA. After being
held at this temperature for a little while, the vacuum is switched off and the product
removed for cooling. This ends the lamination cycle.
If the laminate is being manufactured fi'om acrylic or polycarbonate materials, a different
program cycle should be defined, which enables the laminate to be cooled dowai to handling
temperature under vacuum.
The diagram below illustrates the typical lamination cycle for a standard cure EVA.

10

Lamination Time, minutes.

Platen temperature, ”C.
Pressure bottom and top chambers, Torr.
Pressure top chamber, Torr.
Pressure bottom chambers, Torr
Maintain the platen temperature at 110”C until pressurising the top chamber. Pressurise the top
chamber once at 1 Torr or less on.the bottom chamber then immediately increase the platen
temperature to 155°C for balance of cycle.
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3.3

Operating procedure using fast cure EVA

After the components of the PV module have been laid up and placed on the hot plate, the
lid of the laminator is closed. The plate is held at a constant temperature of about 155®C
with the EVA under vacuum for about 5-6 minutes. At this point, atmospheric air is allowed
into the top of the vacuum divider sheet, which presses the module components dovm onto
the hot plate for a further 3-4 minutes. The vacuum is switched off and the product removed
for cooling. This ends the lamination cycle.
If the laminate is being manufactured from acrylic or polycarbonate materials, a different
program cycle should be defined, which enables the laminate to be cooled down to handling
temperature under vacuum.
The diagram below illustrates the typical lamination cycle for a standard cure EVA.
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4

Service & Maintenance

4.1

Routine servicing

During use, excess molten EVA and dirt will build up on the bottom platen. It requires
regular cleaning to remove dirt and grease.
The vacuum bag should be changed after about 1000 cycles. It should be regularly checked
for damage and degradation.
The vacuum pump should be blasted regularly, the instructions are given in the user manual
for the pump which is attached. More instructions are given below under the heading
decontamination of the oil.
The vacuum tubing should be checked regularly, since regular heat exposure may cause the
tubes to shrink and hence lost of vacuum.
To decontaminate the oil
The oil level in the vacuum pump should be checked regularly.
If the oil in the system is not decontaminated regularly, the system may not achieve the
required vacuum level. We recommend that this should be done regularly, depending on the
usage of the system. The procedure is outlined below, and more information is given in the
manual of the pump, which is attached.
The oil in the pump should be clear; if the oil is cloudy or discoloured, it is contaminated
with process vapours.
1. Look at the condition of the oil in the oil-level sight-glass. If the oil is cloudy or
discoloured, continue with the procedure at step 2 below.
2. Close the vacuum system isolation valve.
3. Turn the mode isolator fully anticlockwise to select High Throughput mode. Set the gasballast control to low flow (position T’).
4. Operate the pump until the oil is clear (30 minutes or more).
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4.2

Location of components
Bottom vacuum level display
Bottom platen

Crossflow fan

3 valves

Fuses, MCBs, relays
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4.3

Specifications

Dimensions

Approx. L: 1.1m, H: 0.9m, D: 0.8m

Weight

50kg

Power Requirements

25A single phase 230V 50 Hz

Vacuum Obtained

< 1 mbar absolaute

Maximum Temperature of operation

200 °c

Minimum Lamination Cycle

8 minutes

Maximum laminate size

0.5 X 0.5m
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4.4

Troubleshooting

If the laminator seems to malfunction:
1. Check the fuses and the mains supply via the filter.
2. Check that the temperature controller configuration has not been modified.
3. Check for kinks, blockages or leaks in the vacuum pipes.
4. If vacuum pump is not giving the right level of vacuum see section 4.1 (see also the
handbook)
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